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(ABSTRACT)

Software packages which use windows have become increasingly popular

in the last two years. Their popularity derives from the belief that

windows will improve pproductivity by decreasing task completion time.

However, two studies (Silver, 1985 and Davies, Bury and Darnell, 1985)

have found this not to be the case. In fact, one of the studies (Davies

g;_gl„, 1985) found that task completion time was increased when using

windows. It is thought that performance using window systems is a func-

tion of the number of responses required to be executed as well as the

amount of information which must be found and used to complete a task.

The purpose of the present study was to determine under what conditions,

in terms of memory load and task complexity, performance using windows

and non-window strategies differed.

Forty-eight subjects were placed in one of four environments and each

performed six editing tasks which varied on complexity and memory load

level. Human performance in one windowed environment was compared to

three non-window strategies. These three strategies, note-taking, memo-

rizing, or switching between files, were included to allow comparisons



in terms of working memory and number and types of responses executed.

The tasks required subjects to locate information from a supplementary

file and type it into a main file. The three memory load levels which

were used required subjects to find either 2, 4 or 8 pieces of informa-

tion. The two complexity levels referred to the placement of needed in-

formation in the supplementary file; whether or not information was

located in close proximity to other needed information.

Results indicated that it made little difference which system was

used in the low memory load condition. However, as memory load increased,

more subjects were found to make errors in the non-window conditions.

More responses were executed in the Switch condition than in the Window

or Memorization conditions in the high memory load condition. Mental

workload was also found to be higher in the Memorization and Switch con-

ditions than in the Window and Notes conditions as memory load increased.

Nevertheless, there was no significant interaction for task completion

times between Memory Load and Environment. This was thought to be due

to a failure to adequately load working memory as well as a failure of a

test of verbal and spatial ability to account for individual differences. _

It was concluded that the benefits of windows are not apparent until

one°s working memory capacity is exceeded. As memory load increases be-

yond this point, it is thought that memorization will quickly become an

inefficient strategy due to limitations of memory capacity. As memory

load continues to increase, a switching strategy should become ineffi-

cient due to limitations of both memory and response capacities. A

strategy of note taking should not become inefficient until a large memory

load is placed upon the user. This is because note taking is a well



learned uncomplicated response. The benefits of windows include a re-

duction in the number of responses, errors, and mental workload due to

their ability to reduce the amount of mental resources required by pro-

viding the user with a very efficient and accurate memory aid.
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A primary use of computers in business is to increase productivity

by providing information to the user quickly and efficiently. With the

development of windows for computers, it has become possible to have se-

veral distinct pieces of information displayed to the user at one time.

The window can act as a memory aid and save the user valuable time. Thus,

windows potentially offer a way of increasing productivity by speeding

up task completion time and reducing cognitive load. Davies, Bury and

Darnell (1985) discuss three benefits of window displays. First, windows

can present information which supplements the user°s primary task. For

instance, a window of a spreadsheet can be considered supplemental to the

primary task of editing a business brief. A second benefit is to be able

to monitor changes in a secondary window. For example, data in the pri-

mary window, such as productivity rate, could be graphed in the secondary

window to give the user a visual portrayal of the data. And finally, two

separate locations in the same application can be shown at the same time

to aid in moving or copying data from one location to another location.

The drop in price of RAM chips for personal computers brought a

concomitant rise in the number of RAM resident programs (Jeffries, 1985),

including window programs such as IBM's Igpyigw and Microsoft's Window;.

_ This proliferation of software has given a great number of people the

potential to increase productivity. However, this potential is useless

if the human cannot effectively use the information presented

(Steinbrecher, 1984). The large number of computer programs which contain

1
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windows prompts the question: are windows really useful? By useful, it

is meant 1) do windows increase the speed with which a task can be ac-

complished, and 2) do windows reduce the number of errors in completing

a task? In asking and answering these questions, one has not gained an

understanding about windows in general, but rather an understanding about

_the specific software one has used. Instead, one must first ask why

windows might be useful. In asking this question, one can develop a

theoretical framework which will enable the determination as to how window

software, in general, should be designed and in what situations it should

be used. In this manner, one can understand null or possibly contradic-

tory results.

Many software manufacturers would like to say that programs con-

taining windows will increase productivity by some great percentage for

all tasks. Intuitively, one might think that a window would be useful

to call up some help information, to access a file with the latest budget

so that the information could be typed into a letter to a colleague, or

that a phone number be easily accessed. However, it is also possible that

the windows could hinder performance. Consider the case where a manager

needs to find the phone number of a client so the information can be typed

into a letter to his/her supervisor. The information resides in a com-

puter file separate from the current one. The user can call up a window

to access the phone number. If the windowing system which the user is

working on is complicated, the user may expend more effort and resources

to use the windowing system than to simply exit out of that application,

find the phone number and get back into the application. Thus, a window

is not a useful device in all instances.
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It is thought, by the present author, that as any task begins to tax

and overload cognitive capacities, performance will decline. Any system

which can reduce the amount of strain on cognitive capacities should in-

crease performance. Simple window systems potentially can provide one

way in which the strain of computer tasks on certain cognitive capacities

may be reduced. Given that there are several different types of cognitive

capacities (Wickens, 1984), windows should increase performance over

non-windows if they reduce the cognitive load on an operator°s limited

capacity* working memory. Windows should also reduce the load on the

limited cognitive resources required for the selection and execution of

responses.

It is proposed that the usefulness of windows relies on their ability

to reduce the amount of cognitive load placed on the operator and reduce

the amount of selection and execution of responses. The reduction of

cognitive load and keyboard responses should result in faster task com-

pletion times. Cognitive load, or workload, can be diminished by reducing

the amount of information and the time that this information must be held

in working memory. Selection and execution of responses include not only

keyboard responses, but also responses required to write down information

which may be to large to fit in working memory. Responses may be reduced

by requiring fewer keystrokes to perform a task in a window system than

in a non-window system and by allowing the user to view the information

directly on the screen as in a window format.

In the case of working memory, windows can serve as a memory aid.

By memory aid, it is meant that instead of having to commit help infor-

mation, directory information or any other information to memory, one
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could have the information displayed in a window. The information would

not have to be held in working memory for a long period of time, only long

enough to be used in the main application. Also, less information would

have to be held in memory because the user can quickly acquire more in-

formation by glancing down to the window.

Windows should also reduce the cognitive load on the selection and

response stage of cognitive processing. When the user must remember or

understand a great deal of information, the person may write this infor-

mation down in a non-windowed environment. In a windowed environment,

the user need only glance down. There is no need to take notes which take

‘ time and may result in transcription errors.

It is important here to discuss non-window strategies. Operators

in a non-window environment may adopt different strategies in order to

complete a task. For instance, one operator may memorize information

while another operator may take notes on information. Or an operator may

open and close files a number of times in order to find information. Each

of these strategies places a different emphasis on working memory re-

sources and response selection and execution resources. For instance,

memorizing information contains a strong memory component while switching

from one application to another contains both a memory component and a

response component. Note taking requires more of a response component

than a memory component. g

It is also proposed that the usefulness of windows will be moderated

by an interaction of the task which the user must perform, the attributes

of the windows themselves, and finally the personal attributes of the

user. Some of these are discussed below.
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Some task dimensions which might influence the usefulness of windows

include how busy the task requires the operator to be, if the user must

search for text (as in correcting typos in a paper), if the user must

search a list (as in a list of phone numbers) to place in some other text,

if the task requires the user to get help information, or if the task

requires cognitive understanding of several pieces of information from

two different files. Some window attributes which may prove useful in-

clude the size and number of windows displayed (Bury, Davies & Darnell,

1985), the presence of a status line and the information displayed on it,

the ease with which windows may be opened, closed, moved, or made larger

or smaller (Bury g;_a1„, 1985), and how well the user can keep track of

the information in each of the windows (Woods, 1984). Finally, some

personal attributes which may determine how useful windows are to each

individual include different cognitive styles such as field dependence

or independence, holist or serialist strategies, convergent or divergent
V

thinking and reflective or impulsive acting (Robertson, 1985), the oper-

ators° spatial memory and logical reasoning as well as age (Gomez, Egan

& Bowers, 1986) and experience (Scapin, 1981)

This experiment was designed to answer two main questions with regard

to performance using windows. The subjects performed simple editing tasks

in which they were required to find information from a supplementary file

and type it in to a main file. The first question was: Why would per-

formance using a window environment be better than a non-window environ-

ment? This question was answered by comparing performance for a group

of subjects using a window environment to performance for three groups

of subjects using one of three non-window strategies. The three non-
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window strategies included 1) Memorization or memorizing the information,

2) Notes or taking notes on the information, and 3) Switch or switching

between files. These three strategies required different amounts of the

working memory and response selection resources. Therefore, by comparing

window performance to performance using one of these three non-window

strategies, it was thought possible to determine the degree that differ-

ences were due to working memory and response selection resources.

The second question was: When is performance using a window envi-

ronment better than a non-window environment? This question was answered

in relation to two task parameters: the amount of information (memory

load) which each subject was required to find and the displayed complexity

of this information (complexity). This question provided information as

to what types of tasks are improved by the use of windows.

It was expected that the answers to these questions were not inde-

pendent of each other. Rather, it was proposed that there would be an

interaction between environment and memory load and between environment

and complexity for task completion times. It was thought that performance

between the environments should not differ* when. memory load and task

complexity are low. However, as the user's resources are diminished by

higher memory loads and more complexity, it was thought that differences

between the environments would become apparent. These differences sug-

gest reasons why window performance may or may not be useful. The lit-

erature review is presented below and discusses the resources involved

in using windows as well as review two studies which compared window and

non-window performance.
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overview

Six main topics are discussed in this section. The first topic is

an introduction into window design. Following this is a review of mul-

tiple resource theory. Multiple resource theory allows us to hypothesize

that both working memory and response selection are important in making

windows useful. Then a review of the major concepts in working memory

is presented. An examination of response selection with regard to typing

performance follows. Mental workload, which examines how taxed a user

is, is then discussed. Finally, two studies which compared window and

non·window performance are critiqued.

wmuow ugsgey

The term 'window° is defined as a viewport to a usually larger set

of information. In the simplest case, the entire computer screen may be

thought of as a window which allows the user to view only one application

at a time. In fact, Bury, Boyle, Evey and Neal (1982) found that novice

users perceived a cathode ray tube (CRT) screen as a window to view a

larger document rather than simply a scrolling device for a document.

Usually, however, one is interested in multiple windows. In this case,

a second, third or fourth (ad infinitum) window may be placed on the

computer screen. Each of these windows may contain separate and distinct

applications such as documents, spreadsheets, graphics, etc.
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The full application that each window represents is called a Pres-

entation Space (abbreviated "P-Space"). The information from the P-Space

that is presented to the user in the window is referred to as an object.

The virtual desktop is a representation of all of the objects open to a

user. In most instances, the physical display is as large as the virtual _

desktop. Thus, all of the objects which a user is manipulating are lo-

cated in the space of the physical display. However, it is possible that

the virtual desktop is larger than the physical display and the display

itself becomes-a window to a larger set of windows (Bury, e;_gl„, 1985).

Many window systems allow the user to modify the window in several

different ways. This includes opening and closing the window, placing

one window on top of the others, making a window larger or smaller and

moving the window around the physical display. This allows the user to

customize the window setup for particular needs. Some window systems,

however, allow only minimal modification or none at all. Thus when the

window is opened both its size and placement cannot be changed. These

systems are used primarily by menu, message and help windows and free up

the operator from making window placement, size, etc. decisions (Bury gt

glh, 1985).
W

The window system which was used in this study allowed the user to

open and close only one window at a time which was of a fixed placement

and size. The user could move the cursor between the windows and had full

editing capabilities in both windows. This system was chosen because the

number of decisions the user was required to make was kept to a similar

number as that of the non·window environments. By controlling the window
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system in this manner, differences may be accounted for among the window

and non-window environments in terms of responses executed.

Human performance, including the use of computers, relies on the

execution of many different mental operations. These operations include

rehearsal, inputting, responding, transformation, encoding, etc. There

have been a number of theories which have been proposed to explain and

define the limitations of the human in processing different signals.

These theories of mental resources are important because the usefulness

of windows for computers lies in their ability to reduce the cognitive

load placed on the user. This is significant because humans are thought

to have mental resources which are limited in capacity. A review of re-

source theory is presented below. This review is useful because it dem-

onstrates the capabilities of the human as far as performing two tasks

at once. Thus, the multiple resource theory can help in understanding

how performance can be improved or degraded by increasing the amount of

cognitive or physical work that must be completed.
U

Single Resource Theories ~

The first theories of mental resources viewed the human as a single

limited capacity channel (Broadbent, 1958; Moray, 1967). Any signal which

was received by the operator was thought to have complete control of the

channel from selection of the signal to completion of a response. If two

signals were presented at the same time, only one could be selected and
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acted on. The other could be filtered out or held in store until the

channel was clear. This theory predicted that the time to complete two

tasks simultaneously equals or exceeds the sum of the time required by

each task independently (serial processing). However, there are many

occasions when this is not true (Kerr, 1973).

_ Kahneman (1973) viewed the human as possessing an undifferentiated

limited capacity of resources which could be allocated to any number of

tasks as long as the total capacity was not exceeded (parallel process-

ing). All operations were thought to require some amount of this limited

undifferentiated resource. Allport, Antonis and Reynolds (1972) devel-

oped a multichannel theory which suggested that there were several dif-

ferent processors each. with a limited capacity. Tasks which used

different resources could be processed in parallel. However, those tasks

which did require the same limited resource were thought to be processed

serially (Kerr, 1973).

Multiple Resource Theories

The theories discussed above assume that the human has an undiffer-

entiated limited capacity single resource (Kahneman, 1973). They cannot,

however, account for several research findings. First, the single re-

source theories suggest that a task of greater difficulty, performed at

the same level as a different task of lesser difficulty, should require

more resources. However, this does not always occur. Instead, there are

many examples of interference not by task difficulty, but by the task

structure (Wickens, 1984). For instance, Wickens (1976) found that

maintaining constant pressure on a stick (a pure response task) interfered
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more with performance on a manual tracking task than an auditory signal

detection task which was judged to be more difficult by subjects. Second,

according to single resource theory, if the difficulty of the same task

is changed, the performance of a second task should also change, while

holding allocation constant. Nevertheless, Gopher, Brickner and Navon

(1982), found when using a letter typing task and a two dimensional

tracking task that two levels of the cognitive component of the typing

task did not affect the tracking task. However, both the typing and

tracking tasks shared a motor resource component. Third, it is also

possible for some tasks to be perfectly time shared so that no decrement

in performance will occur. Thus, Allport, Antonis and Reynolds (1972)

found that subjects could sight·read music and perform a verbal shadowing

task perfectly.

These results suggest that there may not be one single resource but

rather there may be many types of resources. Wickens (1980) suggested a

model with three dichotomous dimensions (or structures) on which tasks

may differ. Within a structure, resources are limited. However, between

structures, resources are considered unlimited. because different re-

sources are used. The more two tasks require separate resources on any

of these dimensions, the less changes in the difficulty on one task will

influence changes in the difficulty on the other task. The first of the

three dimensions is the stages of mental processing. In this dimension,

both encoding and central processing are thought to require the same re-

sources, but different resources from responding. Encoding and central

processing occur in working memory while responding is thought not to

(Wickens, 1984). Therefore, two tasks which both contain heavy encoding
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and central processing components will interfere more with each other than

with a task which contains a heavy responding component.

The second dimension is that of the modalities of input and output.

The input modalities include visual and auditory encoding. Two tasks

which require two visual inputs will be less efficiently timeshared than

if one is an auditory input. The output modalities include vocal and

manual responses. Two tasks which require vocal responses will be less

efficiently timeshared than if one of the tasks requires manual respond-

ing. The final dimension is the code of central processing; whether in-

formation in memory is coded spatially or verbally. Wickens, Mountford

and Schreiner (1981) cite previous research on brain lateralization as-

serting that verbal processing may be associated with the left cerebral

hemisphere of right handed individuals while spatial processing is lo-

calized in the right hemisphere. Herdman and Friedman (1985) found evi-

dence to suggest that the left and right hemispheres of the brain do

indeed behave as though they represent separate resources.

Tests of Wickens' model for multiple resources have received much

empirical support (Gopher g;_gl„, 1982; Kramer, Wickens & Donchin, 1985;

and Wickens, 1980). In the present experiment, input was necessarily

visual (CRT display) and output was necessarily manual (keyboard typing)

and the code of central processing was verbal although a spatial component

was also expected since the ability to use a window may relate to spatial

ability (Gomez, g;_gl„, 1986). Of interest, however, were the stages of

mental processing.

As was discussed earlier, it is thought that windows will be more

useful than non-windows when the windows 1) reduce the number and type
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of responses which must be made and 2) reduce the amount of information

which must be remembered. Given that resources within the encoding and

central processing stages are thought to be limited and occur within

working memory, then windows will aid performance for tasks which exceed

the capacity of memory by acting as a memory aid and reducing the demand

on resources. Instead of having to remember information, the user can

view the actual information. Windows should also reduce the responding

stage of performance because the user need not write information down in

order to remember it, or use many keystrokes to get in and out of files.

Therefore, when the task requires a great deal of responding, performance

will be better in an environment which requires little responding as op-

posed to one which requires more responding. Also, as central processing

and encoding are thought to require different resources than responding,

there should be no interaction between the amount of responding (key-

strokes) and the amount of central processing and encoding (the amount

of information which must be remembered and understood) in a task.

Working memory is the place where central processing and encoding

occur. The next section examines working memory in detail and discusses

the manner in which it will affect performance in both the window and

non-window environments.

gggAg gQßg1g§ gEg0ß1 Agb W1gb0W;gG

A person°s working memory is a construct which refers to a part of

memory that holds either new information (such as a telephone number) or

old information retrieved from long term memory (such as your own tele-
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phone number) which can then be acted on. As working memory is limited

in its capacity, performance will degrade (be slower with more errors)

when a task requires more working memory than can be allocated. However,

any method which can reduce the memory load on an individual has the

ability to increase task performance. Windows offer such. a solution.

Understanding the nature of working memory is therefore critical to
l

understanding when and how windows will be useful.

One of the main attributes of working memory is a very limited ca-

pacity. Miller (1956) found that immediate memory (referred to here as

working memory) could hold 7 +/- 2 'chunks° of information. A 'chunk°

is any highly familiar unit which may be very individualized and depends

on what is stored in long term memory. Thus, what may be a chunk to one

person, may not be one to another person (deGroot, 1966). Although this

definition is very vague, it is also useful. It can be used to explain

why the same person can apparently hold very different amounts of dif-

ferent types of information in working memory. Thus, a secretary may be

able to easily and correctly type, in a letter, three names of people who

work in her office. However, she may not be able to remember or correctlye
type three names of other people with whom she is not familiar.

Windows, however, may free a user from filling up working memory.

A user may find information in a window, place it in working memory, and

then type the information into a main application. If the information

is greater than 7 +/— 2 chunks, the user can take another glance, fill

up working memory and type the information into the main application. This

will be done until the task is completed. In the switch and memorization

non-windowed conditions, these actions may also be performed. However,
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the user must hold the information in working memory for a longer period

of time which brings us to the second aspect of working memory.

The second aspect of working memory is that it is not permanent.

Forgetting can occur in two ways. First, items in working memory simply

decay over time. Thus, time itself, causes forgetting (Reitman, 1974).

However, in most circumstances, this method is not as important for for-

getting as is the second method known as interference. The interference

theory of forgetting states that activity or events occur, over time, to

interfere with memory. According to this theory, there are two types of

interference. The first, retroactive interference, is defined as a dec-

rement in recall produced by events occurring between learning and recall

(Adams, 1980). Thus, in the switch and memorization non-windowed condi-

tions, a user may have to find and remember a certain name. Once the user

has found this name, the name is placed in working memory. Then the user

must get back into the main application and type the name into some text.

However, the activity of getting back into the main application may

produce retroactive interference, and the name may be lost or altered in

memory. This may be less likely to occur in a windowed condition.

The second type of interference, proactive interference, is defined

as a decrement in recall produced by events which occurred before the

learning of some information or activity (Adams, 1980). Thus, the events

were never properly encoded into working memory. Under this type of in-

terference, a phenomenon known as proactive inhibition (PI) has impli-

cations for computer window use. Keppel and Underwood (1962) found that

subjects, who were required to remember a different nonsense syllable on

each of many trials without rehearsal, had poor recall after 18 seconds.
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However, they also found that recall for the first three trials was near

perfect. It was only after subjects had four or more trials, that recall

was reduced. Thus, early items interfered with the recall of later items.

This phenomenon occurs because of one of the ways in which items are coded

into working memory, namely semantic or meaning based representation.

Items which are highly related semantically will tend to interfere with

each other by remaining in working memory. Therefore, proactive

inhibition will build up over several trials. A release from proactive

inhibition can be obtained by switching to a different kind of stimulus,

one which has a different semantic meaning (Wickens, 1984).

Therefore, if a user must remember a number of semantically related

pieces of information, the user is likely to get a build up of proactive

inhibition. If this occurs, the user may have to refer to the information

several times. In the switch and memorization non-windowed strategies,

this would be very difficult and time consuming. However, in the windowed

environment, this would be much easier. It should be noted that this

phenomenon should occur when the user is not able to rehearse the items.

This may be the case if the user has many things to do at the same time,

such as remembering how to get in and out of an application.

Information may be kept in working memory indefinitely as long as

the number of chunks to be retained does not exceed the capacity of the

system and the information is constantly attended to, usually by rehearsal

(Howard, 1983). Peterson and Peterson (1959) found that recall was per-

fect, up to 18 seconds, for subjects who were allowed to rehearse items

(a similar experiment to Keppel and Underwood°s 1962 experiment). How-

ever, for subjects who performed a distractor test, which prevented re-
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hearsal; the percent recall was perfect immediately after presentation

of the words and then dropped dramatically over the next 18 seconds to

zero percent recall. Along with this, Melton (1963) found that not only

rehearsal, but the number of items, affect recall. The more items sub-

jects were required to remember over a period of time (up to 5 items) the

less they could remember over the retention interval. Thus, anything

which prevents rehearsal, will reduce one's ability to hold information

in working memory. A user who must use a complicated word processor may

find it difficult to keep information in working memory. A system which

does not act as a distractor task will allow for the best performance.

Finally, working memory can be attenuated when certain types of other

tasks must be concurrently performed. Baddeley and Hitch (1974) had

subjects perfomm a reasoning task while holding 1, 2, or 6 digits in

memory. They found that the reasoning task was unaffected for both speed

and accuracy with 1 or 2 digits. However, subjects were significantly

slower in the reasoning task with 6 digits in memory. Also, the more

difficult the reasoning task was, the greater the effect of the 6 item

memory load. Thus, the reasoning task must call upon working memory to

some degree in order to get a deficit from holding the six items in

working memory. Baddeley g;_gl„ (1974) also tested language comprehen-

sion in a reading task, and found that comprehension dropped significantly

when six digits had to be held in working memory as opposed to 1 or 3

digits. Shulman and Greenberg (1971) also found that performance on two

types of perceptual tasks was inversely related to memory load. There-

fore, the more information a user must hold in working memory, the fewer

resources are available from working memory to be used to process rea-
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soning, language comprehension and perceptual tasks. Accordingly, these

processes must all draw from the same resource.

A window then, may be useful by providing the operator with a way

to reduce the number of items which has to be held in working memory.

The fewer items held in working memory, the more room there will be for

other types of processes which draw from the same resource. A user need
·

only hold a few items in memory at any one time. After the information

has been used, the user may then refer back down to the window to get more

information. In the switch and memorization non-windowed strategies,

this may also be done, except that the very actions of getting in and out

of applications may reduce working memory capacity.

As shown above, windows may aid the user by reducing the load on

human working memory. It is also possible that the responding stage of

processing will also affect the usefulness of windows. The next section

examines this possibility.

Typing, as a transcription task, is a very complex series of motor

movements which occur in a highly precise manner. Typically, secretaries

can type between 60 and 80 words per minute (wpm), 100 wpm is not uncom-

mon, and championship typing can reach close to 200 wpm (Rumelhart &

Norman, 1982; Seibel, 1972). This translates into around five keypresses

every second (Alden, Daniels & Kanarick, 1972).

Although the typing speeds just mentioned seem relatively fast, they

are measurements taken from the continuous typing of text rather than the
U
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discrete typing which occurs in computer text editing tasks. The mere

act of pressing a key on a keyboard takes time. Therefore, task per-

formance in a computer system which requires a large number of keystrokes

will be slower than one which requires fewer keystrokes, all else held

constant. It is apparent, then, that we should examine the selection and

execution of keystroke responses in order to make accurate predictions

about window and non-window performance.

The psychology of typing has been thoroughly studied (Shaffer &

Hardwick, 1970) and has as its basis the understanding of reaction time.

In reaction time studies, if two responses occur very close together in

time, the second response will be slower than if the same response had

occurred alone. This is known as the psychological refractory period

(PRP) (Davis, 1965). The PRP is best explained in terms of Broadbent°s

(1958) single channel theory. According to this theory, processing the

stimulus for the first response "captures the single-channel bottleneck

of the decision-making/response-selection stage" (Wickens, 1984). In

this way, the second stimulus cannot be handled until the first response

has been executed. Keele (1973) however, found that the perceptual

processing of the second stimulus can occur in an automatic fashion (in

parallel) while the first response is still being executed. Therefore,

perceptual processing of the second stimulus is free. The bottleneck

occurs after this free processing and continues until the first response

is completed.

Because of this bottleneck, the latency of several single responses,

strung together and occurring very close in time (serial reaction time)

will be more than the sum of the individual responses occurring alone.
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Thus, the motor activity of responding is slower than the perceptual

processing. In normal continuous typing, this problem is counteracted

by the use of preview and lag. Since perceptual processing is faster and

can occur in parallel with responding, the user may °preview° or see se-

veral letters ahead of what is being typed. Thus, the response of each

letter typed may °lag° or fall behind what is being seen (Shaffer &

Hardwick, 1970). The information that is previewed is held in working

memory until it is required. Shaffer & Hardwick (1970) state that after

stimuli have been perceived, they are translated into response codes and

sent in a queue to working memory to await output. Wickens (1984) points

out that although the information is held in working memory, it is only

for a short time (around one second). Thus, as the information is held

in working memory for such a short time, rehearsal, which demands re-

sources, is not used.

The kind of typing which has been discussed so far is called con-

tinuous typing because input is continuously encoded from some medium and

output is continuously being typed (Seibel, 1972). In this situation,

the typist simply transcribes information. However, with the advent of

computers, a second form of typing has recently been studied. Discrete

typing reflects the rapid typing of a series of letters, numbers, or key

sequences. It is called discrete because the information is typed in

discrete units rather than one continuous flow. Editing tasks are rep-

resentative of this kind of typing. The typist may only type one word

on a line or a series of keys may be struck which delete a line.

As was stated earlier, stimuli can be encoded faster than they can

be responded to. This leads to the decision complexity advantage. This
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advantage states that one can respond to several more complex decisions

more rapidly (requiring fewer keystrokes) than many simple decisions re-

quiring many responses (Wickens, 1984). Hence, in typing, one could type

more infgrmgtigg but less keystrokes by using keys which represent more

information (in bits). Stenotype machines used by court stenographers

convey more information per keystroke than the conventional typewriter.

The keystroke rate for the stenographers is slower than for individuals

using the QWERTY keyboard, but, they can type 200-300 wpm because of the

increased information transmission rate. This concept is important in

deciding upon editing commands for word processors. For instance, the

decision complexity advantage indicates that commands should contain few

keystrokes yet each keystroke should transmit more information than the

keystrokes for normal text.

Another major factor in reaction time is the complexity of the re-

sponse. A response that is more complex will take longer to execute, will

take longer to choose, and will require more feedback (Wickens, 1984).

Therefore, the initiation of a complex response will take longer than a

simpler one, will physically take longer to execute and the operator must

monitor the response more carefully before continuing with the next re-

sponse. Sternberg, Knoll and Wright (1977) found that response time (per

keystroke) was faster if letter strings were not only short but required

at least one hand change. This is because, while one hand is executing

a response, the other may be getting ready for the next response. How-

ever, as the number of hand changes and string length increased, response

time began to increase. Therefore, response time is a function of both

1
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the types of finger movements as well as the length of the string to be

typed.

Consequently, response sequences for computer commands should not

only convey a great deal of information per keystroke, but the keystrokes

themselves should not be so complex that they will take unreasonably long

to initiate or execute. The user will probably always monitor an editing

keystroke, especially if it is a keystroke which will delete a line or a

word. In discrete tasks, the use of preview will probably not play a

major role in overcoming monitoring time. However, if the user can

quickly recover from any major errors, the user may not have to monitor

a major editing keystroke as carefully as in the case when the error is

unrecoverable.
U

This discussion of reaction time and typing has several implications

for deciding command sequences for windows in editors. First, the command

sequence required to open, close and otherwise use a window (or for that

matter any editing task) should be short and not complex. Second, the

key sequence should convey a lot of information per keystroke. Third,

if more than one keystroke is required, it should contain at least one

hand change. Fourth, the command should be able to be quickly undone.

Thus, ‘the key sequence for the editing comand will be learned and

produced quicker if it is a short mnemonic for what it actually does and

can be undone quickly (Embley and Nagy, 1981).

_ The discussion also has implications for determining how windows can

aid performance in typing tasks. First, as the number of responses in-

crease, the time to complete the task will also increase. Thus, suppose

a user needs to locate some information in a supplementary file. If the

l
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user was in a simple window environment, the user might have to execute ·

two keystrokes to call up a window and find the information. However,

if the user was in a non-window environment in which he or she had to

switch back and forth between the supplementary file and the main file,

the user might need to execute eight keystrokes in order to accomplish

_the same task. The sheer number of keystrokes would take longer to exe-

cute in the second case. Not to mention that the information would have

to be remembered and rehearsed for a relatively long period of time,

compared to the windowed situation.

In the example above, the user could also write down (take notes on)

the information. Thus, the user would need to execute more responses than

in the window condition. Although information can be handwritten at a

rate of about 80 characters per minute (Seibel, 1972) this will add time,

especially since this intermediate step can be skipped in the windowed

situation.

Another implication of the typing research for windowing is that of

preview. In the window situation, the user could read from one window,

encoding information at a rapid pace, while typing that information into

another window. In the non-window switch and memorization conditions,

the user must rehearse the information obtained from the other file to

hold it in working memory. This act limits the amount of information

which can be held in memory. The user could write the information from

the second file down as in the notes condition. However, the act of

writing will slow the user down relative to the user in the windowed en-

vironment.

l .
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Along these same lines, if the information which the user must obtain

from the other file is difficult to remember or not easily chunked, the

effect of preview allows the user in the windowed situation to continue

executing responses from the buffer of working memory while encoding the

difficult information. In the non-windowed environment this cannot be

performed.

Finally, it should. be pointed out that it is quite possible for

performance in the non-windowed environment to be faster than in ‘the

windowed environment. This could occur in at least three situations.

First, if more responses are required to open up or adjust the windows,

locate or move text, page up and down, rather than simply to get out of

the application, find the information and get back in the application,

then windows may attenuate performance. Second, if the total number of

responses required to use the window system is more complicated than the

non-windowed situation, windows may hinder performance. Third, if win-

dows reduce the amount of information which may be previewed, performance

will be degraded.

The concept of mental workload may be very advantageous in deter-

mining the usefulness of windows. There is no single definition of mental

workload. Generally, it is the idea that one can measure how busy an

operator is. Mental workload can give estimates of how much a system is

taxing an operator or the extent of work an operator can handle. Workload
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measurements can therefore be used to compare the effects and interactions

of different tasks and computer systems on cognitive capacity.

It is conceivable that subjects will have more reserve cognitive

capacity in a window environment than in a non-window environment. This

could occur because subjects may not have as much to do in terms of re-

sponses or in terms of working memory as in the non-window case. It is

also conceivable that workload may be the same in the window and non-
·

window conditions, yet the task is performed faster in the window envi-

ronment. If this occurs, the operator is more efficient in the window

environment in that he or she is working quickly to complete the task and

· is not slowed down by many extraneous tasks such as extra response move-

ments or extreme memory loading which may occur in non-window environ-

ments. In the present experiment, two workload measures were used to

obtain estimates of reserve cognitive capacity which would allow us to

better understand the effects of windows on performance. Therefore, a

discussion of the different workload measures and their effectiveness at

discriminating between different task levels is presented below.

Wickens (1984) discussed five criteria that workload measures should

strive to achieve. The first, sensitivity, suggests that a measure should

be sensitive to changes in task difficulty or resource demand. The sec-

ond, diagnosticity, indicates that a measure should indicate what caused

the change in workload. Third, selectivity refers to a measure which Q
reflects changes in resource demands which are related to mental workload•

and not to changes which do not relate to mental capacity. Fourth, the

measure should also not be intrusive. Finally, the measure should be
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reliable. Wickens also noted that most workload measures will not satisfy

all of these criteria.

A number of different methods have been proposed to measure workload

including using secondary tasks to assess reserve capacity (Hicks &

Wierwille, 1979; Ogden, Levine, and Eisner 1979; Savage, Wierwille &

Cordes, 1978) and measuring physiological changes of subjects while per-

forming and not performing tasks (Casali 8 Wierwille, 1984; Hicks &

Wierwille, 1979). The two methods which were used in this experiment are

primary task measures and subjective questionnaires.

Primary task measures assess workload by increasing the difficulty

of the primary task and assessing changes in performance. Its two major

advantages are that it is unobtrusive and that the measures relate di-

rectly to the task. The major drawbacks of this technique are that it

may be insensitive to changes (Hicks & Wierwille, 1979), it is difficult

to compare diverse measures between tasks, and it is difficult to say how

task difficulty, as defined by the experimenter, will load the subject

(Wickens, 1984). Thus, unless the same dependent measures are used in

experiments, one cannot compare tasks. Even if the same dependent measure

is used, different operators may allocate resources differently, such

that one operator may maintain maximum performance, while another opera-

tor may not maintain maximum performance throughout all levels of the task

(Wickens, 1984).

The second type of measure which was used in this study involved

assessing subjective mental workload with questionnaires designed to de-

termine how much an operator was mentally taxed. This technique is simple

to use and unobtrusive. Nevertheless, it is possible for the subject to

l
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confuse mental and physical workload, and under or overestimate the degree

to which he or she was actually loaded. The next two sections evaluate,

in more detail, the primary workload method and questionnaire which were

used in this study.

Primary workload
l

The primary workload technique may be performed by changing the

„ difficulty of the computer task. This technique was performed by Bury,

g;_gl„ (1985). They compared two levels of difficulty (high and low) for

users performing several tasks which included a help task, a disk utility

task and an editor task. Memory load was varied to create primary task

loading, and task completion time was the measure of primary task diffi-

culty. Thus, in the low memory load condition, subjects had to remember

only' a small amount of information. Whereas in the high memory load

condition, subjects were required to remember a great deal of information.

They found a main effect for difficulty meaning this primary measure was

sensitive to task loading. They did not find an interaction of memory

load with environment. Finding an interaction would have indicated that

as mental workload increases (in terms of memory) performance in the two

environments would differ. The expected difference would be that per-

formance in the window environment would be faster than the non-window

environment as memory load is increased. Although the primary task

measure was found to be sensitive to workload changes, it may not have

been diagnostic, or able to indicate where the workload changes occurred.

It is also possible that the results were true and both environments re-

quire equal amounts of mental capacity.
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It is quite likely that both environments required the same capacity,

because subjects were found to have executed a large number of responses

in the window environment. If this was the case, then primary task re-

action time may be a discriminable workload measure and would be useful

in the present study.

HCH Questionnaire

Human performance has often been assessed in terms of a taxonomy

developed by Berliner, Angell, and Shearer (1964). They stated that human

performance can be divided into four main processes: perceptual,

mediational, communications and motor. Perceptual processes included

searching for and receiving information and identifying objects, actions

and events. Mediational processes included information processing such

as computing, categorizing and translating as well as problem solving and

decision making such as analyzing, choosing, and comparing. Communi-

cation processes involved answering, directing, instructing and request-

ing. Also motor processes consisted of simple or discrete motor

activities and complex or continuous activities.

The editing task which was used in the present study was expected

to affect two components of human performance. The first was psychomotor

activity and the second was mediational processes. A set of four studies

(Casali & Wierwille, 1983; Casali & Wierwille, 1984; Wierwille & Conner,

1983; and Wierwille, Rahimi & Casali, 1985) were performed to systemat-

ically evaluate over 20 workload techniques when the operator has been

loaded in one of the four categories of human performance. Two subjective

workload questionnaires, including the Modified Cooper-Harper workload
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scale, were used in each of these studies. With the exception of one

non-significant result, each of the scales was able to significantly

differentiate between primary task loadings in a relatively monotonic

manner.

The finding that the opinion scales were useful in differentiating

workload level in the four studies reviewed above, is consistent with a

number of other studies using other tasks including driving simulators

(Hicks & Wierwille, 1979) and tracking tasks (Hess, 1973). 'l'he use of

rating scales is easy to obtain, unobtrusive to the primary task, and yet

so powerful in detecting changes in workload that it would be remiss not

to use one in any study of workload.

One of the most commonly used questionnaires is the Cooper•Harper

scale. This scale, which is arranged in a 10 point decision tree format,

was developed to assess aircraft handling qualities. However, because

it was specifically designed for aircrews, Wierwille and Casali (1983)

discuss a revised scale which can be used for almost any man/machine

system. The revised scale is called the Modified Cooper•Harper (MCH)

scale. 'I'his scale also ranges from 1 - 'operator mental effort is minimal

and desired performance is easily obtained' to 10 - 'instructed task

cannot be accomplished reliably'. An example of this scale is shown in

Appendix E. This scale has been found to significantly relate to workload

in a number of studies (Casali & Wierwille, 1983; Casali & Wierwille,

1984; Skipper, Reiger, & Wierwille, 1986).

There were several reasons for choosing the MCH scale over others.

First, it may be used in its present form with no modifications. In using

a modified scale which has not been tested, one is always unsure of the

l .
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scales psychometric properties. Second, the scale has been validated a

number of times (Casali &. Wierwille, 1983; Casali, Wierwille, 1984;

Skipper g;_51„, 1986). Third, various versions of the MCH have been

tested to determine which scale is most sensitive and the original version

was found to be the best (Skipper 5t 51,, 1986). Finally, the MCH or

Cooper-Harper has been found to reliably discriminate between workload

loadings on all four types of human processes.

g§y1§}1 OF ]]gg EINDQQQ §IU¤;§§

To date there have been very few studies which have examined sub-

jects° performance using windows. Two studies are reviewed here because

of their pertinence to the present experiment. The first study (Silver,

1985) was concerned with comparing the placement of a source manuscript

for an editing task. Subjects used a CRT as the target manuscript to make

editing changes. Comparisons were made between two different placements

of a hardcopy source manuscript and using the bottom of a split screen

(window) as the source manuscript. The second study (Bury 5;_51„, 1985)

directly compared subjects performance on three different types of tasks

using both a windowed and non-windowed environment. Subjects were asked

to complete tasks which required the use of a help window, a directory

window or a second editing window. Both of these studies failed to find

that performance was better using windows than not using windows. These

studies are examined below in more detail and possible reasons for the

null results are discussed.
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Review of Silver (19851

Silver (1985) thought that some of the deleterious effects of head-

aches and eyestrain which have been reported in the literature (Isenee

and Bennett, 1983; Starr, 1984) may have been due to the simultaneous use

of both hardcopy and CRT displays during text editing. She indicated that

the user must adapt to the use of two completely different mediums re-

quiring different luminances, contrasts, visual angles, as well as having

different type fonts, pitches, line spacing, margins and different view-

ing distances. She also felt that the placement of hardcopy by most users

created unnecessary neck, head and eye movements which would not only take

·time but lead to muscle fatigue and discomfort.

The experiment required subjects to read from a document on which

changes had been marked (the source manuscript) and then delete certain

words in a target manuscript located on the CRT. Silver (1985) compared

three conditions for placement of the source manuscript. In the Hardcopy

Random Placement condition the source manuscript was a hardcopy placed

anywhere the subject wanted. In the Hardcopy Fixed Placement condition,

the source document was placed on a document holder which minimized neck

and head movements. Finally, in the Split Screen (window) condition, the

source document was located in the lower half of the CRT display. In this

way, subjects paged up or down in either the source or target document

to make the required changes. Silver hypothesized that the window method

would be superior in performance tc the other two methods because the

window would produce less stress on the ocular—visual and

musculorskeletal systems and thus would make more efficient use of the

necessary viewing space.
°
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The subjects in the experiment edited the document using two of the

three methods described above. To control for differences due to expe-

rience or ability, the order of the method used for editing was counter-

balanced. Four groups were therefore created with 12 subjects per group.

Subjects received some training prior to the experiment on how to use the

computer editor and what the task entailed.

The dependent measure was a productivity ratio of seconds per cor-

rection. ANOVA°s performed by Silver (1985) indicated there were no

significant differences between the source document placement conditions.

However, she did find an order effect. Productivity improved signif-

icantly in the two groups where the hardcopy followed the window condition

as opposed to coming before the window condition. On examining data

collected about the user°s preferences and reasons for editing methods,

she found that 58% of the subjects preferred the window. Half of these

subjects indicated that it was easier to see in the window situation.

Silver (1985) pointed out that one possible reason for the null re-

sults was the difficulty in paging up and down in the window condition

as compared to turning pages of the hardcopy. She indicated that subjects

in the window condition had trouble remembering to scroll in the file.

Also, scrolling required a three keystroke command sequence. Silver

stated that some of the subjects had trouble executing this command.

Therefore, Silver hypothesized that the reasons for the null results in

the window condition could be because the time required to execute

scrolling responses equaled the time saved by not having to exert many

visual and muscular movements.
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In light of the discussion of typing performance and reaction time,

Silver (1985) may be correct in her assumption that the motor and cogni-

tive aspects of the window task attenuated performance. Silver thought

that page turning in the hardcopy conditions required less cognitive and

motor capacity than executing the three key sequence necessary to scroll

down in the window. This assumption was not tested in any manner. How-

ever, it seems reasonable to assume that the action of turning a page can

be executed with less cognitive capacity than executing a _relatively

foreign key sequence. Also, as was discussed above, the more complex the

key sequence, the more time it would take a user to initiate the sequence,

to complete the sequence, and to monitor the action of the sequence.

Therefore, for subjects who were not well practiced on using windows as

well as executing the scroll command, it is possible that scrolling did

take as long or longer than turning a page.

The finding that there were order effects with superior performance

when the hardcopy condition was preceded by a window condition indicates

that there were differential learning effects. This could be caused by

the fact that the subjects did not receive any actual training on the task

they were to perform. Thus, they were learning the task while in the

first condition. Subjects who began the experiment in the window condi-

tion may have had a great deal of trouble learning the task at the same

time that they were also learning the novel movements involved in exe-

cuting the scroll command. Hence, learning effects may have also led to

the null results.

The task, itself, was amenable to the finding that windows improve

performance. This was because the task contained a working memory com-
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ponent. Thus, subjects found incorrect words on the source document, and

held the words in working memory while searching for them in the target

manuscript. Given that the subject could glance down in the window to

find the word, the subject would have to spend less time and capacity

rehearsing the word compared to when the word was onga hardcopy manu-

script.
\

One final point about this study which has implications for the

present study is that in the window condition the target manuscript was

displayed in the top 11 lines of the CRT and the source manuscript was

displayed in the bottom 10 lines of the CRT. This is in contrast to both

of the hardcopy conditions where the target manuscript was displayed on

all 22 lines of the CRT while the source manuscript was presented on

regular 8 1/2 by 11 inch pages. Thus, the length of the displayed in-

formation was confounded. Search behavior may have been slower because

more responses were required, when only ll lines of information were

displayed versus 22. The question of the effects of window size is of

importance in the present study.

Review of Bury, Davis & Darnell (1985)

The second study (Bury g;_gl„, 1985) is more complicated than the

first and directly compares performance on tasks using a window environ-

ment versus a non·windowed environment on the CRT. Bury e;_gl„ (1985)

hypothesized that windows would be useful if the information in a window

was supplemental to the primary task and the effect would be strongest

as the tasks required more information to be held in working memory.
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Eight subjects, in this experiment, performed a total of twelve tasks

(6 in a window and 6 in a non-window environment). The tasks the subjects

were to perform focused on the modification of a primary text file. The

tasks varied on two dimensions: task type and memory load. Task type

referred to the three different types of utilities the subject had to

access. Four tasks required subjects to access help information, four
·

required the subject to access directory information, and four tasks re-

quired subjects to access a secondary text file to edit. Within each of

these tasks, memory load was varied such that in the high memory load

situation, subjects needed to remember a relatively large amount of in-

formation to complete the task. In the low memory load condition, sub-

jects needed only to remember a relatively small amount of information.

The eight subjects were randomly assigned to one of two groups dif-

fering only in whether they began in the window or non-window condition

first. They then completed six tasks in either the windowed or non-

windowed environment and then 6 more tasks in the other environment. Each

subject was thoroughly trained before the experiment began.

The window system used in the experiment was a very powerful one

allowing great flexibility. Users could open up a maximum of nine windows

on the screen at any one time, they could move and change the size of and

· overlap any window they wished. In order to perform an action on a window

such as scroll or edit, the window had to be on top of all the other

windows. In other words, no other window could overlap a window the op-

erator was using. The actions performed on windows, such as moving or

changing window size, required that subjects use a one letter mnemonic

(such as 'M' for move) at the corner of the window and then use the cursor
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to move, change the size of, etc. the window and then to finally press

enter.

Bury e;_al„ (1985) did not find the hypothesized interaction between

memory load and environment. Instead, they found significant main effects

for environment, memory load and task type. Unfortunately, the main ef-

fect of environment indicated that subjects took significantly longer in

the windowed environment (335 seconds vs 269 seconds) than in the non-

windowed environment to complete the tasks. The high memory load tasks

all took significantly longer to perform than the low memory load tasks.

The directory task was found to take significantly longer than the other

two tasks.

In an effort to determine why subjects completed tasks faster in the

non-window environment, Bury g;_gl„ (1985) categorized the subjects' time

(by examining keystroke information) into screen arrangement time, task

time, time to first keystroke, and unclassified time. They found that

subjects in the windowed condition spent 57% of their time in screen ar-

rangement (192s) and 28% of their time (92s) completing the task with the

rest being unclassified time. In the non·windowed environment, however,

subjects spent 34% of their time (92s) arranging the screen and 48% (129s)

in task time.

It appears from this post hoc analysis (assuming the definition of

task time and screen arrangement time is correct) that windows can improve

performance, but this effect may be overshadowed by the increased screen

arrangement time necessary. In order for windows to be useful and in-

crease prcductivity, the bottom line is task completion time, not simply

time spent on the task itself. Therefore, these results indicate that
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the use of windows will actually reduce performance. The question, of

interest is why performance using windows was so poor in this study.

The most obvious reason for the results which Bury g;_gl„ (1985)

found was the sheer number and complication of keystrokes which operators

used to open and close, move, etc. windows. As Bury g;_gl„ indicated,

users spent a great deal more time arranging screens. If the number of

keystrokes were reduced, the results may have been different. The number

of keystrokes could be reduced in at least two areas. First, the number

of keystrokes in any one command could be dedicated to a PF (Programmable

Function) key requiring only one or a very few keystrokes.

Second, task completion time can be reduced by limiting both the

number of windows and the amount the user may modify them. In this way,

users cannot spend. so much time moving and arranging windows so that

needed information can be viewed. The more windows users open, unless

they are very familiar with the system, the more likely that they will

have to be arranged for optimal viewing. This is especially the case when

the windows overlap and important information will tend to be hidden by

another window. Therefore, the window system used in this experiment gave

the user the capability of executing a large number of keystrokes, many

of which were probably unnecessary. These keystrokes took time to execute

and hence, slowed the user down.

Reducing the number of windows could also reduce the amount of con-

fusion of information between windows. It is quite likely that the sub-

jects exhibited what Woods (1984) called the °getting lost° phenomenon.

This phenomenon refers to when users do not know their location in the

system. Users who create five windows may °get lost' when windows begin
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to overlap and they are not sure which window is which or which one they

want to be in. This confusion could result in increased task completion

time.

The size of the windows may have also affected performance. Windows

which are small allow less information to be displayed than windows which

are larger. Because less information is displayed, subjects may have to

execute more keystrokes than when more information is displayed in a

larger window. This is because the user will have to scroll more times

in order to see the same amount of information. Bury g;_g1L (1985) found

that subjects in the window condition scrolled an average of 2.9 times a

task while in the non-windowed environment, they scrolled an average of

1.2 times a task. Therefore, window size forced the users to execute more

keystrokes in order to scroll to see the same amount of information as

in the non-windowed environment.

Bury g;_gl„ (1985) varied the amount of memory load placed on the

subjects for the task. There was a significant main effect for memory

load indicating that tasks which had a high memory load were performed

slower than tasks which had a low memory load. However, this effect may

have nothing to do with memory load at all. Windows were thought to re-

duce the effects of memory load. It was assumed that as memory load in-

creased, windows would be more useful because the subject need not have

held as much information in working memory. Thus, one would expect an

interaction between memory load and environment. Given that there was

no interaction but rather a significant main effect, the same factors were

affecting performance in the windowed and non-windowed environments. One

of these factors could be that the tasks in the high memory load condi-
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tions required more keystrokes or more complicated keystrokes than the

tasks in the low memory load conditions. The amount and complication of

keystrokes would be similar in both environments resulting :h1 a non-

significant interaction. If this is true, then the benefits, if any, of

windows may have nothing to do with working memory.

A second possible explanation for the non-significant interaction

is that there may have been an interaction between memory load and envi-

ronment except that it was masked by the large amount of screen arrange-

ment time in the windowed environment compared to the non-windowed

environment. This is a very plausible explanation in light of the sig-

nificant main effect of environment. Unfortunately, Bury gt al, (1985)

did not have any manipulation check to determine if working memory was

really being used and whether it was used more in the high versus low

memory load conditions.

Although the two studies just réviewed found that task completion

time was not reduced but rather increased when using windows, the question

is still open as to whether this is always the case, or whether windows

may be useful given the right circumstances. The next section discusses

the situations in which windows might improve performance given the task

which will be used in the proposed study.

ßAI]0§AL§ Aßg §1EOI§§$ES

The rationale and hypotheses for this study is presented in this

section. The rationale focuses on how the operator may perform using

window and non-window strategies on the experimental tasks. The hypoth-
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eses follow this discussion and then the methods are presented in the next

section.

Rationale for window Performance

The tasks used in this experiment are referred to as 'list tasks°.

This type of task is one in which the user is editing a letter or a similar

document, and needs some information, such as a person's name, some items

from a shopping list or a filename. The information which is needed is

arranged in list form in another file. The user must find the information

from the list, either place the information in working memory or take some

notes on it, and finally type the information in the desired location in

the main application. The list task is well suited for this study because

the amount of information required to be remembered, the placement of the

information and the number of keystrokes executed can all be controlled.

Performance of subjects in a window environment was compared to

performance of subjects using one of three non-window strategies. In the

window condition, subjects could open a window of a fixed size (10 lines

long by 80 columns wide) and fixed placement (in the bottom half of the

screen. The subjects had full editing capabilities in both windows and

could move between them. In the Notes non-window environment, when sub-

jects accessed the supplementary file, it was placed over the main file.

Subjects could open the supplementary file and take notes on anything they

wished. In the Switch condition, the subjects could open and close a

supplementary file as often as they wanted, but they could not take any

notes. In the Memorize condition, the subjects could only access the
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supplementary file once and they also could not take any notes, thus, they

had to memorize any information needed.

These three strategies were thought to offer useful comparisons to

the window environment allowing results to be interpreted in terms of

_ _memory and response selection and execution capacities. The Window con-

dition. had. a relatively* high response component and an extremely low

memory component. The Memorization condition, however, contained a rel-

atively high memory component. Differences between the Window condition

and the Memory condition could be interpreted as differences between a

relatively high response component (Windows) and a relatively high memory

component (Memorization).

The Switch condition had both a relatively high memory and response

component. The user had the option of varying the amounts of each com-

ponent by accessing a file more often and attempting to remember less or

vice versa. Differences between the Switch and Window conditions could

be interpreted. as differences in responses as well as differences in

memory. The Notes condition also had a relatively high response component

and a low memory component. Differences between the Window and Notes

conditions could be interpreted in terms of high numbers of responses for

note taking and low memorization requirements.

Generally, it is thought that as the amount of information which must

be found is increased, performance using windows will be better than the

three non-window strategies. This should be due to the relatively smaller

number of responses which had to be executed in the Window condition as

compared to the Switch and Notes conditions. The better performance in

the Window condition will also be due to the reduction in time and effort
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required to hold the information in working memory as compared to the

Switch and Memorize non-window conditions. The specific manner in which

the amount of and types of responses and working memory affect performance

in the four conditions is discussed below.

Working memory, as was stated above, holds 7 +/· 2 chunks of infor-

mation. In the case where the list task is below this capacity, both

window and non-window performance should be equal for both speed and ac-

curacy, all else held constant. However, when working memory capacity

is taxed, a window system which requires the operator to use less working

memory capacity than a non-window strategy will out perform the non-window

strategy. The very nature of a window system should require less working

memory capacity of the operator than many non-window strategies. In the

Window condition, the user need not commit information to memory, rather

the operator may use the window as a memory aid. A window can be a very

efficient memory aid in that the responses required to make notes are not

needed and errors are not made copying from an original to note paper.

The user need not waste time committing the information to memory as it

is always present. Finally, the information is presented in the original

form so the user is less likely to be confused by some other represen-

tatiou of the information.

However, the non-window strategies should require more working mem-

ory than the Window condition. For instance, in the Switch strategy the

user had to find the information needed from a supplementary file and hold

the information in working memory until it could be typed into the main

file. If the user could not remember all of the information, the user

was allowed to go back to the supplementary file to find and hold more
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information into working memory. In the Memorize condition, the user did

not even have the luxury of accessing the supplementary file a second or

third time. Instead, the user was thought to spend time memorizing the

information. The Notes condition was expected to require a relatively

small amount of working memory capacity because the user was not forced

to attempt to commit information to memory, but rather could take and use

notes as a memory aid. For this very reason, the Notes condition was

thought to require more response capacity than other systems.

As memory load increases, a window strategy should require less re-

sponses than some non-window strategies but more than others. In the

Window condition, the user was not able to view the entire screen, but

rather some amount less than the full screen. Therefore, the user should

have to scroll through the file in order to find information which would

otherwise have been visible if the whole screen could have been viewed.

Also, the user was expected to execute keystrokes in order to move between

the two windows. _

In the non-window' Switch condition, as the amount of information

needed increases, the user may have to access the supplementary file se-

veral times. These actions require the execution of a large number of

keystrokes such as typing in the name of the file. Therefore, task com-

pletion time will be attenuated by the extra number of keystrokes. In

the Notes condition, the subject may make the responses of taking notes.

However, these responses can be executed slightly more quickly than key-

stroke execution (Seibel, 1972). In the Memorization condition, the user

may not have to execute many responses at all. Most of the time will be

spent memorizing information. A slightly more detailed discussion as to
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what subjects are expected to do in the window and three non-window con-

ditions is presented below.

In the situation where the amount of information the operator must

find is relatively small and does not exceed working memory, the operator

in any non-window system will probably attempt to hold the information

in working memory rather than take notes on the information. In this

situation, in any non-window system, the user must first exit the main

application, enter into the application which contains the information

needed, and locate it. These actions require time consuming keystrokes

to exit and enter the second environment. Once the information has been

located, the user probably will, if the amount of information is small,

commit the information to memory. This information must be rehearsed or

it will tend to be forgotten. Nevertheless, in a non-window environment,

there is plenty of opportunity for distractors. For instance, after the

information is found and placed in working memory, the user must exit out

of this application and enter back into the main application. Again there

are time consuming keystrokes. Also, a great deal of energy must be spent

in rehearsing the information.

When a user performs the same task in a window environment, a window

may be opened and a list read into the window. These actions also require

the execution, of keystrokes, possibly as many as in the non-windowed

situation. The user must then conduct the same search procedure as exe-

cuted above. If the information which must be found is spread out in the .

file (rather than located sequentially) the search may require more key-

strokes than in the non-windowed environment because the amount of in-

formation displayed will be less. Therefore, the user may have to page
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down or scroll down more than in the non-window conditions in order to

locate information. Once the information is located, however, it need

not be held in working memory for nearly as long as in the switch and

memorize non-windowed conditions. The user need only hold the information

in working memory for as long as it takes to type the information in the

main application window. Thus, even if rehearsal is reduced or inter-

rupted to some degree, it is less likely that the information would have

been lost from working memory. Also, the number of distractions may be

fewer in the window environment. Therefore, it is less likely that for-

getting will occur because of interference in the window environment.

So far, only a list task which requires less than the capacity of

working memory has been discussed. But what happens in a list task which

requires more than the capacity of working memory? This situation may

occur when the user must remember a large number of unfamiliar names and

type them into a letter. As a task requires more information to be held

in working memory, there will be less room for other types of processing.

In other words, as more and more chunks of information must be remembered,

the less one can attend to other things. Therefore, performance using

windows and non-windows may be equal when only one or two chunks of in-

formation need to be held in working memory. However, as the number of

chunks to be remembered increase, windows will begin to out-perform non-

windows. This will occur as long as one can assume that the window system

requires less working memory capacity than non-window systems.

When working memory capacity is exceeded in the Notes non-windowed

condition, the user may write down the information which is required for

the task. The user must either write down all of the information, or else
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use some sort of short hand or abbreviations. During this writing proc-

ess, transcription errors may occur, which could affect the accuracy of

the task in this non-window environment. Also, this writing will take

time and resources from the operator. Once the information is written

down, the user must exit out of the list and access the main application.

The information will have to be decoded from what was written, and entered

into the main application. Transcription errors may also occur at this

stage. Errors could be held to a minimum by spending more time in tran-

scribing the information (i.e. one can make the data more legible), which

may expend more working memory capacity. At this point, the non-window

environment will be similar to the window environment. The information

will now be presented on paper next to the main application. Therefore,

performance at this part of the task, will take a form similar to the

window environment. The user can quickly find the information. on the

paper and type it into the main application.

The user may also elect to find and hold the information in working

memory as in the Switch and Memorization non-window conditions. In the

Switch condition the user could do this by entering and exiting the ap-

plications several times. This process should require a large number of

keystrokes requiring time. Also, the user may have to hold information

in working memory for a relatively long period of time and may begin to

forget or confuse information. In the Memorization condition, the user

will have to spend time memorizing the information. If the information

is not properly memorized, the user may be unsure as to what the infor-

mation was. Also, if the information is similar in semantic context, the

user may build up proactive inhibition. As was stated earlier, proactive
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inhibition occurs when rehearsal is interfered with. Thus, in the non-

window environment, when rehearsal may be reduced and inhibited, proac-

tive inhibition may result in poor performance.

In the window environment, the user need not write down the infor-

„ mation, because it is displayed at the same time and in a similar location
A

to where the information is needed. Thus, transcription and decoding

errors will be kept to a minimum. Instead, the user may fill working

memory to capacity and. place the information in the main application

window. Once the information is placed in the appropriate location, the

user may glance down to the list window and fill working memory again.

This process can be repeated until the task is completed.

The information required to complete a task only has to be held in

working memory for a short period of time (enough time to be typed in).

Also, the user should be under no pressure to attempt to keep the infor-

mation in short term memory. If something is forgotten, a quick glance

at the window would aid memory. This cannot occur in the Switch and

Memorization non-window conditions.

It is possible that proactive inhibition may also occur in the window

environment. Nevertheless, it is unlikely because rehearsal will only

have to be performed for a very short period of time and thus may not be

disrupted. If however, rehearsal is interfered with, the user will have

to spend more time switching between windows. This will slow down per-

formance, but not to the degree that it would attenuate performance in
·

the Switch and Memorize non-window conditions. This is because it will

take longer to switch in and out of an application than it will to glance

down at a window screen.
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In this section, the manner in which performance on the list task

should be affected in both window and non·window environments were dis-
cussed. As can be seen, as the amount of information required for a task

is increased, the window environment should provide the best performance

as long as the number and type of keystrokes are kept to a minimal level.

As the number of keystrokes increases in the window condition (from

scrolling and paging down or moving between windows) and the amount of

information required is relatively small it is thought that performance

will equal or be poorer than the non·window conditions. The next section

presents the hypotheses for the present experiment.

Hypotheses

All of the independent and dependent variables are discussed in more

detail in the Methods section. However, a brief summary here will aid

in the understanding of the hypotheses. The experiment consisted of four

independent variables in a 4 X 3 X (3 X 2) mixed design. The first between

factor independent variable was Environment (Window, non-window Switch,

non·window Notes and non-window Memorization). The second factor was a

Verbal/Spatial blocking factor with three levels (Verbal, Spatial, and

Equal). The two within factors were Memory Load with three levels (High,

Medium and Low) and Complexity with two levels (High and Low).

Five dependent measures were used in the experiment. They included

task completion times, the number of responses made, the number of

scrolling keystrokes and the number of errors made. Also the ratings on

the Modified Cooper-Harper rating scale (Wierwille & Casali, 1983). wereused. ·
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The hypotheses for the present experiment are presented below:

Hl. There will be an interaction between Memory Load (High, Medium and

Low) and Environment (Window, Switch, Notes, Memorization) when task

completion time is used as the dependent measure. This is similar

to the hypothesis set forth by Bury g;_gl„, (1985) but which was found

to be non significant. In this study, different non—window strategies

are thought to provide answers as to why no differences were found

in the above study. It is expected that in the Low Memory Load con-

dition there will be no difference between environments. However,

as Memory Load increases, tasks will be completed faster in the Window

condition than in the Memorization condition. The task times for the

Notes and Switch conditions should lie in between the Window and

Memorization conditions. The differences will be due to the rela-

tively large number of responses in the Switch and Notes conditions

as compared to the Window condition when Memory Load increases and

to the time spent rehearsing information in the Memorization condi-

tion.

H2. There will be an interaction between Complexity (High and Low) and

Environment (Window, Switch, Notes, Memorization) when task com-

pletion time is used as the dependent measure. It is expected that

in the Low Complexity condition there will be no difference between

environments. However, in the High Complexity condition, tasks will

be completed faster in the Notes and Switch conditions than in the

Window or Memorization conditions. In the Window condition key-

strokes will be required to scroll through the files to find the in-

formation. In the Memorization condition more time will be spent
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finding and rehearsing the information in the High Complexity condi-

tion than in the other three conditions.

H3. There will be a significant interaction between Memory Load and En-

vironment when the number of responses is used as the dependent

measure. It is expected that in the Low Memory Load condition, the

number of responses will not be different for the Environments.

However, as Memory Load increases, it is expected that more responses

will be executed in the Switch and Notes conditions than in the Window
I

and Memorization conditions. This is because in the Switch condition,

responses will be made accessing the supplementary file and in the

Notes condition, responses will be made writing notes. In the Window —

condition, the only extra keystrokes should be scrolling and moving

between windows. In the Memorization condition few keystrokes will

be executed.

H4. There will be a significant interaction between Complexity and Envi-

ronment when number of Scroll Editing Keystrokes is used as the de-

pendent measure. It is expected that in the Low Complexity condition,

there will be no difference between the environments for the number

of scrolling keystrokes. However, in the High Complexity condition,

T subjects will scroll more times in the Window condition than in the

non-window conditions. This is because less information can be dis-

played in the Window Environment than in the non-window conditions.

Therefore, subjects will have to scroll more often to see the same

amount of information in the Window as opposed to the non-window
·

conditions.
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H5. There will be a significant interaction between Memory Load and En-

vironment for the number of errors. In the Low Memory Load condition

there will be no difference between Environments. As Memory Load

increases more errors will be made in the Memorization condition than

in the other three conditions. This will occur because every condi-

tion, except the Memorization condition, has a memory aid of some

type. Thus the user does not have to rely as much on rehearsal and

working memory.

H6. There will be a significant interaction for Memory Load and Environ-

ment when the Modified Cooper-Harper workload rating scale is used

as the dependent measure. In the Low Memory Load condition, there

will be no difference between environments. As Memory Load increases,

workload will be higher in the Memorization condition than in the

Window condition. It is unsure how workload will be affected by the

Switch and Notes conditions.

H7. There will be a significant interaction between Complexity and Envi-

ronment when the Modified Cooper-Harper workload rating scale is used

as the dependent measure. In the Low Complexity condition, there will

be no difference between environments. In the High Complexity con-

dition, however, workload will be higher in the Memorization condi-
~

tion than in the Window condition. It is unsure how workload will

be affected by the Switch and Notes conditions.
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Overview

The 48 subjects in this experiment were placed in one of four envi-

ronments. 'I'hey performed six simple editing tasks which varied in memory

load and complexity. Human performance in one windowed environment was

compared to performance using three different strategies in a non-

windowed environment. The subjects performed the tasks in a balanced

Latin squares fashion in order to be able to account for practice effects.

Also, to control for possible individual differences related to verbal

and spatial abilities, subjects were placed into blocks within each en-

vironment based on scores on verbal and spatial tests.

l

Twenty-nine female and 19 male (a total of 48) undergraduate students

at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University were used in this

study. The subjects ranged in age from 18 to 25 years with a mean age

of 20. 35 years. All subjects were volunteers and were given experimental

credit for the successful completion of the experiment. Each subject

completed a consent form as well as a background questionnaire referring

to his or her knowledge of computers. Subjects also completed a ques-

tionnaire relating to how motivated and comfortable with computers they

felt at the beginning of the experiment. Examples of these forms are

found in Appendix A. All subjects were required to have some minimal

52
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level of computer experience. Only subjects who had used a personal

computer for more than 10 hours in the last two quarters of school were

allowed to participate in this study.

The balanced Latin squares randomization of tasks required that

subjects be included in the experiment in groups of six per between cell

(or one subject for each unique combination of the within factors). As

there were four Environment cells (the blocking factor was not considered

in this requirement) a total of 24 subjects were required for this ex-

periment. However, in order to increase the power of the experiment it

was decided to use two groups of six subjects in each of the four envi-

ronment cells or 12 subjects per cell. Thus, for the four environment

cells, 48 subjects were required for the experiment.

Päläü

The experimental design consisted of four factors in a 4 X 3 X (3 X

2) mixed design. The two between factors were Environment (Window, Notes,

Switch, and Memorization) and Verbal/Spatial Blocks (Verbal, Spatial, and

Equal). The two within factors were Memory Load (High, Medium, and Low)

and Complexity (High and Low).

The first factor, Environment, consisted of four levels: Window,

Non-Window Notes, Non-Window Switch and Non-Window Memorize. The Win-

dowed condition allowed the user to open one window of a fixed size and

screen placement (10 lines by 80 columns in the last 10 lines of the

screen) and allowed the cursor to be moved between the two windows. This

represented the simplest form of a window environment. The first non-
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window environment, the Notes condition, allowed the user to take notes

on any information needed from a second file. The second non-windowed

environment, the Switch condition, allowed the user to open and close a

second file as many times as was required to find and remember the in-

_ formation needed to complete the task. The final non-windowed environ-

ment, the Memorization condition, required the subject to find and

memorize information from za supplementary file which was required to

complete the task. Each environment required the same number of keys to

open and close the window or non-window screen once.

The second between subjects factor, Verbal/Spatial Blocks, consisted

of blocking on a classification of subjects on a test of verbal and spa-

tial ability. It was thought that verbal and spatial ability would relate

to the experimental task and that by blocking, equivalent groups could

be achieved and a reduction in error variance would result. Thus, this

factor consisted of three levels: Subjects who were more verbal than

spatial, subjects who were more spatial than verbal, and subjects who were

equal on both verbal and spatial ability.

The within subjects factors consisted of the six tasks which the

subjects were asked to perform. The six tasks required the subjects to

open a main file, such as a memo to a colleague, and then locate infor-

mation in a supplementary file to type into the main file. Given the

_ environment, the subjects would have to hold information in working memory

for different lengths of time and/or would have to execute a number of

responses in order to encode the information and then decode the infor-

mation into the main file.
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The six tasks represented combinations of three memory load levels

and two task complexity levels. The three memory load levels required

subjects to find a small amount of information (2 words), a medium amount

of information (4 words) or a large amount of information (8 words). The

two task complexity levels called for subjects to find information which

was either directly next to each other (low complexity) or to search a

list for information which was farther apart (high complexity). The six

tasks were presented to the subjects in a Latin Squares order to reduce

the possibility of order effects. All of the words which the subject was

to type into the main file were controlled for frequency of occurrence

and meaningfulness as well as the number of letters.

The dependent measures consisted of the task completion time, the

total number of keystrokes, the number of editing keystrokes, the number

of errors made, and one workload measure. Task completion time was

measured in seconds by the computer, and began after the subject had read

a small set of instructions indicating what was to be edited. This en-

sured that task completion time did not include the time for subjects to

read and understand the task. If this time were included, the variability

of reading and comprehending the instructions could mask true differences

in using the windows. Task completion time ended with the closing of all

the windows.

Finally, a workload measure was taken. The Modified Cooper-Harper

Rating Scale was used to obtain an estimate of the amount of cognitive

effort which was used to complete each task in each of the environments.
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IBM PC computers, equipped with 640K of memory, were used in this

experiment. The computers drove standard IBM color monitors. This screen

permits viewing of 25 lines of text with 80 characters per line. The text

characters were represented by an 8 X 8 dot character matrix. Brightness

and contrast could be adjusted by the user. Standard 83 key IBM keyboards

were used. These keyboards have programmable function (PF) keys located

at the left of the basic QWERTY keys. To the right of the QWERTY keys

is a number pad with arrows which are used as the cursor keys. Two of

the keys also work to allow the user to °page up° or 'page down' rather

than scroll through the text.

Qggcgigtiog of Window goftwage

The word processor that was used in the experiment was developed

using Pascal and was based on Borland Software's Turbo Editor Toolbox

°First-Ed' editor (Borland Software, 1985). This package was chosen be-

cause it is a full word processor which could be easily changed to meet

the requirements of the present study. The word processor (from now on

referred to as Windows) is similar to the WordStar package, having many

of the same commands.

The Windows software program allowed the experimenter to specify in
l

which of the four environments each individual subject would be placed.
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There were five main functions which the program performed. First, the

program gave each subject a four minute typing test. Second, the tutorial

and all of the tasks were performed in the environment in which the sub-

ject was placed. In other words, in the Window condition, the program

allowed a window to be opened once for each task. In the Switch condi-

tion, the subject opened and closed a second file as often as was neces-

sary. Third, the subject reviewed, at his or her own pace, an on-line

tutorial designed for each specific environment. Fourth, the Windows

software allowed the user to perform five tutorial tasks, three criterion

tasks and six experimental tasks. Finally, the Windows software collected

the dependent measures and placed them in two separate files.

1yping_Ig;;. The typing test required the subject to type as many

words as fast and accurately as possible in four minutes. The text for

the test was similar to those used in Lojko (1972). The computer dis-

played one line of text at a time in the center of the screen and the

subject began typing below the displayed text. After typing the line and

pressing the Return key the next line of text would be displayed. This

continued until the four minutes had passed. The computer counted only

the number of words which were correctly typed. Speed was computed by

dividing the total number of correctly typed words in the four minutes

by 4, thus the number of words per minute (WPM) was obtained.

Egyjrgnmggts. The Windows software allowed the experimenter to

choose any one of four different environments for the subject. The Win-

dows program allowed the user to execute very few file maintenance rou-
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tines. The routines the user could execute were controlled by a single

PF key in all of the conditions. In this way, subjects did not have to

learn complicated syntax or keystroke sequences to perform actions such

as opening and closing windows. This was thought to reduce the amount

of time required to learn the software package as well as keep the memory

component for file manipulation keys to a minimum. If an incorrect PF

key was pressed (such as trying to close a window which was not open) an

error message was displayed and by pressing the Escape key, the subject

could erase the message and press the correct key. The six possible file

maintenance routines were:

1. PF1: Open the main file - Window 1.
2. PF2: Close the main file - Window 1.
3. PF3: Open the supplementary file - Window 2.
4. PF4: Close the supplementary file - Window 2.
5. PF9: Move to Window 1 - Window condition only.
6. PF10: Move to Window 2 - Window condition only.

The Windows software was a full text editor allowing the user to move

the cursor and type anywhere on the screen as well as page up and down

to see information not yet displayed in a file. The user could insert

text and delete text anywhere desired. In all of the environments, the

program allowed the user to open a main window 25 lines long including a

one line status line. The status line indicated the line and column the

cursor was on as well as whether or not the Insert and Capital Lock keys

were on. Also, the name of the file was displayed. Upon pressing PF1,

the computer would ask the name of the file to be place in Window 1. The

user would type the name in and after pressing return, the computer would

place this file in the window.
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The difference between the window and non·window environments was

the size of the window used to display the supplementary information.

All of the tasks required the subjects to access information from a sup-

plementary file. In the Window condition, the supplementary file was

placed in a window (Window 2) 10 lines long. In the non-window condi-

tions, the supplementary file was placed in a window (Window 2) 23 lines

long. In this way, in the non-window conditions, the subject could not

see information from the main file. In all of the conditions, except the

Switch condition, the subject could only open the second window once.

This forced the subjects into using the strategies desired for each con-

dition. In all of the environments, PF3 and PF4 opened and closed re-

spectively the supplementary files. In all of the environments, when

Window 2 was closed the information underneath it (the main file) was

uncovered. In this way, in the non-windowed conditions, the user could

finish the given task.

In the Window condition, pressing PF3 opened a second window in which

the supplementary file was placed. Window 2 covered the information in

the last 10 lines of Window 1. Window 2 was of a fixed size, 10 lines

long including one status line and 80 columns wide. The status line was

exactly the same as for Window 1. Upon opening Window 2, the computer

would ask the name of the file to place into this window. Only in this ·

condition could subjects use the PF9 and PF10 keys. The PF9 key moved

the cursor to Window 1 and allowed the user to page up and down in the

document in Window 1. The PF10 key moved the cursor to Window 2 and al-

lowed the user to page up and down :Ln this document. Full editing func-

tions were capable in both windows. Window 2 could be opened and closed
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only once for each task. In this way, subjects were forced into the

problems of not being able to view an entire 24 lines of text.

The Windows software performed the same way in both the Notes and

Memorization conditions. The difference between these conditions was

whether information was memorized or notes were taken. In these two

conditions, pressing the PF3 key opened a window 23 lines long including

a status line exactly the same as in Window 1. The new window, Window

2, covered all of the information displayed in the main window and was

used to display the information from the supplementary file. The user

could not see any information from the main file, only information from

the supplementary file could be viewed. All of the editing functions

allowed in Window 1 were also allowed in this window. Again, as in the

window condition, the subject could only open Window 2 once. If the user

opened, closed and then tried to open Window 2 a second time, an error

message would result. Again, this forced the users to perform in the

condition as they had been instructed.

The software for the Switch condition worked exactly as in the Notes

and Memorization conditions except that the user could open and close

Window 2 as often as required. In this way, the user did not have to

commit all of the information at one time to memory.

Tutorial. An online, noninteractive tutorial program ran under the

Windows software. This program was self·paced and individualized for the

four conditions. General instructions and explanations of the status

line, PF keys, etc. were first displayed, and then the computer performed

a simple demonstration task for the subjects. The instructions and dem-
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’
onstrations for all of the conditions were exactly the same except for

sections which were changed to reflect specific differences between con-

ditions.

The major difference in the tutorial instructions was the display

of window 2 in the Window condition and the display of window 2 in the

three non-window conditions. In the Window condition, window 2 was dis-

played in the last 10 lines of the screen. However, in the three non-

window environments, window 2 was portrayed as covering window l.

The instructions in the Window condition explained and demonstrated

the use of windows as well as how to move between the windows. In the

three non-window environments, the use of non-windows was also explained

and demonstrated. The instructions for all three non-window conditions

were the same except for two paragraphs which were written for the spe-

cific non-window conditions. These paragraphs emphasized the strategies

which were to be used in the experiment (memorize, take notes or switch

between files). The instructions for the each of the tutorial conditions

are found in Appendix B.

The Wi¤d¤wS pwsram al-

lowed for the automatic timing of when a task was begun, when a window

was opened and closed, and when the task was completed. The amount of

time, in seconds, which a user spent on a task could then easily be de-

rived. Counts of the number of alphabetic keys and the number of various

editing keys were also collected.

Also, at various times the users might encounter an error related

to opening and closing the windows such as trying to open a third window
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when two were already open. The user had to clear the error message with

the ESCAPE key. A time could also be derived for how long it took the

user to clear the error message. Finally, the program allowed for a count

of how many errors a user made in the task.

The dependent measures were placed in to two separate data files.

One file contained individual keystroke data. In this file, each time a

PF key, editing key or scrolling key was pressed the time it was pressed

was recorded. The second file contained summary data which included a

count of all alphabetic keys pressed, a count of the number of times each

editing or scrolling key was pressed as well as the total time spent

performing each task, and the ~number of incorrect PF keys pressed.

Finally, each of the actual files which the subjects used was saved. This

allowed the examination of the files for errors.

A two page set of written instructions for each of the four envi-

ronments was developed for the experiment. The instructions gave initial

information as to the nature of the experiment and what was expected of

the subjects. The only difference between the four sets of instructions

was an explanation of the strategies which were to be used in completing

the tasks. The instructions for the four environments are found in Ap-

pendix C.
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lg§;;gg;iQn§_jg;_Ig§k§L The instructions for each task were printed

on 5 X 8 index cards. These instructions gave detailed instructions as

to what was to be performed as well as a condensed 3 or 4 step set of

instructions. The instructions indicated the filename of the main text

file to be edited as well as the filename of the file which contained the

required information. The instructions indicated to the subject how much

and.what kind of information was to be found and where it was to be placed.

For example, the instructions might ask the subject to find 4 names which

begin with the letter 'T° and place them at the end of the main text file.

The subjects were allowed to refer back to the instructions while per—”

forming the tasks.

Ig;g;igl_Ig;k;. The five tutorial tasks were designed to allow the

subject to become as familiar with the computer system as was possible.

The tasks encouraged the subject to use many of the editing and scrolling

keys and to °play around' with the system. The tasks required the the

subject to move the cursor around the computer screen, use the scrolling

keys and even cause an error to demonstrate that it was permissible to

make errors.

Q;j;g;jgg_Ig;k5. The three criterion tasks were similar to the tu-

torial tasks and were designed to ensure that the subject had no major

problems with the condition he or she was assigned to. If the subject
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was unable to complete two of the three tasks within six minutes for each

task, the subject was rejected from the experiment.

. The six experimental tasks varied on the di-

mensions of Memory Load with three levels (High, Medium and Low) and

Complexity with two levels (High and Low). '1'hese tasks were similar to

the tutorial and criterion tasks except that the information which the

subject was required to retrieve from the supplementary file was con-

trolled in several ways. The instructions and the text files for the six

experimental tasks are found in Appendix D.

In order to control the stimulus words (those words which the sub-

jects were required to retrieve from the supplementary files) for ease

of memorization, only words which had a high frequency of occurrence,

meaningfulness and concreteness were used. All of the 28 words used for

these tasks were found to have a frequency of greater than S0 per million

words in the Thorndike and Lorge (1944) list. Twenty-six of the 28 words

were empirically rated in terms of meaningfulness and concreteness by

Spreen and Schulz (1966). The other two words, °September° and °Febru—

ary', were not rated by Spreen and Schulz although they were found to

occur more than 100 times per million words (Thorndike & Lorge, 1944).

Meaningfulness was defined by Spreen and Schulz (1966) as the number

of associations the word elicited by subjects in 30 seconds. In this

study, the 28 words had a mean meaningfulness rating of 8.74 with a

standard deviation of .97. Concreteness was defined on a scale of 1 to

7 with 7 referring to most concrete. Concreteness was defined in terms
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of sense-experience. The words used in this study had a mean concreteness

rating of 6.2 with a standard deviation of 1.12.

Three levels of memory load were used. As memory load is a function

of one°s ability to chunk information, the actual memory load experienced

by any two people for the same amount of information will differ.

Al-thoughthere are individual differences in memory load, the memory load

levels chosen for this experiment were thought to be different enough so

that all of the subjects would experience increasing difficulty as Memory

Load was increased.

The Low Memory Load condition was operationally defined as having

to locate and work with two words. It was thought that subjects would

be able to easily hold two words in working memory. The Medium condition

was defined as having to locate and work with four words. Four words were

thought to require more effort to hold in memory than two words but yet

not require a relatively large amount of effort. Finally, the High Memory

Load condition was defined as having to locate and work with 8 words.

This level was thought to require a large amount of effort to hold the

information in memory.

Two levels of Complexity (High and Low) were used in this experiment.

Complexity referred to the location of the information in the supplemen-

tary file. Information which was located in close proximity to other

information was thought to be easier to locate as well as commit to memory

than information which was not located close together. Therefore, Low

Complexity was operationally defined as placing words consecutively one

after the other in a list. High Complexity was defined as placing non-
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stimulus words in between the stimulus words in such a way that the

stimulus words were not placed in close proximity to one another.

. The questionnaire which was used in

this experiment was the Modified Cooper·Harper (MCH) rating scale modi-

fied by Wierwille & Casali, 1983. The MCH is a decision tree which re-

quires subjects to first evaluate the task according to the number and

severity of errors and then according to the difficulty level perceived.

The level of the tree at which the subject ends is associated with a

number called the workload rating. This rating ranges from 1 to 10 with

1 being easy and 10 being impossible.

After completing each task, subjects used the MCH to rate their

feeling of workload. An example of this scale and the instructions are

shown in Appendix E.

. Separate verbal and spatial tests

were given to subjects to measure verbal and spatial aptitudes. The tests

which were chosen were found to relate to text editing task performance

(Gomez, 5_a_],„, 1986) as well as computer hierarchical file searching

(Vicente, 1987). The spatial test was number VZ-2 from the Kit of

Factor-Referenced Cognitive Tests developed by the Educational Testing

Service (Ekstrom, French & Harmon, 1976). This paper folding visualiza-

tion test consisted of two parts with 10 questions and 3 minutes for each

part.
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The Nelson-Denny Reading Test Form C (1973) was used to measure

verbal ability. This test is a basic Vocabulary test consisting of 100

questions answered in ten minutes.

Igmglgtgs. In order to aid the subjects in remembering the function

_ of the PF keys, templates were developed. These templates were made of

grey plastic and were cut in such a way as to fit over the whole set of

10 PF keys. Stenciled on the templates were the functions of the PF keys

which were used in the experiment. Two types of templates were made, one

for the window condition which included the function of PF9 and 10. The

second one was for the non-window conditions and was exactly the same as

those above with the exception of no definitions for PF9 and 10.

The subjects were required to participate in two testing sessions,

for this experiment. In the first testing session which lasted about 30

minutes, subjects completed the consent form, a short questionnaire and

then completed the verbal and spatial tests. In the second testing ses-

sion which lasted about an hour and a half, subjects went through a tu-

torial, performed five tutorial tasks, three criterion tasks and six

experimental tasks.

Verbal / spatial Blocking

The purpose of the first testing session was to administer the verbal

and spatial tests to develop the blocking factor. In the first testing
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session, subjects completed a consent form and a short questionnaire re-

ferring to their experience with computers. After completing these forms,

the experimenter read aloud the instructions for the spatial test while

the subjects followed along. If there were any questions, they were an-

swered. The subjects were given three minutes to complete each page of

the paper folding test. After completing this test, the experimenter read

aloud the instructions for the verbal test and the subjects were told that

they had 10 minutes to complete the 100 questions. The tests were always

administered in this order.

After 40 of the 48 subjects had completed the tests, the tests were

scored and the blocks developed. The spatial test had a mean of 12.89

(out of a possible 20) and a standard deviation of 3.78. The verbal test

had a mean of 65.13 (out of a possible 100) and a standard deviation of

17.37.

Subjects were placed into three categories based on their scores on

the verbal and spatial tests. Subjects were placed in the first category,

Verbal, if their verbal score was 1/2 a standard deviation above the mean

verbal score and their spatial score was at or below the mean spatial,

score. Subjects were placed in the second category, Spatial, if their

spatial score was 1/2 a standard deviation above the mean spatial score

and their verbal score was at or below the mean verbal score. Subjects

were placed in the third category, Equal, if they had equal abilities on

both factors. Thus, they were placed in the Equal group if both their

verbal and spatial scores were below, at, or above the mean verbal and

spatial scores.
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This categorization produced 16 Spatial subjects, 16 Verbal sub-

jects, and 16 Equal subjects. The subjects from each of these groups were

randomly assigned to the four conditions. The means for each of the

blocks within each condition are shown in Table 1.

"'i§.;;§£'-};£i;'i';£;;£ll;£;'°'

ßggggimggtag Sessiog

The subjects were tested in groups of about 5 and were placed between

4 and 10 feet from each other. The tasks were typed on 5 X 8 index cards

and placed in front of the computer. The PF key templates were placed

over the PF keys.

The subjects first completed a one page questionnaire regarding

their motivation for the experiment. They then read a two page instruc-

tion sheet explaining the experiment. When all of the subjects had fin-

ished reading the instructions, the experimenter described the keyboard

and explained that they would then take a four minute typing test. After

completing the typing test, the experimenter read the instructions to the

Modified Cooper-Harper Rating Scale while the subjects followed along.

The subjects were then told to begin the Tutorial and to work at theirown pace. l
Igggrigl. The Tutorial program explained, in more detail, how the

text editor worked. The first part of the tutorial pictorially demon-

strated the status line and either the window or non-window environments
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Table 1A

Mean Verbal and Spatial Scores by Blocks X

Environment

Hindou Spatial/Verbal Verbal Spatial

Y 55.50 15.60
sd 8.89 2.41

Verbal Y 72.25 10.05
sd 8.62 1.61

Y 64.00 13.70
sd 20.56 4.64

Harginal Y 63.92 13.12
Heans sd 14.43 3.74

Notes Spatial/Verbal Verbal Spatial

Y 56.75 15.15
sd 8.06 3.60 ·

Y 83.00 11.15
sd 13.29 2.59

Y 64.25 13.90
sd 11.24 3.71

Y 68.00 13.40
sd 15.27 3.49

X n = 4 for each block.
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Table 1B

Hean Verbal and Spatial Scores by Blocks X

Henor i ze Spat ial /Verbal Verbal Spat ial

E 54.75 14.80
sd 7.50 1.52

E q 79.50 12.00
sd 9.61 4.00

E 65.00 10.10
sd 22.05 4.16

Harginal Y 66.42 12.30
Heans sd 16.90 3.89

Switch Spatial/Verbal Verbal Spatial

E 57.50 14.90
sd 12.15 1.27

E 80.25 9.15
sd 17.17 1.33

R 58.75 10.10
sd 16.40 4.16

Harginal Y 65.50 11.38
. Heans sd 17.69 3.54

X n = 4 for each block.
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depending on the condition in which the subject was placed. The Tutorial

also discussed the location and use of the keys which operated the envi-

ronments. The instructions differed slightly for each of the conditions

in order to emphasize the specific strategies. The subjects completed

this part of the Tutorial at their own pace, usually taking around 30

minutes.

After completing the initial Tutorial demonstrations, the subject

began the five tutorial tasks. The subjects were instructed to read the

instructions on the index card before beginning the tasks. In this way,

reading time would not be included in the task time. Upon completing each

task, the subjects were instructed to rate the task for workload using

the Modified Copper-Harper Rating Scale.

The five Tutorial tasks were performed at the subject°s own pace.

During the time the subjects were performing the Tutorial tasks, the ex-

perimenter and an assistant answered individual subject°s questions and

gave the subjects any help which they may have needed. Subjects completed

this part within 30 minutes.

After completing the Tutorial tasks, the subjects began the three

Criterion tasks. These tasks were performed at the subjects own pace and

only limited help was given to the subjects.

After completing the three criterion tasks, the subjects began the

six experimental tasks. During these tasks the subjects were given no

help. Again, the subjects worked at their pwn pace in completing the

tasks. When the subject had completed the tasks, the computer displayed

summary information for the subject. This information included the sub-
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ject's words per minute and percentage of words typed correctly, average

task time and the average criterion time.

. The experimental tasks were ordered in a Latin squares

fashion to help counteract order effects. This arrangement, based on

Wagenaar°s (1969) method, was digram balanced, allowing each task to be

preceded and followed by all other tasks only once. The three Memory Load

levels (High, Medium and Low) and the two Complexity levels (High, and

Low) yielded six unique combinations of tasks. The 6 by 6 matrix dic-

tating the order of presentation of the tasks for the subjects can be

found in Wagenaar (1969). Prior to the beginning of the experiment, the

index cards were placed in a specific order, according to the Latin

squares matrix, for each individual subject.



‘The 19 males and 29 females in this study had a mean age of 20.35

years with a range of 18 to 25. Four of the subjects were freshmen, 16

were sophomores, 12 were juniors, and 16 were seniors. All but two of

the subjects had used an IBM PC before. The other two subjects had used

Apple computers. Twenty-three of the subjects had not used a program that

had windows before, whereas 25 of the subjects had used a program that

p contained windows.

Nineteen of the subjects reported using only one computer program,

15 had used two computer programs, 10 had used three computer programs

and four had used more than three programs. Twenty-eight of the subjects

were liberal arts majors, 5 were business majors, 5 were engineering ma-

jors, and 9 were science majors. One subject reported using a PC less

than one hour a month, 11 reported from 1 to 5 hours a month, 15 reported

from 6 to 10 hours a month, 4 reported from 11 to 15 hours a month, 2 from

16 to 20 hours a month and 10 people reported using a PC more than 20 hours

a month. Table 2 presents the frequency distribution of these subject

characteristics broken down by environment. Subjects° responses to the

motivation questionnaire given at the time of the experiment are presented

in Table 3.

'"i§.;;§£'-I~;£i;'£'Q£LL£'12;§;"'
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Table 2

Frequencies of Subject Characteristics

Environnents

Hindow Notes Switch Menory

Sex
Male 4 3 6 6
Fenale 8 9 6 6

Major
v

Business 2 0 1 2
Liberal Arts 8 8 8 4
Science 2 2 2 3
Engineering 0 2 0 3

Year _
Freshnan 0 1 1 2
Sophonore 2 5 5 4
Junior 7 2 2 1
Senior 3 4 4 5

Used Hindows Before
Yes 6 7 5 5
No 6 5 7 7

I of Prograns Used
Zero 0 1 0 0
One 5 5 2 6
Two 2 2 6 5
Three 3 3 3 1
Four or nore · 2 1 1 0

I Hours on Conputer
1 hr./sth. 3 2 1 0
1-5 hrs./nth. 1 4 2 4
6-10 hrs./ath. 4 4 4 3
11-15 hrs./nth. 2 1 0 1
16-20 hrs./nth. 1 0 1 0

> 20 hrs./nth. 1 1 4 4
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Tble 3A

Heans for Text Editor Questionnaire by Environnents X

1) How do you feel about using the IBM PC right now?

1-——-———-——-2----—-——·—3——-——-——--4-—-————--—5

Anxious A little Neutral Confortable Very
uneasy Confortable

Window Notes Heuorize Switch

I =3.41 I =3.33 I = 3.08 I = 3.54
sd = 1.24 sd = 1.30 sd = 1.00 sd = 1.13

2) How do you feel about this experinent right now?

1--——-·—-——2-———-———--3-———-——-—-4————---—-—5

Anxious A little Neutral Comfortable Very
uneasy Confortable

Window Notes Henorize Switch

I =3.66 I =3.06 I = 3.17 I = 3.00
sd = 1.00 sd = .67 sd = .94 sd = 1.09

3) Rate your own note taking ability?

1—--——--——-—2——-—-——-—--3---———-—~4—•-—-——--5

Below Average Above
Average Average

Window Notes Heaorize Switch

I =3.50 I =3.60 I = 3.60 I = 3.00
sd = .67 sd = .67 sd = .67 sd = .63

X n = 12 for each group.
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Table 3B

Heans for Text Editor Questionnaire by Environunents (cont.)

4) How much time, in comparison to others, do you think it
would take you to learn a simple word processing program?

1---————-·--2-—-·—-—---—3---—-—--—4--·——---5
Longer Average Less

Than Than
Average Average

Hindow Notes Hemorize _ Switch

I =3.17 I =3.26 I - 3.42 I = 3.45
sd = 1.03 sd = .96 sd = .67 sd = 1.13

5) Rate yourself as to your ability to understand and use new
computer packages:

1——·————---2---—--—---3--————----4---———-·-5
Poor Average Excellent

Hindow Notes Hemorize Switch

I =2.a3 I =2.s3 I = 3.00 I = 3.45
sd = .94 ° sd = 1.08 sd = .74 sd = 1.04

6) Hhat is your motivation to participate in this experieent?

Unmotivated Neutral Highly Hotivated

Uindow Notes Hemorize Switch .

I =3.50 I =3.5B I = 3.33 I = 3.54
sd = .67 sd = .79 sd = .65 sd ¤ .69

X n = 12 for each group.
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MQLILVAQLAIE ANALXSLS

Before conducting the univariate analyses of variance (ANOVA) it is

important to assess the effects of performing analyses on several de-

pendent measures which are thought to be correlated. These dependent

measures are task completion time, used for Hypotheses 1 and 2, the total

number of responses, used for Hypothesis 3, and the number of scrolling

keystrokes, used for Hypothesis 4. Multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA)

can control for possible correlations and biasing among all dependent

measures while testing all variables simultaneously (Hair, Anderson,

1 Tatham & Grablowsky, 1979). Wilk's U (likelihood ratio) is the statistic

preferred by many (Hair, g;_g1„, 1979) to test the significance of the

MANOVA. The smaller the value of this statistic, the greater the implied

significance.

A 4 X 3 X (3 X 2) MANOVA (Environment X verbal/spatial Blocking X

Memory Load X Complexity) was performed using task completion time, total

number of keystrokes and the number of scrolling keystrokes as dependent

measures. The results, summarized in Table 4, indicate that there are

significant main effects for Environment, U(9,83)=.44, p=.001, for Com-

plexity, U(3,34)=.21, p=.000, and for Memory Load, U(6,31)=.09 p=.000.

A significant interaction was found between Environment and Memory Load,

U(18,88)=.l3, p=.000. However, a significant interaction was not found

between Complexity and Environment U(9,83)=.75, p=.330.
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Table 4

Multiple Analysis of Variance on Task Coupletion Times

Source dv DFh D|·'e U P

Between Env. 3 9 83 0.44 .001
Subjects Blocking 3 6 68 0.74 .103

Env. x Block. 3 18 97 0.49 .107
S/EB (Error Term)

Hithin Couplex 3 3 34 0.21 .000
Subjects Env.x Complex 3 9 83 0.75 .330

Block. x Coup. 3 6 68 0.88 .641
Env. x Block.x
Corplex 3 18 97 0.71 .801
C X S/EB (Error Tern)

Memload 3 6 31 0.09 .000
Env. x Meu. 3 18 88 0.13 .000
Block. x Meu. 3 12 62 0.55 .067
Env. x Block.x
Meul oad 3 36 139 0. 49 . 918
M X S/EB (Error Teru)

C0np.x Men. 3 6 31 0.23 .000
Env.x Coup.x
Meuload 3 18 88 0.67 .754
Block. x C0up.x
Meuload 3 12 62 0.63 .217
Env. x Block.x
Complex x Meu. 3 36 139 0.28 .155
C X M X SIEB (Error Teru)

Heeres dv •
nuuber of dependent ueasures

DFI·• == degrees of freedou for treatuent effectD|·’e
¤ degrees of freedou for error effect

U = ||ilk's likelihood ratio statistic
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Insert Table 4 about here

The results indicated that univariate ANOVA's could be carried out

to test for Hypotheses l and 3. Because there was no significant inter-

action between Complexity and Environment for the three dependent meas-

_ ures tested, Hypotheses 2 and 4 were not supported. The analyses for the

individual hypotheses are presented below.

A§A§,1§§§ E0ß §Yß0TH§SIS 1

The first hypothesis suggested that there would be a significant

interaction between Memory Load and Environment with task completion time

as the dependent measure. It was expected that as Memory Load increased,

task completion time would be significantly longer in the Memorization

condition than in the Window condition. The means and standard deviations

for the task completion times of the six tasks are presented in Table 5.

Insert Table 5 about here

To test this hypothesis, a mixed, fixed effects 4 X 3 X (3 X 2)

(Environment X verbal/spatial Blocking X Memory Load X Complexity) anal-

ysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed using the task completion time

scores for each of the six tasks as the dependent measure. This ANOVA

included the spatial/verbal blocking factor as it was thought that this

factor might be able to account for some of the within group variance and

reduce the error term for the ANOVA.
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Table 5

Mean Task Conpletion Times (in seconds) X

Memory Load

Marginal
Environment High Medium Low Means

Hindow Y 113.63 84.91 91.65 96.73
sd 23.31 15.98 25.48 15.40

Notes Y 121.82 83.03 73.96 92.93
sd 37.97 20.07 17.51 21.64

Switch Y 133.68 92.23 74.58 100. 17
sd 31.47 30.93 25.20 24. 15

Memorize Y 142.96 94.38 82.28 106.54
sd 23.16 54.34 17.71 26. 43

Marginal Y 128.02 88.64 80.62 99.09
Means sd 30.82 33.05 22.32 22. 15

Complexity

Marginal
Envi ronment High Low Means

Hindow Y 113.59 79.87 96.73
sd 23.86 11.55 15.40

Notes Y 103.42 82.45 92.93
sd 26.17 18.70 21.17

Switch SE 109.68 90.65 100. 17
sd 28.81 24.28 24.15

Memorize Y 1 16.91 96. 16 106.54
sd 26.06 28.12 26.43

Marginal Y 110.90 87.28 99.09
Means sd 25.93 21.89 22.15

X n == 12 for each group.
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In order to conduct the mixed ANOVA, two assumptions of homogeneity

of variance must be met. The first assumption is for the between subjects

factor of a mixed design and can be tested with Box's M test which can

be based on an F statistic. Box°s M tests that the variance-covariance

matrix is equal across all levels of the between subjects factor. This

test is very sensitive to departures from normality and, Keppel (1982)

indicates that the ANOVA is robust to even severe violations of this as-

hsumption. However, it will be reported as an indication of variance

differences between the different environments. The second assumption

of homogeneity of variance is that the variances for an effect are equal

· and the covariances are 0. Mauchly°s test of sphericity is one method

for testing this assumption and is based on a chi-square distribution.

It is used when more than two groups are involved and thus will only be

used for effects involving the Memory Load factor. If the assumption is

violated the Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon correction to both the numerator

and denominator degrees of freedom may be performed (Norusis, 1986). This

correction is used to evaluate the F value and not to create a new one.

Mauchly°s tests of homogeneity of variance were not significant for

Memory Load, X2 (2)=2.35,p=.3l, or for the Memory Load by Complexity

interaction, X2 (2)=3.76,g=.152. Box's M test could not be estimated with

the addition of the blocking factor. The hypothesized interaction between

Memory Load and Environment, F(6,72)=2.02, p=.074 was not significant. l
However, significant main effects for Memory Load, F(2,72)=62.72, g=.000.

and for Complexity were found, F(1,36)=73.77, p=.000. There was no sig-

nificant main effect for Environment F(3,36)=.8S, p=.475 or for Blocking

F(2,36)=2.06,p =.143n The complete ANOVA table is presented in Table 6.
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Table 6

Analysis of Variance on Task Completion Times
with Blocking Factor

Source SS DF HS F P

Between •Env. 7207.18 3 2402.39 .85 .475
Subjects Blocking 11605.10 2 5802.55 2.06 .143

Env. x Block. 17969.11 6 2994.85 1.06 .404
Within Cells 101604.85 36 2822.36

Within Conplex 40161.09 1 40161.09 73.77 .000
Subjects Env.x Complex 2490.46 3 830.15 1.52 .225

Block. x Comp. 664.60 2 332.30 .61 .549
Env. x Block.x
Complex 1275.97 6 212.66 .39 .880
Within Cells 19598.68 $ 544.41

Hemload 123614.08 2 61807.04 62.72 .000
Env. x Hem. 11922.84 6 1987.14 2.02 .074
Block. x Heu. 7454.07 4 1863.52 1.89 .121
Env. x Block.x
Hemload 10079.27 12 839.94 .85 .598
Within Cells 70954.79 72 985.48

C0•p.x Mem. 1759.92 2 879.96 1.43 .245 ·
Env.x Co•p.x
Henload 1189.72 6 198.29 .32 .923
Block. x Co•p.x
Henload 2082. 27 4 520.57 . 85 .499
Env. x Block.x

' Conplex x Heu. 9538.44 12 794.87 1.30 .240
Within Cells ° 44168.90 72 613.46

Total 467372. 23 287 1628. 47
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"'ELQQLL”§;£i;"é°;£Q;£'L;§;'"
The results from this ANOVA were disappointing. However, the results

are not surprising given the low correlations between the six task times

and the verbal and spatial scores. The correlations for the verbal scores

with the six task times ranged from -.07 to -.25 with none significantly

different from 0. The correlations for the spatial scores with the six

task times ranged from -.06 to -.299 with only two correlations signif-

icantly different from 0. The blocks created from these variables had

correlations ranging from .10 to .28 with no significant results. All

of the correlations are presented in Table 7.

"'EQQQLQ'§;£i;'§';£$;£°1§;§;'°'
According to Keppel (1982), when the blocking factor is uncorrelated

with the dependent measure, the error term is based on scores which are

as heterogeneous as those in a completely randomized experiment. The main

problem with this is the loss of degrees of freedom in the error term

caused by adding an uncorrelated blocking factor into the analysis. This

can result in even lower F ratios than would have been found without using

the Blocking factor.

Pooled Error Term Task Time Analysis

It was stated above that when a blocking factor does not correlate

with a dependent measure, F ratios may actually decrease due to a loss

of degrees of freedom in the error term. By collapsing down on the

blocking factor (i.e. not including it in the analysis) one can use a
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Table 7

Correlations Between Verbal and Spatial Tests
and Task Completion Times X

Task Spat ial Verbal Blocks

1) High Memory Load, r =n -.068 -.252 -.296
High Complexity p = .645 .085 .041

2) Medium Memory Load, r = -.299 -.211 .221
High Complexity p = .039 .150 .132

3) Low Memory Load, r = -.081 -.197 -.146
High Complexity p = .583 .179 .321

4) High Memory Load, r = -.098 -.072 .156
Low Complexity p = .507 .626 .288

5) Medium Memory Load, r = -.287 -.139 .213
Low Complexity p = .048 .345 .146

6) Low Menory Load, r = -.174 -.237 .103
Low Complexity p = .238 .105 .487X n = 48 for each correlation.
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pooled error term which may allow a more accurate assessment of effects.

Therefore, a mixed fixed effects 4 X (3 X 2) (Environment X Memory Load

X Complexity) ANOVA was performed without the blocking factor using the

task completion time scores for each of the six tasks as the dependent

measure.

For this analysis, Box°s M was significant, M=141.36, F(63,4536)

=1.672, p=.OO1. Mauchly's test was not significant for the Memory Load

effect, X2 (2)=1.679, p=.432, or for the Complex by Memory Load inter-

action, X2 (2)=5.63, p=.06.

The hypothesized interaction, Memory Load by Environment was not

significant for this ANOVA. However, again, main effects were significant

for Complexity, F(1,44)=82.04, p=.O00, and for Memory Load F(2,88)=61.47,

p=.000. Finally, the main effect for Environment was not significant,

F(3,44)=.81, p=.497. F(6,88)=1.98, p=.O78. The complete ANOVA table is

presented in Table 8.

'“i§.;;L£'§;§,i;°Q';£;;£'{.;§;"'

These results were again disappointing. The use of a pooled error

term was not able to elucidate the hypothesized interaction. However,

as the subjects completed the tasks in a balanced Latin squares fashion,

it was thought that a Latin squares analysis, which takes into account

practice effects, might accomplish the desired results.

Latin squares Task Time Analysis

In the present experiment, tasks were ordered in such a fashion that

subjects were given tasks in a balanced Latin squares order. The purpose
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_ Table 8

Analysis of Variance on Task Completion Times

Source SS_ DF HS F P

Betueen Env. 7207:18 3 2402. 39 . 81 . 497
Subjects S/Env. 131179.07 44 2981.34

Within Conplex 40161.09 1 40161.09 82.04 .000
Subjects Env.x Conplex 2490.46 3 830.15 1.70 .182

Co¤p.x S/Env. 21539.25 44 489.53

Hemload 123614.08 2 61807.04 61.47 .000
Env. x Mem. 11922.84 6 1987.14 1.98 .078
He•.x S/Env. 88488.13 88 1005.55

Comp.x Hen. 1759.92 2 879.96 1.39 .255
Env.x Co•p.x
Henload 1189.72 6 198.29 .31 .929
He•.x Comp.x
S/Env. 55789.60 88 633.97

Total 485341.34 287 1691.08
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of this was two fold. First, if the tasks are given to subjects in the

same order, differences could be due solely to a learning effect. Thus,

by having the subjects perform the tasks in a Latin squares order, in

which each task occurs before and after every other task only once, the

possibility' of differences occurring because of a learning effect are

reduced by distributing the learning more or less evenly across all of

the tasks. The second purpose is to be able to statistically account for

the effects of practice. The analyses which have been conducted up to

this point have not accounted for practice. In not accounting for pos-

sible practice effects, the error terms used in the ANOVA's will be ar-

tificially inflated. Therefore, a Latin squares analysis determines the

amount of variance attributed to the practice effect and any interactions

between practice and the other effects, and removes this variance from

the error terms.

Keppel (1982) discusses two different methods for conducting a Latin

squares analysis. The first, subtracting sources of variance, provides

an actual estimate of the amount of variance accounted for by each prac-

tice effect and the interactions. The second method, allows the removal

of practice effects from the individual scores directly before an ANOVA

is performed and does not offer estimates of the amount of variance ac-

counted for by each of the Practice effects. Typically it is preferable

to remove the effects of practice directly when separate error terms are

required to test terms in an ANOVA. In the present experiment this is

the case. Therefore, the effects of practice were removed from the in-

dividual scores as outlined by Keppel (1982). It should be noted that

although each score is adjusted, the actual task time means for each group
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will not change. This is because practice effects are adjusted by either

adding or subtracting amounts based on testing position with the sum of

the amounts equaling zero. Therefore, individual scores may go up or down

but the average is still maintained.

The assumption of homogeneity of variance using Box's M test was

significant, M=l43.6, F(63,4536)=1.69,p=.001. The assumptions of homo-

geneity of variance using Mauch1y's test were not significant for Memory

Load, X2 (2)=.700, p=.7, or for the Memory Load by Complexity interaction,
V

X2 (2)=3.S8, p=.166. In this Latin squares analysis the between effect

will not change, thus, the Environment main effect was not significant,

F(3,&4)=.8l, p=.495. Again, the hypothesized interaction between Memory

Load and Environment, F(6,80)=2.07, p=.069 was not significant. However,

the main effects for Complexity, F(l,40)=67.7S, p=.000, and Memory Load,

F(2,80)=64.30, p=.00, were significant. It should be noted here that the

degrees of freedom for the error term is adjusted downward because prac-

tice effects must be accounted for. The complete ANOVA table is presented

in Table 9.

"'i§.;;§£'§;£i;'§';£;;£'£;§;"'

The above analyses indicate that there is no significant interaction

between Memory Load and Environment for task completion times. However,

significant main effects for Memory Load and Complexity were found. As

a main effect for Memory Load was found, two Bonferroni contrasts were

performed to determine where the differences were. The first contrast

was between the Low and Medium levels (80.62 sec. versus 88.63 sec.) and

was not significant, t(h7)=1.71, p=.095. The second contrast was between
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Table 9

Latin Squares Analysis of Variance on Task Completion Times

Source SS_ DF X HS F P

Between Env. 7239. 41 3 2413.14 .81 .495
Subjects S/Env. 131179.07 44 2981.34

Within Covnplex 40161.09 1 40161.09 67.76 .000
Subjects Env.x Conplex 2490.46 3 830.15 1.40 .230

Comp.x S/Env. 23709.22 40 592.73

Hemload 123614.08 2 61807.04 64.29 .000
Env. x Hera. 11922.84 6 1987.14 2.07 .060
He••.x SlEnv. 76916.74 80 961.45

Co•p.x Heu. 1759.92 2 879.96 1.54 .200
Env.x Conp.x
Hemload 1189.72 6 198.29 .34 .900
Hem.x Co•p.x
S/Env. 45840.32 80 573.00

Total 466022. 87 267 1745. 40

t Error degrees of freedon are adjusted
to account for practice effects.
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the Medium and High levels (88.63 sec. versus 128.02 sec.) and was sig-

nificant t(47)=7.52, p=.000. Therefore, the subjects did not take sig-

nificantly longer to complete the Medium tasks as compared to the Low

tasks, but they did take significantly longer to complete the High Memory

Load tasks as compared to the other two levels of Memory Load. This is

graphed in Figure 1. The main effect for Complexity indicates that sub-

jects took significantly longer to complete tasks which were High in

Complexity than those which were Low in Complexity (110.9 sec. versus

87.28 sec.). These results are graphed in Figure 2.

"°{.§.'.§§£°£§§.I§.§'1".I1§„§„§§'}I.§§§"
'"{.I§.§£§ °£§§.I§.§ '£°§§J„I§°.I.§§.§"

The difficulty in finding significant results for this dependent

measure can be attributed to many factors. These include large individual

differences in understanding and using the word processor as well as

understanding the given task, using nmemory load levels which are not

different enough from each other to produce environment differences, as

well as the fact that task completion time is composed of many factors ·

such as the number of responses executed, cognitive processing time and

rehearsal time. More will be said about these factors in the discussion.

However, one should realize that true differences might exist, but are

masked by other factors.
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It was expected that there would be a significant interaction between

Memory Load and Environment when the total number of responses was used

as a dependent measure. It was hypothesized that as Memory Load in-

creased, more responses would·be executed in the Notes and Switch condi-

tions than in the Window and Memorization conditions. In all of the

environments, except the Notes condition, the total number of responses

was defined in terms of the total number keystrokes executed. In the

Notes condition, however, the number of responses made in writing notes

had to be accounted for. Therefore, a count was made of the number of

characters written on the note paper for each of the subjects for each

of the tasks in the Notes condition. According to estimates in Seibel

(1972) typing occurs about 0.625 times slower than writing. Therefore,
·

the number of handwritten characters were multiplied by .625 and then

added to the number of keystrokes executed in the Notes condition. This

number was treated as the total number of responses executed. The means

and standard deviations for the total number of responses executed are

presented in Table 10.

'"{.I.'§§£ '£§§{.§ '{J'§§.§.§£}{.§§.§"

For this ANOVA, Box°s M test of homogeneity of variance was found

to be significant, M=150.03, F(63,4536)=1.77, p=.000. Also, Mauchly's

test was significant for Memory Load, X2 (2)=8.03, p=.018, but not for

the Memory Load by Complexity interaction, X2 (2)=2.4l, p=.299.
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Table 10

Mean Number of Total Responses Executed X

Memory Load
1

Marginal
Environment High Medium Low Means

Hindow it- 115.21 84.71 96.04 $.32
sd 20. 17 17.60 25.67 19. 56

Notes ; 124.46 93.59 87.20 101.75
sd 23.24 18.24 12.62 13.74

Switch ; 140.21 96.62 86.58 107.80
sd 22.17 22.54 20.49 11.71

Memorize Y: 101.62 87.46 83.08 90.72
sd 10.01 9.81 9.62 6.04

Marginal Y: 120. 12 90.60 $.23 99.65
Heans sd 23.75 17.74 18.30 14.60

Complexity

Marginal
Environment High Low Means

Window Y ‘ 107.61 89.03 98.32
sd 24. 16 16. 59 19.56

Notes it. 104.64 98.86 101.75
sd 19.01 10.98 13.74

Switch
li

110.86 104.75 107.81
sd 13.91 16.53 11.71

Memorize E 94.03 87.42 90.72
sd 8.91 5.39 6.04

Marginal SE 104.29 95.01 99.85
Heans sd 18.05 14.67 14.60

X n = 12 for each group.
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Therefore, the Geisser-Greenhouse correction was applied to the Memory

Load effects.

The hypothesized interaction between Memory Load and Environment was

significant, F(5.1,74.8)=4.45, p=.O0l for this 4 X (3 X 2) mixed ANOVA

on the total number of keystrokes. A significant Environment main effect,

F(3,44)=3.27,p=.03 was found. A significant Complexity main effect was

also found, F(1,44)=19.35, p=.000, as was a significant Memory Load main

effect (with adjusted df), F(1.7,74.8)=64.48, p=.00O. The main effects

for Complexity can be interpreted because the interaction between Com-

plexity and Environment was not significant, F(3,44)=2.l7, p=.105.

Therefore, more keystrokes were executed in the High Complexity level than

in the Low Complexity level (104.29 versus 95.01). The complete ANOVA

table is presented in Table 11.

“'{„{.'§££ '·E§§{; '{{'§§J.I£ IQ;."

Simple Effects Analysis

The significant interaction between Memory Load and Environment us-

ing the total number of responses as the dependent measure suggested that

responses were executed differentially in the environments as Memory Load

increased. Therefore, an analysis of simple effects was warranted to

determine exactly where the interaction was located. For this analysis,

separate error terms for the different effects were used in accordance

with Keppel (1982). This method tends to be more conservative than by

using a single pooled error term (Keppel, 1982). A significant effect

was found at the High Memory Load level, F(3,44)=8.312, p=.000. No
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Table 11

Analysis of Variance on Total Nunber of Responses Executed

Source SS DF HS F P

Between Env. 10973.23 3 3657.74 3.27 .030
Subjects S/Env. 49170.96 44 1117.52

Hithin Conplex 6191.76 1 6191.76 19.35 .000_ Subjects Env.x Conplex 2086.37 3 695.46 2.17 .105
Conp.x S/Env. 14075.87 44 319.91

Henload 60639.29 2 30319.65 64.48 .000
Env. x Heu. 12558.68 6 2093.11 4.45 .001
He•.x S/Env. 41378.72 BB 470.21

Co•p.x Heu. 19063.31 2 9531.66 25.94 .000
Env.x Comp.:
Henload 2716.76 6 452.79 1.23 .298
Co•q:.x F|e•.x
S/Env. 32333.21 88 367.42

Total 251188. 16 287 875.22
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significant effect was found at the Medium Memory Load level,

F(3,44)=1.l5, p=.33, or at the Low Memory Load level, F(3,44)=1.09, p=.36.

This simple effects analysis revealed that there were no differences

in the number of responses executed in the Low and Medium Memory Load

conditions. However, in the High Memory Load condition, more responses

were executed in at least one environment. A Duncan°s multimean test was

conducted to determine where the difference for the High Memory Load level

was located. The results of this test indicated that the fewest responses

were executed in the Memorization (101.62) and Window (114.20) conditions

as compared to the Switch condition (140.28). The summary tables for

these effects are presented in Table 12. A graph of the interaction be-

tween Memory Load and Environment is presented in Figure 3.

'"{.§.'§§."·E§§{§ '{Q 'QJJJJ {JJ;"

'"{.I.'.§§§ '§§.§.I§§E 'QJJJJ {Qi.!"

The finding that more keystrokes are executed in the Switch condition

than in the Window and Memorization conditions was expected. In a high

memory load situation, subjects in the Switch condition will tend to ac-

cess the supplementary file several times. Each time this occurs, the

subjects must execute keystrokes to open a new file as well as to type

the name of the file when the computer asks for it. Many different types

of keystrokes are executed in completing a task, however, and an exam-

ination of these keystrokes should indicate the problems or benefits of

various strategies. For instance, one would think that more alphabetic

keystrokes were executed in the Switch condition in the High Memory Load

condition since the subject may access the supplementary file several
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Table 12

Summary of Simple Effects F Tests on
Total Number of Responses Executed

Memory Load - High

·‘ Source SS DF MS — F .P

Environment 9592.50 3 3197.50 8.31 .0002
S/Environment 16924.75 44 $4.65

Results of Duncan's Multiple Range Analysis X

Environment Memory Hindow Notes Switch
Mean Value 101.62 114.21 124.46 140.21

Memory Load - Medium

Source SS DF MS F P

Environment 1078.14 3 359.$ 1.15 .338
S/Environment 13711.99 44 311.64

Memory Load - Low °

Source SS DF MS F P

Environment 1095.31 3 $5.10 1.097 .$0
SlEnvironment 146$.09 44 332.68

X Means with a common line do not differ significantly at p<.05.
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times and thus, will type the name of the file several times. Also, it

would be expected that more scrolling keystrokes were executed in the

Window condition since only part of the file can be seen by the subject

at any one time. In order to test these assumptions, an exploratory

analysis was conducted on the number of alphabetic keystrokes executed.

Alphabetic Keystroke Analysis

An exploratory 4 X (2 X 3) fixed effects mixed ANOVA was conducted

using the number of alphabetic keystrokes as the dependent measure. The

means and standard deviations for the number of alphabetic keys pressed

are presented in Table 13.

"°{.I.'§§.“{§§{.§'1°§l{§.§.I§}§.§§§"
Box's M test for homogeneity of variance was significant, M=243.48,

F(63,4536)=2.88, p=.000. Mauch1y's test for the Memory Load effect was

not significant, Xx (2)=2.24, p=.326. However, Mauchly°s test for the

Memory Load by Complexity interaction was significant, Xx (2)=6.33,

p=.042.

The ANOVA on the number of alphabetic keys pressed revealed a sig-

nificant interaction between Memory Load and Environment, F(6,88)=4.43,

p=.0O1. The Complexity by Environment interaction was not significant,

F(3,44)=1.75, p=.17. There was, however, a significant Environment main

effect, F(3,44)=1l.63, p=.000, and a significant Memory Load main effect,

F(2,88)=77.64, g =.000. No significant Complexity main effect was found,

F(l,44)=.S7, p=.45S. The complete ANOVA table is presented in Table 14.
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Tab1• 13

Mean Number of Alphabetic Keystrokes Executed X

Memory Load
W

Marginal
Envi ronnent High Mediun Low Means

Hindow Y 53.79 44.92 44.25 47.65
sd 6.14 3.79 5.77 3.58

Notes Y 54.25 45.00 40.46 46.57
sd 6.69 2.76 1.19 3.06

’

Switch SE 66.33 51.33 48.37 55.35
sd 7.78 6.28 11.33 6.75

Menorize Y 49. 21 45.58 43.50 46. 10
sd 4.19 4.51 4.02 3.14

Marginal Y 55.89 46.71 44.14 48.92
Means sd 8.87 5. 14 7.08 5.71

Complexity

Marginal
Envi ronnent Hi gh Low Means

Hindow Y 48.61 46.69 47.65
sd 5.18 2.89 3.59

Notes Y 45.61 47.53 » 46.57
sd 4. 18 2.73 3.06

Switch Y 54.83 55.% 55.35
sd 7.84 7.09 6.75

Menorize Y 45.67 46.53 46.10
sd 3.27 3.20 3. 14

Marginal SE 48.68 49. 15 48.92
Means sd 6.45 5.77 5.71 _

2 n = 12 for each group.
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Table 14

Analysis of Variance on the
Number of Alphabetic Keystrokes Executed

Source SS DF HS F P

Between Env. 4061.39 3 1353.80 11.63 .000
Subjects S/Env. 5121.28 44 116.39

Hithin Conplex 16.06 1 16.06 .57 .455
Subjects Env.x Conplex 148.56 3 49.52 1.75 .171

Conp.x S/Env. 1244.72 44 28.29

Henload 7329.25 2 3664.63 77.64 .000
Env. x Men. 1254.53 6 209.09 4.43 .001|‘|e•.x S/Env. 4153.56 88 47.20

Co•p.x Men. 206.19 2 103.10 2.60 .080
Env.x Coq:.x
Heuuload 189.53 6 31.59 .80 .575
He•.x C0•p.x
S/Env. 3486.94 88 39.62

Total 27212.01 287 94.81
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Simple Effects Analysis

The significant Memory Load by Environment interaction for the num-

ber of alphabetic keystrokes executed suggests that keystrokes are exe-

cuted differentially in the four environments over the three Memory Load

levels. A simple effects analysis was conducted to determine what caused

this difference. A significant difference was found for the High Memory

Load level, F(3,44)=16.01, p=.000, the Medium Load level, F(3,44)=5.63,

p=.002, and the Low Memory Load level, F(3,44)=2.84, p=.048.

Duncan's multimean analysis was performed to determine where the

differences found in. the simple effects analysis were located. This

analysis revealed that in the High Memory Load level, more alphabetic

keystrokes were executed in the Switch condition (66.33) than in the other

three conditions (Window - 53.79, Notes - 54.25, Memorization - 49.20)

This was also true for the Medium Memory Load level. In the Low Memory

Load level, more alphabetic keystrokes were executed in the Switch con-

dition than in the Notes condition (see Table 12). Therefore, the sig-

nificant Environment main effect can be interpreted. The results of the

simple effects analysis are summarized in Table 15. A graph of the means

collapsed on Complexity are presented in Figure 4.

'"{.§.°§£§ 'IJIQJJJEI '§§J.I.'l§.§§.§"
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Table 15

Summary of Simple Effects F Tests on the
Number of Alphabetic Keystrokes Executed

Memory Load — High .

· Source - SS DF MS F P

Environment 1929.60 3 643.20 16. 01 .0000
S/Environment A 1767.37 44 40.17

Results of Duncan's Multiple Range Analysis X

Environment Memory Nindow Notes Switch
Mean Value 49.21 53.79 54.25 66.33

Menory Load - Mediun

Source SS DF MS F P

Environnent 345. 42 3 1 15. 14 5.63 . 002
S/Environment 899.00 44 20.43

Results of Duncan's mltiple Range Analysis X

Environment Hindow Notes Memory Switch
Mean Value 44.91 45.00 45.58 51.33

Memory Load — Low

Source SS DF MS F P .

Environment 382.94 3 127.64 2.849 .048° S/Envi ronment 1971 .04 44 44.80

Results of Duncan's lhnltiple Range Analysis X ·

Environment Notes Memory Hindow Switch
Mean Value 40.46 43.50 44.25 48.37

X Means with a common line do not differ significantly at p<.O5.
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The analysis of alphabetic keystrokes indicates that fewer alpha-

betic keystrokes were executed in the Notes condition than in the Switch

condition over all levels of Memory Load. This finding is interesting

and appears to be a function of slightly fewer keystrokes executed in the

Low Memory Load condition than in the other conditions. The significant

interaction indicates that as memory load increases, more alphabetic keys

are pressed in the Switch condition than in the other three conditions.

This was probably caused by entering the supplementary file several times

as memory load increased. In order to access the supplementary file, the

user had to type the file name in each time. The more frequently the user

accesses the supplementary file, the more time he or she spends opening

and closing the window.

AßA;„!§§S E0g |;|!POI§ES;§ 5

Hypothesis 4 stated that there would be a significant interaction

between Complexity and Environment when the number of scrolling keys was

used as the dependent measure. Scrolling keystrokes included any use of

the up or down cursor control keys. It was expected that more scrolling

would occur in the Window condition than in the non-window conditions as

Complexity increased. Although the MANOVA indicated that the hypothe-

sized interaction between Complexity and Environment was not significant,

an exploratory analysis was conducted to determine if significant dif-

ferences occurred in some other location. Therefore, a 4 X (2 X 3) mixed,

fixed effects ANOVA was performed using the number of up and down cursor
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keystrokes as the dependent measure. The means and standard deviations

for the scrolling keys is presented in Table 16.

"'{.§.';§.°'{§.§1'.§'1'6"§§§.§.'}I§£.§"
Box°s M test for homogeneity of variance was significant, M=195.13,

F(42,3233)=3.39, p=.000. Mauchly's test was also significant for the

Memory Load effects, X2 (2)=9.92, p=.007, and for the Complexity by Memory

Load interaction, X2 (2)=l6.04, p=.000. Therefore, the Geisser-

Greenhouse correction was used for these effects.

The ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between Memory Load and

Environment, F(4.974,72.952)=5.35, p=.000. The ANOVA confirmed the

findings of the MANOVA that there was no significant effect for the hy-

pothesized interaction between Complexity and Environment, F(3,44)=.64,

p=.59l. There was also no significant Environment effect, F(3,44)=1.74,

p=.173. The main effects for Complexity, F(1,44)=43.21, p=.000, and
2

Memory Load, F(1.7,72.9)=9.57, p=.000, were significant. The Complexity

main effect indicates that more scrolling keystrokes were executed in the

High Complexity condition than in the Low Complexity condition (25.54

versus 15.70). The complete ANOVA table is presented in Table 17.

"'1I.'.'§£FJ{J17 '.{§J.I.' {Qi;"

Simple Effects Analysis

A graph of the mean number of scrolling keystrokes presented in

Figure 4 indicates that the interaction between Memory Load and Environ-

ment appears to be in the High Memory Load level with the Switch
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Table 16

Hean Number of Scrolling Keystrokes Executed X

Henory Load
l

Harginal
Environment High Hediun Low Heans

Hindow E 23.29 16.37 28.62 22.76
sd 19. 47 15.83 21.34 18. 15

Notes it 18.50 12.58 17.54 16.21
sd 10.46 6.74 6.48 6.52

Switch § 35.58 20.62 18.29 24.83
sd 8.44 15.33 6.15 4.39

Henorize SE 18.87 18.21 19.00 18.69
sd _ 6.73 8.% 4.94 5.25

Harginal FE 24.06 16.95 20.86 20.62
Heans sd 13.% 12.22 12.32 10.47

Cosplexity

Harginal
Environnent High Low Heans

Hindow SE 29.25 16.28 22.76
sd 22.50 15.% 18.15

- Notes E 19.94 12.47 16.21
sd 10.49 3.80 6.52

Switch Tt 30.00 19.67 24.%
sd 9.31 5.00 4.39

Nenorize T: 22.97 14.42 18.69
sd 7.32 4.55 5.25

Harginal E 25.54 15.71 20.62
Heans sd 13.% 8.75 10.47

X n = 12 for each group. .
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Table 17

Analysis of Variance on the
Number of Scrolling Keystrokes Executed

Source sst DF HS F P

Between Env. 3277.36 3 1092.45 1.74 .000
Subjects S/Env. 27650.14 44 628.41

Hithin Conplex 6962.00 1 6962.00 43.21 .000
Subjects Env.x Conplex 311.58 3 103.86 .64 .591

Conp.x S/Env. 7089.75 44 161.13

Hesload 2437.90 1.658 1218.95 9.57 .000
Env. x Heu. 4091.24 4.474 681.87 5.53 .000
Hen.x S/Env. 11205.86 72.952 127.34

Co•p.x Heu. 13015.77 2 6517.89 38.83 .000
Env.x Co•p.x
Henload 1101.31 6 183.55 1.09 .373
I*Ien.x Co•p.x
S/Env. 14772.58 88 167.87

Total 91935.49 287 320.33

X Degrees of freedon are adjusted by
the Sreenhouse - Beisser Epsilon.
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condition. An analysis of simple effects was conducted to statistically

determine where the interaction was located. The simple effects analysis

revealed a significant difference at the High Memory Load level,

F(3,44)=5.05, p=.004 . There was no difference at the Medium Memory Load

level, F(3,44)=.92, p=.439, or at the Low Memory Load level,

F(3,k4)=2.32S, g=.087. A Duncan's multimean test indicated that in the

High Memory Load condition, more scrolling keystrokes were executed in
8

the Switch condition than in the other three conditions (35.58 versus

23.29, 18.5, and 18.87). The results from the simple effects analysis

are summarized in Table 18. Figure 5 graphically presents the interaction

between Memory Load and Environment for the number of scrolling keys ex-

ecuted.

'"{„I.'.§§§°{§§{; '{J "JJJJJIii;"
‘ '“{.I§.§£§ '§§§.I§§ '§'§§.§.I§lI.§§.§"

The simple effects analysis indicated that more scrolling keystrokes

occurred in the Switch condition than in the other three conditions in

the High Memory Load level. This is thought to be due to the fact that

the up and down cursor keys actually have two functions. The first is

to move the cursor up and down, while the second is to scroll or move

actual lines of text up or down in the window. This second function oc-

curs only when the cursor is at the bottom of the window and the down arrow

is pressed causing the text to scroll upward. In the three non-window

conditions, the up and down arrow keys were probably used more often to

move the cursor up and down rather than move text. However, in the Window

condition, this same key was probably used more often to move text up and
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Table 18

Summary of Simple Effects F Tests for the
Number of Scrolling Keystrokes Executed

Memory Load - High

Source SS DF MS F . P _

Environment 294.10 3 764.70 5.05 .004
S/Environment 6658.21 44 151.32

· Results of Duncan's Multiple Range Analysis X

Environment Notes Memory Hindow Switch
Mean Value 18.50 18.87 23.29 35.58

Memory Load - Medium

Source SS DF MS F P

Environment 413.85 3 137.% .92 .434
S/Envi ronment 6610. 77 44 150.24

Memory Load — Low

Source SS DF MS F P

Environnent 976.35 3 325.45 2.329 .087
S/Environment 6159.02 44 139.97

Results of Duncan's Multiple Range Analysis t

Environment Notes Switch Memory Hindow
Mean Value 17.54 18.29 19.00 28.62

X Means with a common line do not differ signi ficantly at p<.05.
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down. The large number of scrolling keystrokes executed in the Switch

condition under High Memory Load was probably a function of entering the

supplementary file more than once and moving the cursor upon each access

of the supplementary file. Unfortunately, it is impossible to separate

the functions of this key. However, an examination of the number of Page

Up and Page Down keys executed may illuminate the expected interaction

between Complexity and Environment.

After examining the page up and down keystroke data, it was found

that not all subjects used the paging keys for all tasks and in fact that

for the Low Memory Load level, a large number of subjects did not use the

paging keys. Therefore, it was thought inappropriate to use parametric

statistics to analyze the data. The use of chi-square analysis, however,

could aid in the understanding of the use of the page up and down keys.

The number of subjects who had used the page up and down keys was compared

to the number of subjects who had not used the keys for each of the four

environments. A chi-square analysis was performed on each of the three

Memory Load levels and on each of the two Complexity levels. Although

this could be considered as capitalizing on chance, this analysis offers

the best understanding of the relationship between the different envi-

ronments for the paging keystrokes.

A significant Environment difference was found on the High Memory

Load level, X2 (3)=l3.02, p=.O05, but not on the Medium Load level, X2

(3)=4.44, g=.217. A significant effect was also found in the Low Memory

Load level, X2 (3)=20.S7, p=.000. For Complexity, a significant effect

was found for the Low Complexity Level, X2 (3)=16.58, g=.0O0, but not for

the High Complexity Level, X2 (3)=3.75, p=.289.
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The observed frequencies for the number of people who used the paging

keys are presented in Table 19. In examining the cells for the High

Memory Load effect, 10 of the 12 subjects in the Window condition paged

at least once compared to 5 of 12 in the Notes condition and 3 and 2 of

12 from the Switch and Memorization conditions respectively. In the Low

Memory Load condition, 9 subjects in the Window condition paged compared

to 3, 0, and l in the Notes, Switch and Memorization conditions respec-

tively. Finally, in the Low Complexity condition, 9 subjects again paged

in the Window condition and 3, 0, and 3 subjects paged, in the Notes,

Switch and Memorization conditions respectively. A graph of the mg;}

number of paging keystrokes executed for Complexity and Environment is

shown in Figure 6.

"°{„I§§££ '{.I§{.§ ”{§'§§JJ.'3§§£§"
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Chi-square analysis is typically very sensitive to sample size. Any

significant findings using this technique indicate that a strong re-

lationship probably exists. The results indicate that a large number of

subjects in the Window condition, under any memory load or complexity

level, use the paging keys as compared to subjects in the other condi-

tions. Subjects in the non-window conditions tended to use the paging

function in the High and Medium Memory Load conditions rather than in the

Low Memory Load condition. Also, few subjects in the non-window condi-

tions used the paging function in the Low Complexity level, whereas many

more used the function in the High Complexity level. Therefore, it ap-

pears that regardless of the situation, many subjects using a window
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Table 19A

Chi Squares and Frequency Distributions for the Number of
Subjects Hho Executed Paging Keystrokes by Memory

High Memory Load
Chi-Square ¤ 13.029, DF = 3, P = .005.

@R~No
7

Page

Column
Total

Medium Memory Load
Chi-Square = 4.443, DF = 3, P = .217.

No 7
Page

Column
Total

Lou Memory Load ‘

Chi-Square ¤ 20.571, DF = 3, P = .0001.

_ No
Page

Colunn
Total
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Table 198

Chi Squares and Frequency Distributions for the Number of
Subjects Hho Executed Paging Keystrokes by Conplexity

High Conplexity ·
Chi-Square ¤ 3.750, DF = 3, P = .290.

·E·~~····—E·=·=~Ho
Page

EEI ’ NN
Colunn
Total

Lou Conplexity
Chi-Square = 16.582, DF = 3, P = .0009.

N·=·=~No
Page”‘“‘ EINNN
Colunn
Total
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system will tend to page up and down. However, the use of these keys in

the non-window situations will tend to depend on the memory load and the

complexity of the situation.

A§A|,1S§§ E0ß §YEOI§E§;§ 5

Hypothesis 5 stated that there would be a significant interaction

between Memory Load and Environment when the number of errors was used

as the dependent measure. It was expected that more errors would occur

in the Memorization condition than the three other conditions as Memory

Load increased. After examining the error data, it was found that too

few errors were made to be able to make use of parametric ANOVA's. How-

ever, chi-square analysis was used to compare the number of subjects who

made one or more errors to those who made no errors in each of the envi-

ronments for the different memory loads and complexity levels.

The errors the subjects made seemed to fall into three categories:

l) Word errors, or errors of omission, insertion or incorrect spelling

_ of a word; 2) Order errors, or typing the words in the wrong order; and

3) Format errors, or errors such as adding or indenting a line or other-

wise changing the appearance of the document. A chi-square analysis using

each of these types of errors as dependent measures was performed to

compare the Environments on each of the three Memory Load levels and two

Complexity levels. Because the number of errors varied greatly for the

different environments and typically was low, it was decided to compare

the number of subjects who had made no errors to those who had made one

or more errors.
·
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Format Errors

At least a few subjects in each condition made a minimum of one

format error. As discussed above, errors were classified as format errors

if the subject somehow changed the document from the way it was meant to

appear by adding a line, moving words over, or erasing words. Five people

in the Window condition made at least one error, 5 subjects in the Notes

condition also made an error. Eight subjects in the Memorize and 8 in

the Switch conditions made an error.

The chi—square analyses indicated no significant effect in the High

Memory Load condition, X2 (3)=l.77, p=.62, in the Medium Memory Load

condition, X2 (3)=6.75, p=.083, or in the Low Memory Load condition, X2

(3)=l.77, p=.62. There was also no effect in the Low Complexity condi-

tion, X2 (3)=S.71, p=.l2, or in the High Complexity condition, X2

(3)=1.73, p=.63. These results indicate that format errors were equally

distributed among the four conditions. A summary of the chi-square ana-

lyses is presented in Table 20.

"°{.I.'§.S£¥.I§{.§ '£o"§§§.I.'}{§.?;"

Order Errors —

Examination of the data for the number of order mistakes indicated

l that no subjects made errors in the Window and Notes conditions. However,

six out of twelve subjects in the Memorization conditions made errors in

at least one level of the following analyses and two subjects in the

Switch condition made at least one error. The chi—square analyses indi-

cated a significant Environment difference in the High Memory Load level,
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Table 20A

Chi Squares and Frequency Distributions for the Number of
Subjects kho Committed Format Errors by Memory Load

High Memory Load
Chi-Square ¤ 1.778, DF = 3, P < .620.

@¤=~NoFormat 7
Errors °

Format
Errors

Column
Total

Medium Memory Load
Chi-Square = 6.750, DF = 3, P = .080.

No Format
Errors

Colum
l

Total

Lou Memory Load ·

Chi-Square ¤ 1.778, DF ¤ 3, P ¤ .620.

No Format
Errors

Format
Errors

Coluan
Total
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Table 20B

Chi Squares and Frequency Distributions for the Number of
Subjects Iho Committed Format Errors by Complexity

High Complexity
Chi—Square = 1.731, DF = 3, P = .630.

No Format
Errors

WEBER "
Column
Total

Lou Complexity
Chi-Square ¤ 5.706, DF = 3, P == .127.

@·=~No
Format

Errors

Format 7 22
Errors

Column
Total
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X2 (3)=12.95, p=.005, but not for the Medium Memory Load level, X2

(3)=3.911, p=.27, or the Low Memory Load level, X2 (3)=6.26, g=.09. The

analysis also indicated no significant Environment difference in the Low

Complexity Condition, x2 (3)=3.91, g=.27. However, a significant Envi-

ronment effect was found in the High Complexity condition, X2 (3)=12.95,

p=.005.

Examination of the cells in Table 21 for the significant High Memory

Load condition indicated that more subjects made order errors in the

Memorization condition (5 out of 12) than in the other conditions. Also,

more subjects in the Memorization (5 out of 12) condition made order er-

rors in the High Complexity condition. This indicates that it is more

difficult to type words in the correct order in either a high memory load

or a high complexity situation when one has to memorize the information

versus the three other methods tested.

°"{.I.'§§£°£§§1';'£1'°§JJJt'3§;§§"

word Errors

Word errors included omission of a word, inclusion of a wrong word

in the text, and misspelling of a word. No word errors occurred in the

Window condition. However, a total of 4 of 12 subjects in the Notes

condition, S subjects in the Switch condition, and 5 subjects in the

Memorization condition made at least one word error in all of the tasks.

Despite these numbers, there were no significant chi-squares. For High

Memory Load, X2 (3)=6.22, p=.10, for Medium Memory Load, X2 (3)=3.9,

p=.27, and for Low Memory Load, X2 (3)=3.91, p=.27. For Low Complexity,
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Table 21A _
Chi Squares and Frequency Distributions for the weber of

Subjects Hho Coeeitted Order Errors by Heeory Load

High Heeory Load .
Chi—Square ¤ 12.952, DF = 3, P • .005.

@·‘·=~No
Order 7

Errors

Coluen
Total

Hediue Heeory Load
Chi-Square = 3.911, DF = 3, P

•
•2—7—t.

@@@ M-ä·=«~No
Order

Errors

Order
Errors

Coluen
Total

Lou Heeory Load
Chi-Square ¤ 6.261, DF = 3, P ¤ .100.

No Order
Errors

Coluen
Total
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Table 21B

Chi Squares and Frequency Distributions for the Number of
Subjects Hho Committed Order Errors by Complexity

High Conplexity
Chi-Square = 12.952, DF = 3, P = .005.

No Order 7
Errors

Column
Total

Lou Coaplexity
Chi—Square = 3.911, DF = 3, P = .271.

No (kder
Errors

Column
Total
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X2 (3)=5.85, g=.l2, and for High Complexity X2 (3)=6.95, p=.07. Table

22 summarizes the complete Chi-square analyses for words errors.

'“{.I.'.§£§'§.I}§1°.§°2'2"§b".§.I§3§§§."'
At least a third of the people in each of the non-window conditions

made at least one error. However, no one in the Window condition made

an error. The failure of the chi-square statistic to detect a significant

environment difference may be due to the fact that the expected frequen-

cies for all of the distributions for this dependent variable were less

than 5, in two cases as low as 1. Chi-square analysis is not very powerful

when the sample size is small.

The results from the error data suggest several things. First,

format errors most probably occur because the subject is in a hurry and

does not want to take the time to correct the error. To the subject, a

more serious error is leaving a word out or misspelling a word rather than

indenting a line. The finding of equal numbers subjects making this type

of error in the four conditions suggest that a speed/ accuracy trade-off

is probably occurring but is happening equally in all of the environments.

Differences in task completion times, then, are probably are not due to

differential speed/accuracy trade-off motivations.

The second interesting finding is that when memorizing information,

it is difficult to recall the exact order when there is a lot of infor-

mation to remember or when the information is difficult to find. There

was no problem in getting the correct order in the other three environ-

ments. Finally, probably the most serious errors are word errors as these
·

represent an error completing the primary task. Not one error was made
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Table 22A

Chi Squares and Frequency Distribution! for the Number of
Subjects Iho Committed Nord Errors by Memory Load

High Memory Load _
Chi-Square = 6.222, DF = 3, P = .101.

@·=«~No
Nord 7

Errors

Column
Total

Medium Memory Load
Chi-Square = 3.911, DF = 3, P ¤ .271. ·

No Nord
Errors

Nord
Errors

Column
Total

Lou Memory Load ‘

Chi-Square = 3.911, DF = 3, P
•

.271.

@=·~No
Nord

Errors

Coluan
Total
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Table 22B

Chi Squares and Frequency Distributions for the Number of
Subjects H10 Couuitted Hord Errors by Conplexity

High Conplexity
Chi—Square = 6.958, DF = 3, P = .073.

No Hord 7 37
Errors

Word
Errors

Lov Conplexity
Chi-Square = 5.854, DF = 3, P = .120.

&·=·=~No
Hord

Errors

EEIHK ’
Colunn
Total
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in the Window condition. Yet, a large number of subjects made errors in

the other conditions. In the Notes condition, the subjects might have

incorrectly transcribed the information. In both the Switch and Memori-

zation conditions, the subject°s memory is probably to blame. In the

Window condition, the window offers the most exact representation of the

original data to the subject than any of the other methods. There is much

less chance of adding a word or misspelling a word when the document is

directly in front of the subject.

A3AL,!S§§ [03 |;I1[g]§§E$§§ Q ANQ Z

It was hypothesized that there would be a significant interaction

between Complexity and Environment and between Memory Load and Environ-

ment when the Modified Cooper-Harper workload ratings were used as the

dependent measures. Workload ratings were thought to be higher in the

Memorization condition than in the Window condition as Memory Load in-

creased. The means for the Modified Cooper-Harper rating scale are pre-

sented in Table 23.

The Modified Cooper-Harper workload scale results in ratings which ·

are ordinal in level of measurement rather than interval. Parametric
statistical techniques, such as analysis of variance, assume that the

dependent measures are derived from an interval scale. However, non-

parametric tests do not make this assumption. Accordingly, the scores

from the rating scale technically should be analyzed using a non-
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Table 23

Mean Modified Cooper—Harper Scale Ratings X

Mesory Load

Marginal
Environoent High Mediun Low Means

Hindow E 2. 292 2. 042 2. 042 2. 125
sd 0. 752 0.542- 0. 689 0. 528

Notes E 2.583 2.458 2.042 2.361
sd 1.145 0.542 0.656 0.631

Switch Y: 4.000 3.333 2.750 3.361
sd 2.246 1.934 1.790 1.868

Menorize Y: 4.750 2.917 3.000 3.555
sd 1.948 1.062 1.567 1.292

Marginal Y: 3.406 2.687 2.458 2.851
Means sd 1.884 1.232 1.312 1.324

Conplexity

Marginal
Environnent High Low Means

Hindow Y? 2.444 1.806 2. 125
sd 0.770 0.540 0.528

Notes E 2.417 2.306 2.361
sd 0.534 1.049 0.631

Switch E 3. 583 3. 139
l

3.361
sd 1.837 1.935 1.868

Menorize E 3.889 3.22 3.555
sd 1.526 1.305 1.292

Marginal Y: 3.083 2.618 2.851
Means sd 1.410 1.399 1.324

X n ¤ 12 for each group.
Means and not sedians are presented.
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' parametric test. Unfortunately, the author is unaware of any non-

parametric technique which can be used to test a fixed effects, mixed

design model with more than two levels of the within factors. Neverthe-

less, it was decided to use the Kruskal-Wallis one way ANOVA to examine

Environment differences on the three Memory Load levels and the two Com-

plexity levels. Although it is possible that this is capitalizing on

chance, it allows for an approximation of testing an interaction by es-

sentially conducting a simple effects analysis. Differences found using

this non-parametric technique would suggest that true differences existed

and conventional parametric techniques would then be used to determine

if an interaction was present between the within and between factors.

The Kruskal-Wallis one way ANOVA's employed on each of the Memory

Load levels indicated that significant Environment differences, corrected

for ties, existed in the High Memory Load level, X2 (48)=l5.45, p=.001

and the Medium Memory Load level, X2 (48)=7.82, p=.05, but not for the

Low Memory Load level, X2 (48)=2.44, p=.48. The Kruskal-Wallis test also

demonstrated significant Environment differences on the two complexity

levels, X2 (48)=9.16, p=.027 for the High Complexity level, and X2

(48)=1l.66, p=.008 for the Low Complexity level. These tests indicate

that differences exist between Environments on Memory Load and Complexity

and there is a possibility of an interaction.

A 4 X (2 X 3) fixed effects, mixed ANOVA was then performed to test

for the interaction effects. The hypothesized interaction between Com-

plexity and Environment was not significant, F(1,44)=.89, p=.452. How-

ever, the hypothesized interaction between Memory Load and Environment

was significant, F(2,88)=3.58, p=.0O3. A significant Environment main
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effect was found, F(3,44)=4.l8, p=.01l, as well as a Complexity main ef-

fect, F(l,44)=11.82, p=.001, and a Memory Load main effect,

F(2,88)=17.93, p=.000. This indicated that the Memory Load by Environment

interaction probably existed and a simple effects analysis was performed

to determine where the differences were. The Complexity main effect in-

dicates that subjects judged the workload to be higher in the High Com-

plexity condition than in the Low Complexity condition (3.08 versus 2.61).

The complete ANOVA table is presented in Table 24.

simple Effects Analysis

A parametric simple effects analysis was conducted on the workload

scores. A significant effect was found in the High Memory Load level,

F(3,44)=6.087, p=.001. A marginally significant effect was found in the

· Medium Memory Load level, F(3,44)=2.75, p=.053 and no significant effect

was found in the Low Memory Load level, F(3,44)=1.76, p=.167. A Duncan°s

post hoc analysis indicated that, as hypothesized, in the High Memory Load

condition, subjects in the Memorization and Switch conditions had higher

workload scores (4.75 and 4.00) than subjects in the Window or Notes

conditions (2.29 and 2.58). In the Medium Workload condition, subjects

in the Window condition had lower workload scores than those subjects in

the Switch condition (2.04 versus 3.33). The results for the Medium

condition should be interpreted with caution given the marginally sig-

nificant F ratio. In the Low Memory Load condition, there were no sta-

tistical differences between conditions. Table 25 shows the complete
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Table 24

Analysis of Variance on Modified Cooper—Harper Scale Ratings

Sauce SS_ DF MS F P

Between Env. 109.70 3 36.57 4.18 .011
Subjects S/Env. 385.04 44 8.75

Hithin Conplex 15.59 1 15.59 11.82 .001
Subjects Env.x Conplex 3.54 3 1.18 .89 .452

Coqnx SIEnv. 58.04 44 1.32

Menload 46.97 2 23.48 17.93 .000
Env. x Men. 28.12 6 4.69 3.58 .003
Memx S/Env. 115.25 88 1.31

Co•p.x Men. 4.72 2 2.36 1.93 .151
Env.: Co•p.x
Menload 6.20 6 1.03 .85 .537
Me•.x Coq:•.x
S/Env. 107.42 88 1 .22

Total 880.59 287 3.07
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results of the simple effects analysis. The mean workload scores for the

Memory Load by Environment interaction are graphed in Figure 7.

Insert Figure 7 about here

Insert Table 25 about here

The results from the workload questionuaire indicate that subjects

found it more difficult to perform tasks in the Switch and Memorization

conditions than the Window and Note conditions as Memory Load increased.

Workload score for the Notes condition was probably low because note

taking is a very familiar response for most people and as such, subjects

probably felt comfortable in what they were doing. Subjects in the Window

condition did not have to expend much mental energy to complete their

tasks because all of the information was right in front of them. Subjects

in the Switch condition may have had to expend energy in order to access

the supplementary file several times. In the Memorization condition, the

problems occurred from the fact that information had to be memorized,

placing the subject under a great deal of stress.
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Table 25

Summary of Simple Effects F Tests for
Modified Cooper-Harper Scale Ratings

Memory Load — High

Source SS DF M F P

Environment 48.93 3 16.31 6.09 .001
S/Environment 117.89 44 2.67

Results of Duncan's Multiple Range Analysis X

Environment Hindow Notes Switch Memory
Mem Value 2.292 2.583 4.000 4.750

Memory Load - Medium ‘

Source SS DF M F P

Environment 11.27 3 3.76 2.75 .053
S/Envi ronment 60. 04 44 1.36

Results of Duncm's Multiple Range Analysis X

Environment Hindow Notes Memory Switch
Mean Value 2.042 2.458 2.916 3.333 ‘

Memory Load - Low

Source SS DF MS F P

Environment 8.71 3 2.90 1.769 .167
8/Environment 72.21 44 1.64

t Means with a common line do not differ signi ficantly at p<.05.
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This study was designed to answer two main questions. First, why

would performance using a window environment be better than performance
_ using a non-window environment? Second, when or what task parameters

determine the usefulness (defined in terms of task time and errors) of a

window environment? These questions were answered in relation to a task

which required subjects to search for information from a supplementary

file and place that information in a main file.

It was hypothesized that the reason why windows would be more useful

than non-windows was that they would reduce the amount of resources re-

quired to complete a task by acting as efficient memory aids. The oper-

ator need not have to spend time and energy writing information,

memorizing information, and/or accessing files several times. Rather the

user could view the needed information directly and use the concept
of,

preview to find information in one window while typing it in another

window. It was also thought that tasks performed on a system which re-

quired the user to execute fewer, less complicated keystrokes, and which

reduced the amount of time and energy the user expended in locating and

remembering information would be faster than a system that did not reduce

these things. Windows were believed to offer a system which could reduce

the number of responses a user was required to execute to complete a task,

as well as the amount of time information had to be held in memory over

many non-window systems.

137
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Generally, the hypotheses proposed for this study were supported.

However, some results occurred which were not expected. The most disap-

pointing result was the difficulty in finding an interaction between

Memory Load and Environment on task completion times. A short summary

of the findings for each hypothesis will be presented below. Following

this, the results will be discussed in terms of the advantages and dis-

advantages of using windows for tasks. Finally, some predictions and

implications from this study will be presented.

Hypg;hg5g§_1_ggQ_2. A MANOVA was performed on task completion times,

total number of responses, and the number of scrolling keystrokes executed

to ensure results on correlated dependent measures could be interpreted.

This analysis indicated that a significant interaction. between Memory

Load and Environment existed. However, the interaction between Complex-

ity and Environment was not significant. There were also significant main

effects for Environment, Complexity and Memory Load. Univariate ANOVA°s

were thus carried out on the significant effects.

Hypothesis 1 stated that there would be an interaction between Memory-

Load and Environment when task completion time was used as the dependent

measure. It was expected that as Memory Load increased, tasks would be

performed faster in the Window environment than in the Memorization con-

dition because subjects in the Window condition would not have to spend

time memorizing information. No interaction was found with a univariate

ANOVA although a main effect for Memory Load was found with it taking

longer to complete High Memory Load tasks (128.02 seconds) than Medium

(88.63 seconds) and Low (80.62 seconds) Memory Load tasks.
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Hypothesis 2 stated that there would be an interaction between Com-

plexity and Environment using task completion time as the dependent

measure. It was expected that tasks would be completed slower in the

Window environment than in the Notes and Switch conditions because sub-

jects would have to spend time scrolling through the window. The MANOVA

indicated that there was no significant interaction between Environment

and Complexity although a main effect did occur for Complexity (High -

110.9 seconds versus Low - 87.28 seconds).

Hypg;hg§i;_§. This hypothesis stated that more responses would be

executed in the Switch and Notes conditions than in the Window and Mem-

orization conditions as Memory Load increased. For the most part, this

hypothesis was supported. More responses were found to occur for the

Switch condition (140.28) than the Window (114.28) and Memorization

(101.61) conditions in the High Memory Load condition. Also, more re-

sponses were found to occur in the Notes condition (124.45) than in the

Memorization condition for High Memory Load. The number of responses

executed is an important dependent measure because it is thought to be

related to task completion time. The more responses which must be exe-

cuted in a system to complete a task, the more time it will take to com-

plete the task, all else held constant.

The total number of responses executed in completing tasks is a

bottom line dependent measure which indicates very little about the actual

benefits and drawbacks of various environments. It is important to break

down the total number of responses into its major component parts in order

to be able to make accurate conclusions as to why task performance using
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certain strategies should differ. In this vein, one might expect that

more alphabetic keystrokes would be executed in the Switch condition than

in the other conditions as Memory Load increased because the users would

access the supplementary file several times. An exploratory analysis was

conducted on the number of alphabetic keystrokes executed. More alpha-

betic keystrokes were found to be executed in the Switch condition (66.33

and 51.33) than in all three other conditions for both the High and Medium

Memory Load conditions.

Hypg;hg5i§_§. This hypothesis stated that there would be an inter-

action between Environment and Complexity when the number of scrolling

keystrokes was used as the dependent measure. In the Window condition,

the subject could view about half of the information that subjects in the

non-window conditions could view. Therefore, in the High Complexity

situation, in which information is located in several parts of the docu-

ment, subjects in the Window condition were expected to execute more

scrolling keystrokes than in the non-window conditions.

This hypothesis was not supported. However, an exploratory analysis

was carried out to determine if there were other possible differences.

The exploratory analysis revealed a significant interaction between Mem-

ory Load and Environment. The interaction was rather surprising. Sub-

jects in the Switch condition. were found to execute more scrolling

keystrokes (35.58) in the High Memory Load condition than subjects in the

Notes, Memorization or Window conditions (18.50, 18.87, 23.29).

The failure to find that more scrolling keystrokes were executed in

the Window condition in the High Complexity tasks prompted the question:
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Were subjects using some other method to scroll such as using the page

up and down keys more often than subjects in the other conditions? Ex-

ploratory chi—square analyses demonstrated that more subjects in the

Window condition used paging keystrokes than subjects in the other con-

ditions in the High and Low Memory Load and Low Complexity conditions. 4

Again, there was no difference in the High Complexity situation.
V

Hypg;hg§j§_§. A significant interaction was expected between Envi-

ronment and Memory Load for the number of errors made. As Memory Load

increased, it was thought that more errors would be made in the Memori-

zation condition than in the other three conditions. The Memorization

condition was the only condition in which an external memory aid (i.e.

other than mnemonics) was not available to the subject. This hypothesis

was supported.

Examination of the number of people who made format errors indicated

that there were no differences among the Environments on Complexity or

Memory Load. However, examination of order errors indicated that more

subjects in the Memorization condition made errors than subjects in the

other conditions under High Complexity and High Memory Load situations.

Finally, no word errors occurred in the Window system. However, a number

of subjects in each of the other environments made errors of this type

especially in the High Memory Load and High Complexity situations.

Hypg;hg;g;_§_ggQ_1. An interaction was expected between Memory Load

and Environment for workload ratings from the Modified Cooper-Harper

rating scale. This rating scale attempted to objectify the subjective
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experience of mental workload. It was expected that as Memory Load in-

creased, more workload would be experienced by subjects in the Memoriza-

tion condition than in the Window condition. This hypothesis was

supported. Less workload was experienced by subjects in the Window (2.29)

and Notes (2.58) conditions than in the Switch (4.00) and Memorization

(4.75) conditions in the High Memory Load situation. Also, less workload

was experienced for the subjects in the Window condition (2.04) than in

the non-window conditions (Notes - 2.45, Switch - 3.33, Memorization —

2.9) for the Medium Memory Load situation. There was no significant

difference for workload ratings on the Low Memory Load level.

Adygnggges gf Window;

As stated above, windows are thought to reduce the amount of re-

sources used by an operator by acting as efficient memory aids. An ef-

ficient memory aid should reduce the number of responses required by the

user as well as reduce the amount of time information has to be held in

working memory. The advantage of windows as a memory aid should not occur

in all situations, but rather should occur only under certain conditions,

particularly high memory load. For instance, in a situation where a user

must find a very small amount of information, it may not make any dif-

ference which system the user chooses. The task can probably be performed

relatively quickly with little difference in task completion times in many

environments. However, as the amount of information which the user must

locate and use increases, the advantage of windows over non-windows in

terms of task completion time should increase.
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One cannot effectively discuss the advantages and disadvantages of

windows over non-windows without first discussing the different mech-

anisms or strategies which operators may use in the non-window environment

to cope with the problems of finding and remembering information. There

are at least three common strategies which operators can use in a non-

window situation to complete a search task such as_that used in this

study. The first is simply to attempt to memorize the information. An

operator can also take notes on information and finally, an operator can

switch back and forth between two or more files. The reason for possible

advantages of window systems will be different for these three non-window

environments. This next section uses evidence from the present study to

discuss some of the advantages and disadvantages of using windows.

The specific advantages of windows which will be discussed include

1) a reduction in the amount of time information must be held in working

memory because the window acts as a memory aid presenting supplementary

information simultaneously with a main file; 2) a reduction in the number

of responses which must be executed to complete tasks because subjects

need not access files several times or take notes; 3) a reduction in the

amount of errors because supplementary information can be directly viewed

rather than held in memory or transformed into notes and 4) a reduction

in the mental workload required to complete tasks because window systems

reduce memory resources as well as response and selection resources. The

disadvantages of windows include, 1) difficulty in locating information

which is complex in presentation because the amount of information dis-

played is less than that of a non-window environment; and 2) execution

of extra keystrokes when memory loads or complexity of information is low
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because users are unsure if they have seen 'the whole picture' even though

they have.

Memory Aid

Windows are thought to act as very efficient memory aids. Operators

using window systems can view information from a supplementary file di-

rectly. This capability reduces the need for time consuming memorization

and rehearsal processes. The user can use preview to encode information

from one window and at the same time begin typing information into the

other window. However, this capability should only be demonstrated when

working memory capacity has been exceeded. In the present study, there

were no differences among the environments in the amount of time it took

to complete tasks in either the low, medium or high Memory Load condi-

tions.

One possible reason why the hypothesized interaction did not occur

could be due to the inclusion of levels of Memory Load which were not

large enough to demonstrate the desired effect. It appears that differ-

ences were beginning to occur in the High Memory Load condition when eight

pieces of information were required. A graph of the non-significant means

for task completion times shown in Figure 8 indicates that a trend may

be beginning to occur such that at higher levels of memory load, signif-

icant differences among the environments may have been found. For exam-

ple, if memory load had been increased to 20 pieces of information, the

difference between, the Window and Memorization conditions should have

been much larger because in the Memorization condition, the user would

have needed to spend a great deal of time rehearsing the information.
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In contrast, however, the operator in the window system should not need

to spend any time rehearsing the information as the information could

always be displayed.

'"{.I.'§££1?§g.I§.§ '8°'§§J.I§'.I.§§.§"

The levels of the Memory Load factor were chosen based on the number

of 'chunks' thought to be below or above working memory capacity. The

Low Memory Load was thought to easily be held in working memory while the

Medium Memory Load was thought to be a little more difficult and the High

Memory Load was thought to exceed working memory capacity. The contrast

analysis on the main effects for Memory Load indicated that task com•

pletion times for the Low and Medium levels did not differ (80.61 seconds

versus 88.63 seconds) yet both differed from the High level (128.02).

It may be that the chosen levels were not different enough to allow an

effect to occur.

The concept of 'chunks' is very individualized and when given in-

formation to memorize, subjects will tend to create chunks in order to

be able to use the information. It is very possible that subjects in the

Memorization condition were able to quickly develop a useable level of

chunks (i.e. 7+/-2) from the information they were required to find. If

more information had been required, the subjects may not have been able

to chunk the items as quickly. This would also be true of the subjects

in the Switch condition. Had they been required to find more information,

they would have taken longer and had to access the supplementary file more

often. Therefore, it is highly likely that a 'floor effect' occurred in
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this experiment in which the levels of the independent measure were not

different enough for an effect to occur.

As memory load increases, one would think that operators using a

memorization strategy would spend increasing amounts of time rehearsing

the information. An indication of the amount of time which was required

to memorize information in this study is provided by comparing the time

subjects in the three non-window environments spent in the supplementary

files. The difference between the Memorization and the Notes and Switch

environments was essentially the amount of effort and time information

must be rehearsed and held in working memory. Very little time and effort

was required in the Notes condition, whereas somewhat more time was re-

quired for the Switch condition. Most of the time taken to complete a

task in the Memorization condition was thought to occur as time spent

rehearsing information. The user of a non-window memorization strategy

was essentially given no memory aid except one°s own ability to memorize

information.

It would be expected that there should be no difference for the

amount of time subjects spent in the supplementary files when memory load

is below working memory capacity. However, as memory load increases, more

time should be spent in the supplementary files in the Memorization con-

dition than in the Switch or Notes conditions. Therefore, a mixed 3 X

(2 X 3) (non-window environments X Complexity by Memory Load) ANOVA was

performed on the amount of time spent in a window for the non-window en-

vironments to determine if these predictions were true. The means for

the amount of time spent in a window are presented in Table 26. As ex-

pected, a significant interaction was found between the non-window
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Table 26

Heans for Tine Spent in Hindows for Non—window Strategies

Henory Load

Harginal
Envi ronnent High Hediun Low Heans

Note! E 56.22 $.61 28.06 40.30
sd 19.43 11.17 8.34 11.42

Switch i 61.75 43.84 26.61 43.%
!d 16.46 21.08 8.14 11.50

Hesorize 2 70.90 M. 14 24.60 43.55
sd 15.79 20.07 5.40 11.02

Marginal E 62.96 38.53 26.29 42.74
Mean! sd 17.88 17.% 7.34 11.11

Coqzlexity

Marginal
Environnent High Low Heans

Note! Y: 40.92 39.67 40.30
sd 10.01 15.02 11.42

Switch E 47.21 40.66 43.93
sd 14.% 10.54 11.05

Menorize Y 46.08 41.02 43.55
sd 13.42 9.62 11.02

Marginal SE 44.74 40.44 42.74
Mean! sd 12.90 11.63 11.11
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Table 27

Analysis of Variance on Anount of Tine Spent in Windows
for Non—window Conditions

Source SS DF HS F P

Between Env. 574. 26 2 287.13 .37 .691
Subjects S/Env. 25348.57 33 768. 14

Within C0@lex 16803.86 1 16803.86 73.16 .000
Subjects Env.x Conplex 16.03 2 •-·8.0l' .03 .966

Conp.x S/Env. 7579.93 33 229.69

Henload 50193.18 2 25096.59 85.29 .000
Env. x Hel. 3250.79 4 812.70 2.76 .0%
Heh.! 8/Env. 19421.27 66 294.26

Co•p.x Hel. 2523.80 2 1261.90 6.27 .003
Env.x Conp.x
Henload 326.53 4 81.63 .41 .804
!Ien.x Conp.x
S/Env. 13289.91 66 201.36

Total 139328. 13 215 648. 04
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environments and Memory Load, F(4,66)=2.76, p=.035. The complete ANOVA
’

table is presented in Table 27.

Insert Table 26 about here

Insert Table 27 about here

·
An analysis of simple effects shown in Table 28 indicates that there

was no significant interaction in any of the places of interest. This

finding was surprising and it is unsure why this occurred. However, the

pattern of results as shown in Figure 9 indicates that the interaction

should be where it was expected, namely in the High Memory Load condition

between the Notes and Memorization conditions. Although not significant,

the pattern does indicate that if memory load had been higher, there may

have been more of a divergence between these methods. If this occurred,

then support would be given to the contention that because no memory aid

is provided to users in the Memorization condition, task completion times

are slower than when using a memory aid of some type.

Insert Table 28 about here

Insert Figure 9 about here

Reduction in the Number of Errors

Additional evidence that a window system acts as an excellent memory

aid comes from error data. In this study, errors were classified into

three types: 1) format errors related to preserving the original integrity

of the document; 2) order errors related to typing the words in the
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Table 28

Sunnary of Simple Effects F Tests on Amount of
Tine Spent in Uindovs for Non-window Conditions

Menory Load — High .

Source SS DF MS F P

Environnent 1319.93 2 659.96 2.20 .126_ S/Envi ronnent 9875. 40 Z3 299. 25

Menory Load — Medium

Source SS DF MS F P

Environnent 520.45 2 260.2 .803 .456
S/Environnent 10694.30 33 324.07

Menory Load--• Low

Source SS DF MS F P

Environnent 72.15 2 $.07 .656 .526
S/Environnent 1815.21 33 55.01
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correct order in the document; and 3) word errors related to adding or

misspelling words, using the wrong case or missing a word. Examination

of the number of people who made format errors indicated that there were

no differences between the Environments on Complexity or Memory Load.

Format errors were thought to represent problems subjects had with using

some of the formatting keys such as the insert or delete keys where they

linserted spaces when they shouldn't have, etc. Failure to correct the

errors may have been due to the subjects being unsure how to correct the

problem or to a speed accuracy trade off. The finding that equal numbers

of subjects made errors in the four environments indicates that although

the speed accuracy trade off was occurring, it was occurring by equal

numbers of subjects.

Order errors, on the other hand, were thought to represent problems

with memory or memory aids in which the integrity of the original order

of the words was somehow transformed or lost. More subjects in the Mem-

orization condition made errors than subjects in the other conditions

under High Complexity and High Memory Load situations. This indicates

that subjects in the Memorization condition did have trouble in retaining

the original order of the words and thus demonstrates a weakness of this

system.

Finally, word errors were also thought to represent problems with

memory and memory aids of systems. No errors of this type occurred in

the Window system, indicating a strength of this system - since the ori-

ginal data can be viewed directly with no transformation, errors of this

nature should not occur. However, a number of subjects in each of the

other environments made errors of this type especially in the High Memory
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Load and High Complexity situations. The failure to find statistical

significance is thought to be a function of the low power of chi-square

analysis with low sample size.

The results of the error analyses indicate that one major strength
_

l of the Window system is the exact representation of the supplementary file

to the user. In each of the non-window systems, the users must rely on

a memory aid of some sort which may not allow for a correct representation

of a supplementary file. The inherent problems with the memory aids of

each. of the non-window systems is evidenced by the number of subjects

making word errors and order errors in these environments.

Reduction in the Number of Responses

An efficient memory aid must reduce the number and complication of

responses required by a system to complete a task. A system which re-

quires fewer and less complicated keystrokes to be executed in order to

complete a task is thought to reduce task completion time. All else held

constant, the more responses which are executed, the more time will be

taken to complete a task.

There was not a one to one relationship between task completion time

and the number of responses executed in this study. This cannot be ex-

pected as many factors determine task completion time including searching

for information and orientation in a file. However, the relationship is

thought to be higher for systems which require more response resources

than systems which require more memory resources. This can be demonstrated

by examining the correlations between task time and the number of re-

sponses. One would think that when memory load is low, the correlation
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between task time and responses for all environments should be high and

similar. However, as memory load increases, only environments which rely

heavily on responses as memory aids should have high correlations. En-

vironments which rely on memory resources should have much lower corre-

lations.

Table 29 shows the correlations between task time and the number of

responses for each environment. As expected, the correlations for the

Window and Notes environments were all high and significant with the ex-

ception of two. In the Switch and Memorization conditions the highest

correlations were found in the Low Memory Load situation. A relatively

high, though nonsignificant correlation was also found in the High Memory

Load condition for the Switch environment. If Memory Load had been

higher, this result may have been significant. If so, the result may be

due to accessing the supplementary file several times. In the Medium

Memory Load condition for the Switch environment, the low and non-

significant correlation indicates that apparently subjects were memoriz-

ing the information.

'"{„I§§£§°{.I§{§'£9".I§.§.I{l§.§§.§"

The advantage of the window system should only be evidenced when

working memory capacity is exceeded. Therefore, there should be no dif-

ference between environments when working memory capacity is not ex-

ceeded. The results of the present study support this contention. There

was no difference between the environments for the total number of re-

sponses in the Low and Medium Memory Load levels. However, in the High

Memory Load level, significantly more responses were executed in the
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Table 29

Correlations Between Task Completion Times and the
Hmxber of Responses Executed X

Henory Load

Enviromnent High Hediun Low

r = .518 .773 .762
p = .084 .003 .004

r = .664 .727 .535
p = .018 .007 .073

Switch r = .538 .062 .618
p__= .071 .848 .032

r = -.452 .367 .518
p = .140 .240 .085

X n = 12 foreach correlation.
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Switch condition (140) than in the Memorization (101) and Window condi-

tions (115). Also, more responses were executed in the Notes (124) con-

dition than in the Memorization condition.

In the Memorization condition, subjects were limited in the key-

strokes which they could execute because they could only access the sup-

plementary file once, they had to use their minds as memory aids and they

could view most of the text. Therefore, in this condition, subjects re-

ally only* needed to execute alphabetic keystrokes and scrolling key-

strokes. In the Window condition, the subjects viewed the supplementary

and main files simultaneously, they could only open the window once and

could not·take notes.

More responses were thought to occur in the Notes condition because

rather than attempting to remember information, subjects could take notes

on the information. The action of taking notes required responses and

as such was thought to take time. Information can be written at a faster

rate than information can be typed (Seibel, 1972). Thus, the number of

written notes was adjusted so that the two types of responses could be

compared. Subjects in the Switch condition were also expected to execute

a large number of responses because they would have to access the sup-

plementary file several times in the High Memory Load condition. Each

time they accessed the supplementary file, they were required to type the

name of the file into the computer.

As discussed earlier, using the total number of keystrokes as a de-

pendent measure is relatively uninformative providing little ability to

make predictions. However, by the use of a slightly more fine grained

analysis one can make much more accurate predictions for performance.
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Therefore, the total number of keystrokes was broken down into alphabetic

keystrokes, scrolling keystrokes and paging keystrokes. The number of

paging keystrokes executed was found to be a disadvantage for windows and

will be discussed later. However, several findings of interest for the

number of alphabetic and scrolling keystrokes will be discussed here.

First, an exploratory analysis using the number of alphabetic key-

strokes executed was conducted. This analysis indicated that more key-

strokes were executed in the Switch condition (66.33 and 51.33) than in

all three other conditions for both the High and Medium Memory Load con-

ditions (Window - 53.8, 44.9; Notes - 54.2, 45.0; Memorization - 49.2,

45.58). These extra alphabetic keystrokes occurred when the subjects

accessed the supplementary file several times. If memory load was in-

creased to, for example, 20 pieces of information, the user would access

the supplementary file a large number of times. Task time should increase

at least by the amount of time it takes to open a window and type in the

filename multiplied. by the number of times the supplementary file was

accessed.

Examination of the number of scrolling keys executed by subjects

points to a drawback of the Switch non-window strategy. Subjects in the

Switch condition executed more scrolling keystrokes (35.58) in the High

Memory Load condition than subjects in the Notes, Memorization or Window

conditions (18.50, 18.87, 23.29). Each time the user accessed the sup-

plementary file or returned to the main file, the cursor located itself

in a °home° position in the top left hand corner of the screen. The user

then moved the cursor down to the spot where he or she wanted to type.

The large number of scrolling keystrokes executed in the Switch condition
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for High Memory Load tasks then, is a function of the default setting of

a cursor always being located in the top left corner of a file after it

had been opened. This is not simply an attribute of the computer system

used in this experiment, rather it is an attribute which is used in almost

every system.

The user of a Switch strategy must constantly navigate him or herself

to the location of the needed information in the supplementary file gggh

time it is accessed. Along with this, the user must find his or her place

in the main file once the information has been located from the supple-

mentary file. With files which are large, this will take time and in the

process of navigating through the files, it is likely that the rehearsal

processes will be disturbed and the user will forget the information which

took so long to find.

Reduction of Mental workload

Measures of mental workload can provide estimates of the amount of

mental effort an operator must expend to use a system in order to complete

a task. There are thought to be several different types of mental re-

sources; two of these were expected to influence behavior in this study.

First, a system which required a large amount of time and effort to place

and hold information in working memory should require more cognitive re-

sources from a user than a system which required less time and effort.

Second, as the number and complexity of responses increase, the amount

of mental effort required should also increase.

The results from the Modified Cooper-Harper rating scale indicated

that subjects found tasks in the Memorization and Switch conditions more
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mentally demanding than subjects in the Notes and Window conditions when

Memory Load was high. Subjects in the Memorization condition were forced

to memorize eight pieces of information. Not only is this demanding, but

the subjects were given only one chance to memorize the information. If
_ they forgot the information, there was no way to complete the task.U

Subjects in the Switch condition also found it difficult to perform their

tasks. They were allowed to access the supplementary file as often as

they wished. However, this in itself may be difficult in that the sub-

jects must remember how to access information, they must locate the in-

formation, and then get back into the main file. While they are

performing these tasks, rehearsal may be interrupted and they may not be

able to hold as much information in working memory as they had hoped.

Mental effort in the Window condition was low because users were not

forced to use as much energy in maintaining information in working memory

as users of memorization strategies. The information was continuously

displayed in the Window condition. No special effort was required to

develop strategies to place the information in working memory. Also, the

subject in the Window condition did not rehearse information, and if in-

formation was forgotten, the user could simply glance down at the needed

data.

Users of the Window condition also did not have to execute a large

number of responses as in the Switch condition., As the number of com-

plicated responses executed increase, the number of mistakes and diffi—
·

culties can rise. The extra keystrokes can disrupt rehearsal processes

causing the user to forget information, incorrectly type information in

or to access the supplementary file again in order to ensure that the
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correct data was used. All of this increases the mental effort required

by the user.

Although subjects in the Notes condition executed a large number of

keystrokes, mental effort was judged to be relatively low by users. This

is probably a function of two things. First, one would expect that sub-

jects in this condition spent about the same amount of minimal time and

effort placing and holding information in working memory as in the Window

condition. Second, the responses of taking notes is a very familiar one

to any college student and can be executed with very little difficulty.

As you recall, it was thought that not only is it the amount of responses

but also the complexity of those responses which will determine the use-

fulness of windows. Therefore, as the number of complex responses re-

quired to complete a task were probably equal in both the Window and Notes

conditions, it is not surprising that there was no difference on the

workload measure.

pisagyantaggs 0-f gigdows

The two major disadvantages of window systems are really related to

the same thing. Window systems offer users a much smaller viewport to

information with which they are working than non-window systems. Because

of this, users of window systems must execute keystrokes in order to

scroll through and view the information. A second problem which can oc-

cur, is that users can 'get lost' in the window and have difficulty lo-

cating information.
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The first problem of executing keystrokes in order to view informa-

tion was demonstrated with the examination of paging keystrokes. Paging

keystrokes allowed the user to move an entire page of text up or down as _

opposed to scrolling which moved text up or down one line at a time. More

subjects in the Window condition were found to use paging keystrokes in

the High and Low Memory Load conditions than subjects in the three non-

window environments. In order to view information, subjects were required

to execute keystrokes. This may have been what provided null results in

the Silver (1985) and Bury e;_gl„ studies.

The finding that subjects in the Window condition did not execute

more scrolling keystrokes than subjects in the non-window conditions is

not surprising because paging is a more efficient use of keystrokes. The

decision complexity advantage states that the more information a key-

stroke can convey, the less time will be spent executing keystrokes. This

is true of the scrolling and paging keys. The number of paging keystrokes

executed was only a small percentage of the total number of keystrokes

executed. However, it does indicate that subjects in this condition were

at a small disadvantage when compared to non-window systems.

The second disadvantage of a window system is associated with prob-

lems of navigating through text. The finding that more subjects used

paging keystrokes in the Low Complexity situation than in the other con-

ditions indicates that these subjects were unsure if they had found the

correct information. They paged up and down in order to view the whole

document to ensure that they had not missed something. If the document

was longer, and the subjects had to go farther in the text, it is very

likely that this effect could slow performance drastically.
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;ndividua1 Dijferences

It has long been known that some people find tasks on computers

relatively easy to perform while others find tasks much more difficult

to perform (Robertson, 1985). These individual differences are typically

large and can increase within group error to such a large extent that true

differences on systems are not found. The large individual differences

also make it extremely difficult to design software and hardware systems
·

because it is unclear what individual characteristics the designer should

plan for. It is possible that the reason for not finding a significant

interaction between Memory Load and Environment for task completion times ·

is because individual differences were contributing to within group var-

iability.

In the present study, individual differences were accounted for by

blocking on subjects' verbal and spatial ability. According to Gomez,

g;_a1„ (1986) spatial ability was significantly related to text editing

performance using a line editor in which commands were issued by line

number rather than moving a cursor on a screen. According to Gomez, gt

alg (1986) text editing involved spatial components related to searching

text for information. They also found that the Nelson-Denny Reading Test

was related to those portions of task performance which involved reading,

such as reading a tutorial manual.

The results from Gomez, g;_a1* (1986) were supported by findings from

Vicente (1987). Subjects in the Vicente (1987) study performed tasks in
.

which they were to locate a specific piece of information in a hierar-

chical file system using twelve search commands. For this task, signif-
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icant correlations were found for both the verbal and spatial tests.

However, the spatial test was found to relate to more dependent measures

than the verbal test. This finding is consistent with the results of the

present study. The two significant correlations in this study involved

the spatial test.

Apparently, the tasks in the other two studies were more spatially

and verbally oriented than the tasks employed in this study. It is also
· possible that the low relationship was due to a restriction of range of

scores on the tests. This would have reduced the correlations and re-

sulted in the non-significant blocking variable effect. As it stands,

the tests which were used had so little correlation with the dependent

measure that when they were used as a blocking variable in the ANOVA

model, the effect was essentially to use degrees of freedom with little

or no gain. For the tasks in the present study, it may have been better

to use a test which evaluates memory capacity instead of the verbal and

spatial tests. For example, a test of digit span may have been more

useful in accounting for individual differences and reducing the within

group variance. Or, if range restriction was the cause, to use subjects

who have a wider range of scores on the verbal and spatial tests.

Pgediggons

Some predictions can be made from the findings of this study. First,

when memory load is low, it should make very little difference what type

of system is used. This was shown in this study in the form of task

completien times, number of keystrokes executed and workload measures.
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However, as memory load increases, the different non-window strategies

should. become less and less useful in terms of task completion times,

number of keystrokes executed and workload measures.

As memory load begins to increase to about eight pieces of informa-

tion, or about the capacity of working memory, task performance of oper-

ators using a window system should begin to outperform operators using a

non-window memorization strategy. This should occur because working

memory resources are limited and no memory aid is available. Findings

from this study indicate that the differences will show themselves as

increased workload ratings for the memorization strategy.

As memory load continues to increase, task performance for operators

using the non-window strategy of switching between files should begin to

deteriorate as compared to performance using windows. The deterioration

should be caused by a combination of an increase in executing alphabetic

and cursor keystrokes as well as increased workload due to executing the

keystrokes and placing and rehearsing information in working memory.

Finally, as memory load increases even more, the non-window strategy

of note taking should no longer be effective. This should occur in two

instances. First, if a large number of notes must be taken in order to

complete a task, the execution of these responses should attenuate task

completion time. Second, if the information is of a form in which notes

are difficult to take and a true representation of the data is needed,

then performance using notes should be inferior to window systems.

The results from the Bury gt al. (1985) study can now be explained

in terms of the non-window system which was used. Subjects in that study

were allowed to take notes. As notes are a relatively common response
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which can be executed quickly, and memory load was not extremely high,

it is not surprising that significant results were not found. Results

from this study indicate that not only should task completion times not

differ for a window and notes system, but workload should be low in both

systems. The results of the Silver (1985) study are also easily explained

in the same way. Memory load was low and the number of responses the

subjects were required to execute in the window condition were somewhat

complicated for the subjects to perform.

;mg;;cations

It was proposed in this study that a system which reduces the amount

of resources required for selecting and executing responses as well as

reducing the amount of working memory resources will result in better

performance than a system which does not, all else held constant. Given

this, the findings from this study and the predictions just made allow

us to make some suggestions for the design of window software. These

suggestions will be made specifically in relation to the use of windows

for working on search tasks such as the ones used in this experiment.

However, some of the suggestions can be generalized to windows which are

used for other purposes such as help windows.

First, a window system should be simple to use. The more difficult,

in terms of commands or function keys which must be remembered and exe-

cuted the less useful windows will be compared to non-window systems.

The commands for using the window system should not be complicated to
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remember. If this occurs, then simply using the window system will be

cognitively difficult.

Gaylin (1986), in a study designed to determine the most used func-

tions that experienced computer operators used, found that the users spent

_ most of their time moving between windows rather than creating, moving,

or resizing windows. This indicates that, although the other functions

should be available, the keystrokes required. to move between windows

should be kept simple and easy to remember. Also, as shown in this study,

scrolling and paging keystrokes should be simple and quick to use. For

instance, the programmable function keys could be used to open or move

between windows, or a mouse may be used.

Second, along these same lines, the window system should use defaults

to free the user from making decisions about the size and placement of

the window. If a user is forced into making these decisions each time a

window is opened, the usefulness of windows will decline. This was dem-

onstrated in the Bury g;_gl„ (1985) study and also in an experiment by

Bly and Rosenberg (1986). Task performance for tasks which varied in the

complexity of the presentation of information was compared for two window

systems. In the first window system the user had to change the size,

shape and location of the window, whereas in the second one the system

managed these activities. They found that overall, performance on the

j window system which was automatically managed was better than on the

system which required user management.

Third, one of the major advantages of a window system is the ability

to free the user from having to hold information in working memory. For

tasks in which operators will need to locate a large amount of supple-
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mentary information, a window could be very beneficial. However, for the

most part, it will not be worth the effort to design a window system for

tasks in which the user°s working memory capacity is not exceeded.

Fourth, windows allow the user to view the actual data. Therefore,

a window system should be most needed and useful for information which

cannot be easily reproduced in note form or held in working memory or when

accuracy is of prime importance. When a task will take on these charac-

teristics, and the user will be working in several files, it will be im-

portant to supply the user with a window system.

Fifth, windows should contain, a status line and some method for

helping the user to navigate through information. For example, the status

line could indicate the total number of lines in a file as well as the

current line number. This information can also be displayed graphically

with. a horizontal or vertical straight scale indicator with a moving

pointer. This should enable users to orient themselves in the file and

consequently should reduce task completion time. Also, windows should

be of a large enough size so that the operator is able to view enough

information to understand where he or she is in a file.

Sixth, it is possible that task performance using windows will de-

crease as the number of windows an operator uses increase. As more win-

dows are used, the operator may be forced to spend more mental energy to

sort out in what window needed information is in, more keystrokes will

be executed moving between four or five windows, the operator will spend

more time managing the size and placement of windows. This effect oc-

curred in the Bury g;_gl„ (1985) study.
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One of the original contentions of this study was that a system which

could reduce the number and complexity of the response resources as well

as reduce the amount of working memory resources required to complete a

task would be better than a system which could not. This study has shown

that a window system can be just such an efficient system by reducing
L

workload and the number of responses executed over various non-window

strategies.

The advantages of windows will not be evident until working memory

capacity has been exceeded and even then, some non-window strategies can

be more useful in terms of task completion time than a window system. A

window system should only become advantageous when it results in a re-

duction in the number of responses and working memory resources required

to complete a task over a non-window strategy. In the present study, the
·

hypothesized interaction for task completion time between Memory Load and

Environment did not occur, and is thought to be due to a failure to ade-

quately load memory as well as a failure to account for individual dif-

ferences on the tasks.

As with any computer system, the effectiveness with which an operator

can use a window system interacts with even more than task parameters.

The ease with which the system can be learned, the capabilities of the

system, various personal characteristics such as memory capacity, and the

help offered by the system will all determine task performance.
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Informed Consent

This study involves comparing performance for two types of computer
screens: one with a window and one without a window. You will be asked
to perform some tasks in only one of these conditions. We are interested
in how people perform in these environments and not on their ability to
learn. a program. The project will last a total of approximately two
hours.

You will first be asked to complete two short tests (15 minutes
total); a verbal and a spatial test. These are NOT tests of intelligence,
they will be used only for the purpose of placing you in the conditions
for the experiment. All scores on these tests will be kept strictly
confidential.

You will then be asked to attend an experimental session which will
last about 1 1/2 hours. You will perform a total of 14 simple editing
tasks. You will be tutored in how to use the system and will perform se-
veral tasks in a tutorial program. Then you will perform several more
tasks in an experimental condition. Your performance in both accuracy
and time will be measured. After each task, you will be asked to rate
the difficulty of the computer system you are using. We are not inter-
ested in individual performance, but rather how people, as a group, per-
form with using these two types of computer screens.

. Your identity and any records of your performance will remain con-
fidential. You; paggicipatigg ig yglugta;y ggg ypu ggg giggpgpiggg pg;-
tigipgpigg ap agy pime gitg gg pggalty pthe; pggg ggg lpgg pf ppigtg fp;
tgg egpgpigegt.

For more information, or if you have any questions, please call:
Timothy J. 0'Keefe at 552-0355 or

A.M. Prestrude, Ph.D.
or see:
Steven J. Zaccaro, Ph.D. or
C. D. Waring, Ph.D. from the Human Subject's Committee.

Under the conditions set forth above, I __________________
voluntarily agree to participate in this study.

Signed

DateI.D.# Phone
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Computer Knowledge Questionnaire

Name: Age: Date: / /

Year in School (Circle one): Fr Sop Jr Sr Grad

Please answer the following questions as best you can:

1. Have you ever used a computer before: Yes No
2. If yes, what type (Circle all that apply): a) IBM PC (including the

AT and compatibles) b) DEC Rainbow c) Apple Computers d) Tech's
mainframe system e) don°t know

3. Circle the computer programs which you have used: a) Xedit on the
Mainframe b) Readiwriter c) Wordstar d) Word Perfect e) Microsoft
Word f) Superwriter g) Script PC h) Einsteinwriter i) Volkswriter
j) Word Proof k) Leading Edge Word Processor l) Other

4. Have you ever used a program with windows? Windows consist of the
ability to split the computer screen into at least two portions with
different pieces of information in each.

Yes No If yes, what program ?
5. How often have you used a personal computer in the last school year:

a) less than 1 hour/month b) from 1 to S hours/month c) from 6 to
. 10 hours/month d) from 11 to 15 hours/month e) from 16 to 20

hours/month f) greater than 20 hours/month

The main emphasis of this study is on how people perform on two different
software screen environments and not on their ability to learn a new piece
of software. Thus, the software used in this study is made to be espe-
cially easy to use. This study involves comparing performance for two
types of computer software screens: one with a window and the other
without a window. By windows, I mean the computer screen can be split
into two or more parts or windows. The information in these windows can
be different. For instance, you may be working in a text file in one
window, and a second window may contain information, such as notes, rel-
evant to the text file you are working on. Some of you will be working
in. a Window environment, while others will be working in a Non-Window
environment.

In the present study, you will first go through a Tutorial which will
familiarize you with the software which you will use. You will then -perform a total of 14 simple editing tasks which basically involve making
some changes to several text files. The project will last approximately
1 hour and a half.

This preliminary part of the experiment will last about 20 minutes. You
will first take a spatial test and then a verbal test. These are NOT tests
of intelligence, they will be used only for the purpose of placing you
in the conditions for the experiment. All scores on these tests will be
kept strictly confidential.
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Computer Experiment Questionnaire

Date: l/___/_i

Name: _ii_
Sex: Male Female

Major: i_i__

Please answer the following questions as b-est you can:

1. How do you feel about using the IBM PC right now?

1------——---2---——----—-3----~------4--~----—-·-5
Anxious A little Neutral Comfortable Very

uneasy Comfortable

2. How do you feel about this experiment right now?

1-·------—--2--------•--3---•—------4-----------5
. Anxious A little Neutral Comfortable Very

uneasy Comfortable

3. Rate your own note taking ability?

1----------—2-----------3-—·--•--———4—-----·----5
Be1ow Average Above

Average Average

4. How much time, in comparison to others, do you think it would take
you to learn a simple word processing program?

1-——---———-—2——-—---—---3---—--—----4------——---5
Longer Average Less
'I'han Than

Average Average

5. Rate yourself as to your ability to understand and use new computer
packages:

1-—-·--—--·-2-·-------—-3—·-—---———-4—--—----—--S
Poor Average Excel lent

6. What is your motivation to participate in this experiment?

1---·-----•-2----·----—-3-—---------4--------··—S
Unmotivated Neutral Highly Motivated
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Window Instructions

Screen 1

This is considered to be WINDOW 1. The Status line at the top of the
screen indicates what line and column the cursor is on, the name of the
file in the window, and whether or not the Insert mode is on.

To access a file into this window, Press the F1 key. A question above the
Status Line will ask what file you want to read into the window. Type
the name of the file you want to edit and press the RETURN key. The cursor
will remain BELOW the Status line when typing the name of this file.
This process is demonstrated on the next screen.

Screen 2

In this screen, the Fl key was pressed. As you can see, the program asks
for the name of the file you wish to edit. Here, the computer is typing
in the name. Normally you would type the name in and the computer would
access the file and place it in the window.

Once a file is read into WINDOW 1, you can use the PageUp and PageDown
keys at the right of the keyboard to SCROLL through the file. The Arrow
keys may also be used to move around in the file.

Screen 3 To open a SECOND WINDOW, press the F3 key. The last 10 lines
of the screen will be covered over by WINDOW 2 and another status line.
Again, you will be asked what file you want to read in to the window.
Type the filename in as you did with WINDOW 1.

Screen 4

This is considered to be WINDOW 2. It was opened with the F3 Key. To
access a file, type in the name of the file you want. You may again use
the PageUp and PageDown keys as well as the Arrow keys to move around
this file. To move to WINDOW 1, press the F9 key. You may then type
information into WINDOW 1 while looking at WINDOW 2. To move back to
WINDOW 2, press the F10 key. To close WINDOW 2, press the F4 Key.

Screen 5

Again, to move the cursor to Window 1 from Window 2 press the F9 key. To
move the cursor to Window 2 press the F10 Key. The PAGEUP and DOWN keys
as well as the ARROW keys may be used to move around the file. The INSERT
key (located in the lower right of the keyboard) may also be used. If you
try to open too many windows, you will get an error message located above
the Window 1 Status Line. Clear the error statement with the ESCAPE key
located in the upper left corner of the keyboard and begin again. When
you are finished any task, make sure that you close Window 2 first with
the F4 key and then close Window 1 with the F2 key. When you press the
F2 key, you will be asked whether or not you want to save the file. You
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should answer with "Y". This question is asked in case you made a mistake
and pressed F2 before you really wanted to.

Screen 6

Supplementary information which you will need to complete any task will
be found in WINDOW 2. YOU MUST USE THE F9 AND F10 KEYS TO MOVE BETWEEN
THE WINDOWS TO PLACE THIS INFORMATION INTO WINDOW 1. You will NOT be al-
lowed to take notes in this condition and you will only be allowed to open
WINDOW 2 ONCE for each task. A simple demonstration of a task will now
be presented.

In this demonstration, two filenames which start with the letter "P" must
be found in a file called, DIRECT.DIR and typed into a file called
JONES.DOC. JONES.DOC is the main file and DIRECT.DIR is the supplemen-
tary file. Therefore, JONES.DOC will be placed in WINDOW 1 and DIRECT.DIR
will be placed in WINDOW 2. Spaces where information must be typed intothe main file will be marked by Question Marks (???s). You will type over
the question marks with the appropriate information.

Screen 7

This screen shows that the Fl Key was pressed. As you can see, the "Read
File" message is displayed. You would type the name "JONES.DOC" and then
press the return key in order to access this file. The filename
"JONES.DOC" may be typed in either upper, lower or mixed case. It
is typed in upper case here for emphasis.

Screen 8
4100 Jee Street
Springfield, MA 38921

Mr. Paul D. Jones
Jones Inc.

Mr. Jones:

Enclosed are the computer files which you requested.
They are: Spoo1.exe, Write.com, ?????.???, and
?????.???. I am sure they will solve your computer
problems.

Sincerely,

Sara Drayer

This screen shows the text for JONES.DOC. The ??s show the position and
number of letters for the words which must be typed into JONES.DOC. The
next step is to open WINDOW 2 and access the file DIRECT.DIR.
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Screen 9
4100 Jee Street
Springfield, MA 38921

Mr. Paul D. Jones
Jones Inc.

Mr. Jones:

Enclosed are the computer files which you requested.
They are: Spool.exe, Write.com, ?????.???, and
?????.???. I am sure they will solve your computer
problems.

Sincerely,

Screen 10

In this screen, WINDOW 2 was opened with the F3 key. Notice the "File
Read" message at the top of the screen. Just type in the name of the
supplementary file "DIRECT.DIR" and after pressing the RETURN key, the
file will be placed in WINDOW 2. Notice also, WINDOW 2 covers name of the
author of the letter. The cursor will be located in WINDOW 2 when it
is opened, but you can move the cursor to WINDOW 1 by pressing the F9 key.

Screen 11

As you can see, WINDOW 2 contains the file for DIRECT.DIR. The task
required that we find the two files which begin with the letter P and
type them into the letter where the ??s are. The two files are
"Print.exe" and "Pascal.com". It is possible that you may have to scroll
down the file to find the names which you will need. If you have to
do this you may use the PageUp or PageDown Keys or the Arrow Keys. To
move the cursor up to WINDOW 1, use the F9 Key. If you want to move
the cursor back to WINDOW 2 press the F10 Key.

Screen 12
UTILITY FILES ‘

_
WRITE.COM
PRINT.EXE
LOCATE.COM
DRAW.COM
PASCAL.COM
BASIC.EXE
FORMAT.EXE
TALK.COM

IMPORTANT: In this Window condition, you would move between WINDOWs 1 and
2, at this time, using the F9 and F10 keys to find and type the information
needed. Thus, for example, after opening WINDOW 2, you would locate the
names "Pascal.com" and "Print.exe" and use the F9 key to move to WINDOW
1 and type the information needed into the correct place. You do not need
to commit the information to memory, as you can simply look at the in-
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formation in WINDOW 2. Remember, however, you can only open WINDOW 2 once
for any given task.

Screen 13
4100 Jee Street
Springfield, MA 38921Mr. Paul D. JonesJones Inc.Mr. Jones: _ l °

Enclosed are the computer files which you requested.
They EIB! Spool.exe, Write.com, Print.exe, and
Pas???.???. I am sure they will solve your computer
problems.

Sincerely,
Screen 14

UTILITY FILESWRITE.COMPRINT.EXE
LOCATE.COMDRAW.COM
PASCAL.COM
*** Notice that the two files are almost typed in where the XXs were.
To finish the task, close WINDOW 2 with the F4 Key and then close WINDOW
1 with the F2 Key.

Screen 15
Now you will perform five tasks. The first one will walk you through the
word processor and is designed to make you familiar with the system.
After these five tasks, you will perform three timed tasks to make sure
you understand how to use the word processor. Finally, you will perform
six timed tasks for the experiment. If you have any questions, please
ask an experimenter. Below is a summary of the F Keys. _
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Non-Window Instructions

Screen 1

This is considered to be WINDOW 1. The Status line at the top of the
screen indicates what line and column the cursor is on, the name of the
file in the window, and whether or not the Insert mode is on.

To access a file into this window, Press the F1 key. A question above the
Status Line will ask what file you want to read into the window. Type
the name of the file you want to edit and press the RETURN key. The cursor
will remain BELOW the Status line when typing the name of this file.
This process is demonstrated on the next screen.

Screen 2

In this screen, the Fl key was pressed. As you can see, the program asks
for the name of the file you wish to edit. Here, the computer is typing
in the name. Normally you would type the name in and the computer would
access the file and place it in the window.

Once a file is read into WINDOW 1, you can use the PageUp and PageDown
keys at the right of the keyboard to SCROLL through the file. The Arrow
keys may also be used to move around in the file.

Screen 3

To open a SECOND WINDOW, press the F3 key. WINDOW 2 will completely cover
WINDOW 1 and give you another status line. Again, you will be asked what
file you want to read in to the window. Type the filename in as you did
with WINDOW 1.

Screen 4

This is considered to be WINDOW 2. It was opened with the F3 Key. As you
can see, it covers all of WINDOW 1. To access a file, type in the name
of the file you want. You may again use the PageUp and PageDown keys as
well as the Arrow keys to move around this file. To close WINDOW 2, press
the F4 Key. When you close this window, WINDOW 1 will be uncovered.

Screen 5 ·

Again, to open WINDOW 2, press the F3 key and to close this window, press
the F4 key. The PAGEUP and DOWN keys as well as the ARROW keys may be used
to move around the file. The INSERT key (located in the lower right of
the keyboard) may also be used. If you try to open too many windows, you
will get an error message located above the Window 1 Status Line. Clear
the error statement with the ESCAPE key located in the upper left corner
of the keyboard and begin again. When you are finished any task, make sure
that you close Window 2 first with the F4 key and then close Window 1 with
the F2 key. When you press the F2 key, you will be asked whether or not
you want to save the file. You should answer with "Y". This question ‘
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is asked in case you made a mistake and pressed F2 before you really
wanted to.

Screen 6 - Note Condition

Supplementary information which you will need to complete any task will
be found in WINDOW 2. You will ONLY BE ALLOWED TO OPEN WINDOW 2 ONCE for
any task. YOU MAY TAKE NOTES on the information in WINDOW 2 in order to
complete the task. A simple demonstration of a task will now be presented.

_ In this demonstration, two filenames which start with the letter "P" must
be found in a file called, DIRECT.DIR and typed into a file called
JONES.DOC. JONES.DOC is the main file and DIRECT.DIR is the supplemen-
tary file. Therefore, JONES.DOC will be placed in WINDOW 1 and DIRECT.DIR
will be placed in WINDOW 2. Spaces where information must be typed into
the main file will be marked by Question Marks (???s). You will type over
the question marks with the appropriate information.

Screen 6 - Switch Condition

Supplementary information which you will need to complete any task will
be found in WINDOW 2. You will BE ALLOWED TO OPEN WINDOW 2 AS MANY TIMES
AS YOU WISH for any task. YOU MAY NOT TAKE ANY NOTES. In order to complete
the tasks, you do not need to memorize all of the information you will
need at one time. Rather, you may have to open and close WINDOW 2 several
times obtaining information from WINDOW 2. A simple demonstration of a
task will now be presented.

In this demonstration, two filenames which start with the letter "P" must
be found in a file called. DIRECT.DIR and typed into a file called_
JONES.DOC. JONES.DOC is the main file and DIRECT.DIR is the supplemen-
tary file. Therefore, JONES.DOC will be placed in WINDOW 1 and DIRECT.DIR
will be placed in WINDOW 2. Spaces where information must be typed into
the main file will be marked by Question Marks (???s). You will type over
the question marks with the appropriate information.

Screen 6 - Memorization Condition

Supplementary information which you will need to complete any task will
be found in WINDOW 2. You will ONLY BE ALLOWED TO OPEN WINDOW 2 ONCE for
any task. YOU MAY NOT ANY TAKE NOTES. In order to complete the tasks,
you MUST commit the information which you will need from WINDOW 2 to
memory. A simple demonstration of a task will now be presented.

In this demonstration, two filenames which start with the letter "P" must
be found in a file called, DIRECT.DIR and typed into a file called
JONES.DOC. JONES.DOC is the main file and DIRECT.DIR is the supplemen-
tary file. Therefore, JONES.DOC will be placed in WINDOW 1 and DIRECT.DIR
will be placed in WINDOW 2. Spaces where information must be typed into
the main file will be marked by Question Marks (???s). You will type over
the question marks with the appropriate information.
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This screen shows that the Fl Key was pressed. As you can see, the "Read
File" message is displayed. You would type the name "JONES.DOC" and then
press the return key in order to access this file. The filename
"JONES.DOC" may be typed in either upper, lower or mixed case. It
is typed in upper case here for emphasis.

Screen 8
4100 Jee Street
Springfield, MA 38921Mr. Paul D. JonesJones Inc.

Mr. Jones:
Enclosed are the computer files which you requested.
They are: Spool.exe, Write.com, ?????.???, and
?????.???. I am sure they will solve your computer
problems.

Sincerely,

Sara Drayer

This screen shows the text for JONES.DOC. The ??s show the position and
number of letters for the words which must be typed into JONES.DOC. The
next step is to open WINDOW 2 and access the file DIRECT.DIR.

Screen 9
In this screen, WINDOW 2 was opened with the F3 key. As you can see,
this window covers WINDOW 1. Notice the "File Read" message at the
top of the screen. Just type in the name of the supplementary file
"DIRECT.DIR" and after pressing the RETURN key, the file will be placedin WINDOW 2.Screen 10 A

UTILITY FILESWRITE.COM
PRINT.EXE
LOCATE.COM
DRAW.COM
PASCAL.COMBASIC.EXE
FORMAT.EXE
TALK.COM
As you can see, WINDOW 2 contains the file for DIRECT.DIR. The task
required that we find the two files which begin with the letter P and
type them into the letter where the ??s are. The two files are
"Print.exe" and "Pascal.com". It is possible that you may have to scroll
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down the file to find the names which you will need. If you have to
do this you may use the PageUp or PageDown Keys or the Arrow Keys.

Screen 11 — Notes Condition

UTILITY FILES
WRITE.COM
PRINT.EXE
LOCATE.COM
DRAW.COM
PASCAL.COM
BASIC.EXE
FORMAT.EXE
TALK.COM

IMPORTANT: In this Non-Window condition, you would make some notes, at
this time, on the piece note paper given to you, as to the names and
correct spelling of the files. Thus, for the example, on your note paper,
you might write down the names "Pascal.com" and "Print.exe". Remember,
once you close WINDOW 2 for this task, you will not be able to open it
again. Therefore, it is imperative that accurately write the information
down which you will need. After you have made your notes, close WINDOW
2 with the F4 Key and WINDOW 1 will again become visible.

Screen ll - Switch Condition

UTILITY FILES
WRITE.COM
PRINT.EXE
LOCATE.COM
DRAW.COM
PASCAL.COM
BASIC.EXE
FORMAT.EXE
TALK.COM

IMPORTANT: In this Non-Window condition, you would find the information
which you need from WINDOW 2 and remembering what you can, close WINDOW
2 with the F4 key and type the information into WINDOW 1. If you are
unsure of spelling or can not remember all of the information, simply open
WINDOW 2 again and obtain more information. Thus, for the example, you
might try to remember the name "Pascal.com" , close WINDOW 2, type it
into WINDOW 1, and then open WINDOW 2 again to obtain the name "Print.exe"
to type into WINDOW 1. Remember, you can NOT take any notes.
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Screen 11 - Memorization Condition

UTILITY FILES
WRITE.COM
PRINT.EXE
LOCATE.COM
DRAW.COM
PASCAL.COM
BASIC.EXE
FORMAT.EXE
TALK.COM

IMPORTANT: In this Non-Window condition, you would find the information
which you will need from WINDOW 2 and memorize this information. Thus,for the example, you would have to memorize the correct spelling of the
names "Pascal.com" and "Print.exe". Remember, once you close WINDOW 2
for this task, you will not be able to open it again. Therefore, it is
imperative that accurately memorize the information which you will need.
After you have memorized the information, close WINDOW 2 with the F4 Key
and Window 1 will again be visible.

Screen 12
4100 Jee Street
Springfield, MA 38921

Mr. Paul D. Jones
Jones Inc.

Mr. Jones:

Enclosed are the computer files which you requested.
They are: Spool.exe, Write.com, Print.exe, and
Pas???.???. I am sure they will solve your computer
problems.

Sincerely,

*** Notice that the two files are almost typed in where the ??s were.
To finish the task close WINDOW 1 with the F2 Key.

Screen 13

Now you will perform five tasks. The first one will walk you through the
word processor and is designed to make you familiar with the system.
After these five tasks, you will perform three timed tasks to make sure
you understand how to use the word processor. Finally, you will perform
six timed tasks for the experiment. If you have any questions, please
ask an experimenter. Below is a summary of the F Keys.
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WELCOME TO TEXT EDITOR EXPERIMENT

Window Environment

This experiment is concerned with how people work with different types
of computer environments in a word processing editor. This editor was
designed specifically for the experiment. It is similar in operation to
the Wordstar word processor and is relatively simple to use. You will
only need a small number of commands which will be taught to you. _

In this study, you will be asked to perform simple editing tasks such as
finding a name in a list and typing it into a letter. This instruction
sheet will give you general directions as to what is required. After you
read this sheet, you will perform a 4 minute typing test to get an indi-
cation of how fast you type. Then you will go through a computer tutorial
program which will give you specific details as to how to operate the word
processor and complete the experiment. You will perform 5 tasks in the
Tutorial to get used to the editor. Then you will perform three criteria
tasks to see if you have learned how to use this editor, and finally, you
will perform six tasks for the experiment.

Instructions for each of the tasks which you will perform are printed on
the index cards in front of you. In order to complete the tasks, you will
need to access information from two different files - a Main File such
as a letter which you are editing, and a Supplementary File such as a
phone list which contains information which you will need to type into
the Main File. You will be working in a Windowed environment which means
that the computer screen can be split into two areas which can contain
different pieces of information. Thus, you can have the Main File in one
window and the Supplementary File in another window. Initially, you will
access a Main File in the editor. It will be placed in WINDOW 1. In order
to access the Supplementary File, you will open a second window (WINDOW
2) which will cover the last 10 lines of the screen. In this way, you
will be able to see and use the information in both the Main File and the
Supplementary File at the same time. Throughout this document and the
Tutorial Program, I will use the terminology of WINDOW 1 to refer to the
Main File and WINDOW 2 to refer to the supplementary file.

The F keys (located to the left of the keyboard) control the opening,
closing and moving between windows. The template over the F keys will
help you remember their functions. In this study, you will always access
main text files (such as a letter) in WINDOW l. WINDOW 1 is opened by
pressing the F1 key located to the left of the keyboard. In WINDOW 2,
you will access other files which will contain lists of information (such
as a phone list) needed to complete your assigned task. WINDOW 2 is
opened by pressing the F3 key. F9 moves the cursor to WINDOW 1 and F10
moves the cursor to WINDOW 2. When you have completed your task, WINDOW
2 is closed with the F4 key and WINDOW 1 is closed with the F2 key. The
tutorial will go over these instructions more carefully.

The word processor which you will be using will only allow you to open
WINDOW 2 once for each task. You will also NOT be allowed to take notes.
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In order to effectively accomplish the task given these constraints, you
should first read the index instruction cards carefully before beginning
any task. This is so that your reading time is not included in task time.
Then, you should open WINDOW 1 and finally WINDOW 2. When both windows
are open, you will be able to move the cursor back and forth between the
two windows. In this way you can page through the information in WINDOW
2, move the cursor up to WINDOW 1 and type the information in. Some of
the tasks will require only one or two words to be typed into WINDOW 1
while other tasks will require more. It is IMPERATIVE that you follow
the above strategy as best you can.

NOTE: You are allowed to have, and will only need, a maximum of 2 windows
opened for any task. Remember, you can only open WINDOW 2 once for each
task and you are NOT allowed to take notes.

The TUTORIAL program will explain more about the specifics of the word
processor and then will take you through five untimed tasks. After you
have finished these tasks, you will perform three more tasks to make sure
you have learned how to use this editor, and finally, you will perform
six tasks for the experiment.
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WELCOME TO TEXT EDITOR EXPERIMENT

Non-Window 1 Environment · Notes

This experiment is concerned with how people work with different types
of computer environments in a word processing editor. This editor was
designed specifically for the experiment. It is similar in operation to
the Wordstar word processor and is relatively simple to use. You will
only need a small number of commands which will be taught to you.

In this study, you will be asked to perform simple editing tasks such as
finding a name in a list and typing it in a letter. This instruction sheet
will give you general directions as to what is required. After you read
this sheet, you will perform a 4 minute typing test to get an indication
of how fast you type. Then you will go through a computer tutorial pro-
gram which will give you specific details as to how to operate the word
processor and complete the experiment. You will perform 5 tasks in the
Tutorial to get used to the editor. Then you will perform three criteria
tasks to see if you have learned how to use this editor, and finally, you
will perform six tasks for the experiment.

Instructions for each of the tasks which you will perform are printed on
the index cards in front of you. In order to complete the tasks, you will
need to access information from two different files - a Main File such
as a letter which you are editing, and a Supplementary File such as a
phone list which contains information which you will need to type into
the Main File. You will be working in a Non-Windowed environment which
means that you can only look at one piece of information (one of these
files) at a time. Initially, you will access a Main File in the editor.
It will be placed in WINDOW 1. In order to access the Supplementary File,
you will open a second window (WINDOW 2) which will cover the entire
screen blocking your view of WINDOW 1. When you close WINDOW 2, WINDOW
1 will become visible again. In this way, you will be able to see only
one of the files at a time (either the Main File or the Supplementary
file). Throughout this document and the Tutorial Program, I will use the
terminology of WINDOW 1 to refer to the Main File and WINDOW 2 to refer
to the supplementary file.

The F keys (located to the left of the keyboard) control the opening and
closing of windows. The template over the F keys will help you remember
their functions. In this study, you will always access main text files
(such as a letter) in WINDOW 1. WINDOW 1 is opened by pressing the F1
key located to the left of the keyboard. In WINDOW 2, you will access
other files which will contain lists of information (such as a phone list)
needed to complete your assigned task. WINDOW 2 is opened by pressing
the F3 key. When you have completed your task, WINDOW 2 is closed with
the F4 key and WINDOW 1 is closed with the F2 key. The tutorial will go
over these instructions more carefully.

The word processor which you will be using will only allow you to open
WINDOW 2 once for each task. You will, however, be allowed to take notes
on any information in WINDOW 2 which you will need. In order to effec-
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' tively accomplish the tasks given these constraints, it is important that
you first read the index instruction cards carefully before beginning any
task. This is so that your reading time is not included in task time.
Then you should open WINDOW 1 and examine the main file to determine what
type of information and where the information will be placed before
opening WINDOW 2. It is important to examine the Main File before opening
WINDOW 2. Otherwise you will end up writing down a lot of extraneous
information. Some of the tasks will require only one or two words to be
typed into WINDOW 1 while other tasks will require more. It is IMPERATIVE
that you follow the above strategy as best you can.

NOTE: You are allowed to have, and will only need, a maximum of 2 windows
opened for any task. Remember, you can only open open WINDOW 2 once for
each task and you MAY take notes.

The TUTORIAL program will explain more about the specifics of the word
processor and then will take you through five untimed tasks. After you
have finished these tasks, you will perform three more tasks to make sure
you have learned how to use this editor, and finally, you will perform
six tasks for the experiment.
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WELCOME TO TEXT EDITOR EXPERIMENT

Non-Window 2 Environment ~ Switch

This experiment is concerned with how people work with different types
of computer environments in a word processing editor. This editor was
designed specifically for this experiment. It is similar in operation
to the Wordstar word processor and is relatively simple to use. You will
only need a small number of commands which will be taught to you. In this
study, you will be asked to perform simple editing tasks such as finding
a name in a list and typing it in a letter. This instruction sheet will
give you general directions as to what is required. After you read this
sheet, you will perform a A minute typing test to get an indication of
how fast you type. Then you will go through a computer tutorial program
which will give you specific details as to how to operate the word
processor and complete the experiment. You will perform 5 tasks in the
Tutorial to get used to the editor. Then you will perform three criteria
tasks to see if you have learned how to use this editor, and finally, you
will perform six tasks for the experiment.

Instructions for each of the tasks which you will perform are printed on
the index cards in front of you. In order to complete the tasks, you will
need to access information from two different files - a Main File such
as a letter which you are editing, and a Supplementary File such as a
phone list which contains information which you will need to type into
the Main File. You will be working in a Non-Windowed environment which
means that you can only look at one piece of information (one of these
files) at a time. Initially, you will access a Main File in the editor.
It will be placed in WINDOW 1. In order to access the Supplementary File,
you will open a second window (WINDOW 2) which will cover the entire
screen blocking your view of WINDOW 1. When you close WINDOW 2, WINDOW
1 will become visible again. In this way, you will be able to see only
one of the files at a time (either the Main File or the Supplementary
file). Throughout this document and the Tutorial Program, I will use the
terminology of WINDOW 1 to refer to the Main File and WINDOW 2 to refer
to the supplementary file.

The F keys (located to the left of the keyboard) control the opening and
closing of windows. The template over the F keys will help you remember
their functions. In this study, you will always access main text files
(such as a letter) in WINDOW 1. WINDOW 1 is opened by pressing the F1
key located to the left of the keyboard. In WINDOW 2, you will access
other files which will contain lists of information (such as a phone list)
needed to complete your assigned task. WINDOW 2 is opened by pressing
the F3 key. When you have completed your task, WINDOW 2 is closed with
the FA key and WINDOW 1 is closed-with the F2 key. The tutorial will go
over these instructions more carefully.

The word processor which you will be using will allow you to open WINDOW
2 as many times as you wish. When you close WINDOW 2, WINDOW 1 will again
be visible. You will NOT, however, be allowed to take any notes. In order
to effectively accomplish the task given these constraints, it is impor-
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tant that you first read the index instruction cards carefully before
beginning any task. This is so that your reading time is not included
in task time. Then you should open WINDOW 1 and examine the main file
to determine what type of information and where the information will be
placed before opening WINDOW 2. Since you can open WINDOW 2 as many timesas you wish, do not worry about memorizing all of the information at one
time. After finding some information, you will close WINDOW 2, type the
information in WINDOW 1 and again open WINDOW 2 if you need to obtain more
information to be typed into WINDOW 1. Some of the tasks will require
only one or two words to be typed into WINDOW 1 while other tasks will
require more. It is IMPERATIVE that you follow the above strategy as best
you can.

NOTE: You are allowed to have, and will only need, a maximum of 2 windows
opened for any task. Remember, you may open WINDOW 2 as many times as
you wish, but you may NOT take notes.

The TUTORIAL program will explain more about the specifics of the word
processor and then will take you through five untimed tasks. After you
have finished these tasks, you will perform three more tasks to make sure
you have learned how to use this editor, and finally, you will perform
six tasks for the experiment.
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WELCOME TO TEXT EDITOR EXPERIMENT

Non-Window 3 Environment - Memorize

This experiment is concerned with how people work with different types
of computer environments in a word processing editor. This editor was
designed specifically for this experiment. It is similar in operation
to the Wordstar word processor and is relatively simple to use. You will
only need a small number of commands which will be taught to you. In this
study, you will be asked to perform simple editing tasks such as finding
a name in a list and typing it in a letter. This instruction sheet will
give you general directions as to what is required. After you read this
sheet, you will perform a 4 minute typing test to get an indication of
how fast you type. Then you will go through a computer tutorial program
which will give you specific details as to how to operate the word
processor and complete the experiment. You will perform 5 tasks in the
Tutorial to get used to the editor. Then you will perform three criteria
tasks to see if you have learned how to use this editor, and finally, you
will perform six tasks for the experiment.

Instructions for each of the tasks which you will perform are printed on
the index cards in front of you. In order to complete the tasks, you will
need to access information from two different files - a Main File such
as a letter which you are editing, and a Supplementary File such as a
phone list which contains information which you will need to type into
the Main File. You will be working in a Non-Windowed environment which
means that you can only look at one piece of information (one of these
files) at a time. Initially, you will access a Main File in the editor.
It will be placed in WINDOW 1. In order to access the Supplementary File,
you will open a second window (WINDOW 2) which will cover the entire
screen blocking your view of WINDOW 1. When you close WINDOW 2, WINDOW
1 will become visible again. In this way, you will be able to see only
one of the files at a time (either the Main File or the Supplementary
file). Throughout this document and the Tutorial Program, I will use the
terminology of WINDOW 1 to refer to the Main File and WINDOW 2 to refer
to the supplementary file. ‘

The F keys (located to the left of the keyboard) control the opening and
closing of windows. The template over the F keys will help you remember
their functions. In this study, you will always access main text files
(such as a letter) in WINDOW l. WINDOW 1 is opened by pressing the Fl
key located to the left of the keyboard. In WINDOW 2, you will access
other files which will contain lists of information (such as a phone list)
needed to complete your assigned task. WINDOW 2 is opened by pressing
the F3 key. When you have completed your task, WINDOW 2 is closed with
the F4 key and WINDOW 1 is closed with the F2 key. The tutorial will go
over these instructions more carefully.

The word processor which you will be using will only allow you to open
WINDOW 2 once for each task. You will also NOT be allowed to take notes
on any information. In order to effectively accomplish the task given
these constraints, it is important that you first read the index in-
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struction cards carefully before beginning any task. This is so that your
reading time is not included in task time. Then you should open WINDOW
1 and examine the main file to determine what type of information and
where the information will be placed before opening WINDOW 2. Otherwise,
you will not know precisely what you will need to remember. Since you
will not be allowed to take notes and you will only be able to open WINDOW
2 once, you must commit the information which you will need to memory.
You must try your best to memorize the information which you will need.
Some of the tasks will require only one or two words to be typed into _
WINDOW 1 while other tasks will require more. It is IMPERATIVE that you
follow the above strategy as best you can.

NOTE: You are allowed to have, and will only need, a maximum of 2 windows
opened for any task. Remember, you can only open WINDOW 2 once for each
task and you can NOT take notes.

The TUTORIAL program will explain more about the specifics of the word
processor and then will take you through five untimed tasks. After you
have finished these tasks, you will perform three more tasks to make sure
you have learned how to use this editor, and finally, you will perform
six tasks for the experiment.
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§;GH ßEMORY LOAD, 5IGH COMELEXITY ‘

Lgstructions - HM, HC

On your disk there is a file named TASKE1.TXT. This file contains a
letter to a psychologist with a list of 8 words which have been found to
have a high "meaningfulness" rating. You can not remember the words and
must refer to TASKE1.DAT, which is a file containing the words. You must
find the 8 words which have a “meaningfulness" rating of 5.0 or higher
in TASKE1.DAT and type them into the letter in TASKEl.TXT where the ???°s_ are.

Summary:

1. Open WINDOW 1 and read in TASKE1.TXT.
2. Open WINDOW 2 and read in TASKE1.DAT.
3. Replace the ??'s on line 17 of TASKEl.TXT with the 8 words that have

a "meaningfulness" rating of 5.0 or higher found in TASKE1.DAT.
4. Close TASKE1.TXT.

Tex; - gu, HC

Department of Psychology
Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, VA 22314
February 18, 1987

E. Bruce Walker, Ph.D.
Department of Psychology
University of Richmond .
Richmond, VA 23173

Dr. Walker:

As per your request of January 20th, enclosed are the
top eight words from our study on the meaningfulness of Uwords. I hope they serve their purpose well.

Words: ???, ???, ???, ???, ???, ???, ???, ???

Sincerely,
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Dgta - HM; gg

MeaningFulness of Words

Word Meaningfulness Specificity

1) aid 7.66 3.04
2) bee 8.33 4.28
3) cap 8.55 5.04
4) fur 9.47 4.96
5) band 4.67 5.35
6) key 8.77 5.70
7) sand 4.22 6.52
8) scale 4.39 3.78
9) sport 3.89 7.22
10) sum 7.88 5.22
11) sword 4.61 2.33
12) task 2.18 9.55
13) teeth 3.67 8.18
14) tone 3.85 3.33
15) cat 9.10 6.48
16) gas 8.98 5.04

6
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§§D;U§ MEMORY LOAD, 5IGH COMP;EX;I!

gngtguctinns - MM, HC

There is a file on your disk called TASKE5.TXT. This file contains a
letter from a heating contractor to a client who needs a heater fixed.
In the letter, you want to list the four parts which will be needed to
fix the heater. A parts list is contained in the file TASKE5.DAT. On
line 16, of the letter, you need to type in the names of 4 parts found
in the file TASKE5.DAT. The parts are found in the file TASKE5.DAT in 2
places under the name of Carpet Cleaning World. Two parts are found under
Job 2 and 2 parts are found under Job 6. You must find all 4 parts and
type them into TASKE5.TXT.

Summary:

1. Open WINDOW 1 and read in TASKE5.TXT.
2. Open WINDOW 2 and read in TASKE5.DAT.
3. Replace the ??'s on line 16 of TASKE5.TXT with the 4 parts for Carpet

Cleaning World found in TASKE5.DAT under Jobs 2 and 6.
4. Close TASKE5.TXT.

[eg; - Mg, gc

Chapman Heating & Cooling
Wilderness Road
St Louis, MO 26893

John Fosner
Carpet Cleaning World
4399 Jackson St.
St. Louis, MO 26875

Mr. Fosner:

As per your request of January 19, 1987, we have found _
a list of the parts which will be needed to repair your
business. These are:

????, ?????, ?????, ??????

The total cost will be $85.00. If you have any questions,
please give me a call.

Thank You,
Ken Laser
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gata -
mgl, HC

List of Parts for
January Jobs

Job Parts
l) Norwest Compressor,

Hose,
Fan
Freon

2) Carpet Cleaning Pipe, Motor
World Continued as Job #6..

3) Jerry°s Gas T Valve, Pressure
Gauge, Copper tubing

4) Pizza Hut Compressor,
Terminator,
Freon, seals

S) Jack Hall Rewire heating
Circuit

6) Carpet Cleaning Metal, Bottle
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LOW MEMORY LOAD, HIGH COMPLEXITY

Instguctions — LM, HC

There is a file on your floppy disk called TASKE6.TXT. In this letter
you wish to provide someone with information about an upcoming conference.
Since you can not remember all the details about the conference, you must
refer to another source to get them. Fortunately, there is a file on your
floppy disk called TASKE6.DAT which is a memo that contains information
about the conference. Find the date of the conference and the last date
for submitting papers in the file TASKE6.DAT and type this information
into TASKE6.TXT where the ???°s are on line 13.

Summary:

1. Open WINDOW 1 and read in TASKE6.TXT.
2. Open WINDOW 2 and read in TASKE6.DAT.
3. Replace the ??'s in TASKE6.TXT on line 13 with the date of the con-

ference and the last date to submit papers found in TASKE6.DAT.
4. Close TASKE6.TXT.

2840 Lee Street
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301

Mr. Paul D. Nelson
Vice President, Public Relations
Televideo Studios

Mr. Nelson:

This is to inform you of the upcoming National Advertising
Media Conference of the American Advertising Association. The
conference will be held in Minneapolis, Minn. on‘
????????? 8. ???????? 1, 1987 is the last date to submit
papers. You will be staying
at the Minneapolis Hilton Hotel (Phone 612 783-3361).

We were very pleased to hear that you accepted our
invitation to speak at this important event for the
Association. My colleagues and I are looking forward to
seeing you again we wish you luck with your Cameron Project.

Sincerely,

John J. Karr
Coordinator, National
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gaga
-

LM, Hc

National Advertising Media Conference
Information

Date of Conference: September 8, 1987

Place: Minneapolis Hilton Hotel

Location: 1432 Stinson Blvd.
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Phone: (612) 783-3361

Coordinator: John J. Karr (612) 321-8921

Scheduled Speakers:

Jack D. Fallway
Mary Confroy
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5IG5 MEMORY LOAD, LOW COMPLEXITY

ggstguctions - H5, LC

On your disk there is a file named TASKE2.TXT. This file contains a
letter from a store owner ordering items from a supply company. You can
not remember what it is you need to order, but you have them listed in
the file, TASKE2.DAT. Find the 8 items with the code "O8" which need to
be ordered from the file TASKE2.DAT and type them on line 14 of TASKE2.TXT
where where the ???'s are.

Summary:
I

1. Open WINDOW 1 and read in TASKE2.TXT.
2. Open WINDOW 2 and read in TASKE2.DAT.
3. Replace the ??°s on line 14 of TASKE2.TXT with the 8 items found in

TASKEl.DAT with code "O8" which need to be ordered.
4. Close TASKE2.TXT.

[ext - HM, LC

General Store, Inc.
1722 Stalway Ave
Columbus, GA 43991
February 17, 1987

Mr. T. K. Jones
Gadway Grocery
1212 Custus Drive
Columbus, GA 43991

Mr. Jones:

Please enter our order for your line of the following
products: ???, ???, ???, ????, ????, ????, ???, ???.
We believe that your products are the best buy in town.
Thank you.

Sincerely,
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Data -
§M„ Lg

Items Needed 2/1/87

Item Code

Sugar 09
Tea 08
Pie 08
Pan 08
Corn 08
Flag 08
Wine 08
Gun 08
Map 08
Towels 10
Cups 10
Mugs 10
Coasters 11
Plates 11
Candles 12
Maps 12
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WEDIUM §EMOß! LOAD; LOW COMPLEKII!

Instructiogs

On your disk there is a file named TASKE3.TXT. This is a shopping list
which you are writing so that you can make a recipe. You can not remember
the 4 ingredients which you will need, so you must refer to the recipe
found in TASKE3.DAT. Find the 4 ingredients from the recipe found in
TASKE3.DAT and type them into the file TASKE3.TXT on line 4.

Summary:

1. Open WINDOW 1 and read in TASKE3.TXT.
2. Open WINDOW 2 and read in TASKE3.DAT. ~
3. Replace the ??°s on line 4 of TASKE3.TXT with the names of the 4 in-

gredients found in TASKE3.DAT.
4. Close TASKE3.TXT.

[gg; — WM, LO

Shopping List for Recipe: -

Qgtg — MM, LC

Apple Pie

Ingredients:
6 cups Apples
2 tablespoons Flour
l cup Cream
7 slices Bread
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LOW QEMORY LOADI LOW COMPLEXQTY

Lgstguctiogs -
LM, LC

There is a file on your disk called TASKE4.TXT. This is a memo from a
school placement service to graduating seniors about possible job
openings. You need to find the name of 1 company from a list in a file
called TASKE4.DAT and place it on line 22 of the memo. The company name
which you will need is the one hiring on June 15.

Summary:

1. Open WINDOW 1 and read in TASKE4.TXT.
2. Open WINDOW 2 and read in TASKE4.DAT.
3. Replace the ??'s on line 22 in TASKE4.TXT with the name of 1 company

which is hiring on June 15 found in TASKE4.DAT.
4. Close TASKE4.TXT.

Igxg - LM; Lg

Memo
To: Graduating Seniors
From: Placement Service
Subject: Companies Hiring This Spring
Date: January 30, 1987

1
For those seniors who are graduating this spring, we
have compiled a list of all the companies in the
Washington - Northern Virginia area which are hiring
between June and July, 1987. Those of you who are
interested should contact Suzie Jacobs of the Placement
Service to set up an interview. Only those students who
sign up by April 30th will be able to be interviewed.
Sign up will take place in Henry Hall room 234. There
will be a sign up sheet posted on the wall.

The Companies are:

Jos. A. Bank Clothiers Inc.
Hahn Shoe Stores
7-Eleven Food Stores
?????????? ??????????
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Datg - LM; LC

Company Date Hiring

Sears, Roebuck & Co. Sept 30
Kay Jewelers Inc. Sept 30
Dart-Kraft Inc. Oct 10
Control Data Corp. Oct 15
NCR Corporation Oct 30
Geico Insurance Nov 2
Hechinger Company Nov 5
Production Foundation June 15
Waxie Maxie Dec 1
Price Waterhouse Dec 5
Zayre Corporation Jan 19
Saks Fifth Avenue Jan 30
Camp Mfg Co. May 5
Lord & Taylor May 8
Union Camp Inc Aug 10
Dryden Oil Co. Aug 15
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gogijied cooper-Harger Rating Scale Instructions *

After you complete each of the tasks, you will be asked to give a
rating on the Modified Cooper-Harper Scale for workload. In order to use
this scale, you must understand several terms.

First, "primary task" refers to the computer tasks which are printed
on the index cards in front of you. It includes finding the information
in the computer files, remembering the information and finally typing the
information into the main file accurately.

Second, you are considered the operator for these tasks. You will
. be operating the software and then using the rating scale to quantify your

experience.
Third, the system refers to the the complete group of equipment you

will be using in performing the primary task. Together you and the system
make up the operator/system. For the present experiment, the system is
composed of the computer screen, keyboard, and template as well as the
software system which you are using.

Fourth, errors include any of the following: mistakes in remember-
ing, typing or writing information, omissions of information, incorrect
responses opening or closing windows, or otherwise moving around on the
computer screens. In other words, errors are any appreciable deviation
from desired operator/system performance.

Finally, mental workload is the integrated mental effort required
to perform the primary task. It includes such factors as level of at-
tention, depth of thinking, and level of concentration required by the
primary task.

On the Modified Cooper-Harper scale you will notice that there is a
series of decisions which follow a predetermined logical sequence. This
logic sequence is designed to help you make more consistent and accurate
ratings. Thus, you should follow the logic sequence on the scale for each
of your ratings in this experiment. _

The steps which you will follow in using the rating scale logic are
as follows.

1. First, you will decide if the primary task can be accomplished most
of the time; if not, then your rating is a 10 and you should write
10 on the rating sheet.

2. Second, you will decide if adequate performance is attainable. Ade-
quate performance means that the errors are small and inconsequential
in performing the primary task. Adequate performance is defined as
completing each task as called for on the index card while pressing
No more than one Incorrect F key or incorrectly typing and having to
correct No more than one word (or a partial word). If adequate per-
formance is not attainable, then there are major deficiencies in the
system and you should proceed to the right. By reading the de-
scriptions associated with the numbers 7, 8, and 9, you should be able
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to select the one that best describes the situation you have experi-
enced. You should then write the most appropriate number on the
rating sheet.

3. If adequate performance is attainable your next decision is whether
or not your mental workload for the primary task is tolerable. If
it is not tolerable, you should select a rating of 4, 5, or 6. One
of these three ratings should describe the situation you have expe-
rienced, and you would circle the most appropriate number.

4. If mental workload is tolerable, you should then move to one of the
top three descriptions on the scale. You would read and carefully
select the rating 1, 2, or 3 based on the corresponding description
that best describes the situation you have experienced. You would
write the most appropriate number on the rating sheet.

Remember, you are to write only one number, and the number should
be arrived at by following the logic of the scale. You should always
begin at the lower level and follow the logic path until you have decided
on a rating. In particular, do not skip any steps in the logic. Other-
wise, your rating may not be valid and reliable.

Before you begin making the ratings, there are several points that
need to be emphasized. First, be sure to try to perform the primary task
as instructed and make all your evaluations within the context of the
primary task.

Second, the rating scale is not a test of your personal skill. On
all of your ratings, you will be evaluating the system for a general user
population, not yourself. You may assume you are an experienced member
of that population. You should make the assumption that problems you
encounter are not problems you created. They are problems created by the
system and the instructed primary task. In other words, don't blame
yourself if the system is deficient, blame the system.

Third, try to avoid the problem of nit picking an especially good
system, or on the other hand, of saying that a system which is difficult
to use is not difficult to use at all. These problems can result in
similar ratings for systems with quite different characteristics. Also,
try not to overreact to small changes in the system. This can result in
ratings which are extremely different when the systems themselves are
quite similar. Thus, to avoid any problems, just always try to "tell it
like it is" in making your ratings.

If you have any questions, please ask the experimenter at this time.
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Rate each task on this sheet. ONCE YOU MAKE A RATING PLEASE DO NOT CHANGE
IT.

Tutor Tasks

1) t.,

2) Ä.

3)4)

t.

5) l.,

· Criteriou Tasks

1) —...

2) _..

3) 1.

Experimental Tasks „

1) ...i

2) t

3) _ A

4) _..

5) .._

6)
_

Place vita Hexe
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